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ABSTRACT
In order to remain viable and relevant in the global era. colleges must address
the challenges of finding an effective operating system with a new style of leadership
(Dennison, 1995). The purpose of this qualitative study was to determine the
feasibility of the concept of the learning organization within the college system.
Specifically it asked.: ls the concept of a learning organization a viable framework for
leadership within the college system?
The study was condut1cd through semi-structured interviews with fout senior
college administrators in order to obtain their views on the purpose of the study. They
were selected on the basis of their experience in college administration and thus ace
seen as "experts". The study analyzed the feasibility of the five individual learning or
leadership disciplines - Personal Mastery, Mental Models. Building Shared Vision,
Team Learning, and Systems Thinmg • that together define a learning organization
(Senge, 1990).
The data collection instruments consisted of several field research fonns and
tape-recorded interviews with individual administrators. The primary research tools
used in the study were the Interview Protocols.
Data analysis revealed that three out of four administrators interviewed believe
the concept of the learning organization is feasible and can provide a viable framework
for leadership within the college system. Only one administrator felt strongly that the
·public" nature of the college system limited the feasibility of the concept, even
tbou&h it was seen as desirable. All administraton; felt that obstacles such as lack of
autonomy, lacIc of organizational stability. inflexible attitudes,. and lack of balance with
respect to the roles and responsibilities of the individual versus the college have
inhibited organizational learning.
Principal implications of the study include the need for professional
development as well a'S accountability and feedback mechanisms. Findings ace
expected to contribute to the body of existina research on learning organizations in
genenl. within commwtity colleges in particular. and on leadership for colleges as
leamina organizations. Conclusions may be particularly useful in government, board
of governors,. and administrative planning. design. and implementation of an
organizational structure and leadership approach required for the development of a
responsive and relevant college. [n responding to this challenge, colleges have a
chance to re-establish themselves as flexible, responsive organizations (Dennison,
1995).
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Current realities., both financial and human, are such that the drastic
restructuring of postsecondary education is necessary if it is to remain effective
and efficient... To meet this challenge. institutions are expected to collaborate
in their planning and to develop improved learning partnerships... All of these
initiatives lead towards a more integrated, rather than a morc diversified,
institutional structure. (Dennison, 1995. p.6)
The regional community college system of Newfoundland and Labrador is
presendy being restructured into one provincial college system. Reasons for the
restrueturina: include the following: to meet financial constraints; to keep pace with
the changing economy; to stay abreast of advances in technology; and to meet
demands for accountability, accessibility, efficiency, and responsiveness (Dennison,
1995; Ministerial Statement, Education and Training, April 1996;~
~ September 1996; Press Release, Education and Training, June 1995, July
1996).
Directly related to the issue of restructuring is the issue of management
Determining how the college system should be managed in the future includes
identifYing new fonns of leadership needed in a changing social and economic
environmenL Development of an effective organization can only occur through new
views of leadership (Apps. 1994; Barlosky & Lawton, 1994; Bass. 1990; Bennis.
Parikh & Lessem, 1994; Fullan, 1993; Koner, 1996; Kouzes & Posner, 1995; Levin,
1995; Senge, 1990; Sergiovanni, 1995; U.S. Deparbnent of Education, 1993).
The newly restructured provincial college is now searching for an operational
and leadership framework to take it into the twenty-first century (Provincial College of
Newfoundland and Labndor, Februazy, 1997). Senge (1990) proposes the -r.eaming
Organization- as a model for organizational success in this age of interdependence.
This study was undertalcen to detennine the feasibility of a leadership approach
for the college system based on the concept of a leaming organization. Semi-
structured interviews were conducted with four senior community college
administrators, selected on the basis of their experience and expertise, in the province
of Newfoundland and Labrador. It is hoped that the study will inform stakeholders as
the college reorganizes into one provincial college system.
Statedleat or the Problem
The several restrueturings of college systems in Saskatchewan, Newfoundland,
and New Brunswick, over relatively short periods of time, suggest that some
provincial governments have felt free to require a scale and frequency of
organizational change that would have caused tremendous social unrest had it
been proposed for any other sector of post-secondary education. (Gallagher,
1995. p.259)
rn 1985, the government of Newfoundland and Labrador talled for the
establishment of a regional community college system. Legislation, enacted in 1987,
established a network of five community colleges. A key characteristic of the regional
college system was the establishment of an appointed boaed of govemors and a
president to each college. Control and autonomy of each college was delegated to the
boaed and the president. Since 1987, the college system has undergone three major
reorglnizations alortg with a number of reforms at each regional college (Commwtity
Colleges Act, 1987; Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. June 1985; Quinlan.
1989).
Owen (1995) states that the dependenc:e of c:olleges on governments for
financial suppon, Mhas limited their autonomy and, henc:e. their ability to respond to
c:ommunity needs"(p.I64). However. colleges are still expec:ted to respond to Mrapidly
c:hanging eronomic: and sociopolitial demands~(p.l64). This often means ~the
response required is major orpnizational dlange... and this. in itself. exerts a lot of
pressure on them~(p.I64). A rec:ent trend, has been to use c:ommunity colleges as M a
provinc:e-wide resource. especially in programs with very "igh overhead costs and
shortage of teaching expertiseM (Minister of Supply and Services. 1996. p.2S).
Advanc:es in technology. c:ombined with equally impressive c:hanges in
telecommunications...has set the scene for a major transformation of the global.
national and provincial economies. Newfoundland and Labrador is already an
integral part of this global change. (Economic Rec:overy Commission [ERe].
March 1994, p.3)
The ERe document, At the Cm5S!9arls- The New Economy in Newfoundland
~ describes the economy of Newfoundland and Labrador as dearly in a
time of transition. A new economy is emerging. one that is quite distinguishable from
the old, resourc:e-based economy (Table 1). The new ec:onomy is knowledge-based
requiring advanced education and literacy from employees: "Workers were once
Table 1
A COIDpNjson of the Old and New Economies
CHARACTERISTIC OLD ECONOMY NEW ECONOMY
Main Industries
Labour Force
Education
Literacy
Reliance
Main Organization
Entrepreneurship
Labour Relations
Number of Industries
Technology
Competition
Marhts
Products
Human resources
Growth area
Resource-based
Manual Workers
Basic
Desirable
Dependent
Large Corporation
Undeveloped
Confrontational
Few
Slow moving; distinct fields
unit: foreign competition
Focus on domestic markets
Mass-produced products for
massmarlc:ets
One factor of production;
slow changing skill
requirements
In large finns, mainly
through attra.cting outside
investment
Knowledge-based
Infonnation Processors
Advanced
Essential
Self-Reliant
Small Finns
Highly Developed
Cooperative
Many
Rapid change; merging
fields
Strong foreign competition
Focus on &lobal markets
Complex products for
sophisticated consumers
The competitive edge;
rapidly changing skill
requirements
In new and small firms;
through new development
investment
~. From At the Crossroads· The New Economy in Newfoundlandm4..~
(p.7), by Economic Recovery Commission, March 1994 by the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador. Reprinted with permission.
regarded as just another factor in the production process.. Today, because of the
rapidly changing slcill requirements, workers give a company Ihe competitive edge~
(p.B).
Talcing into acCOWlt the changing economy and the fiscal constraints of
governments, the ERe concluded: ~NewfoW1dland and Labrador can no longer rely on
resource industries and government transfers on their own to support its people at the
standard of living to which they have become accustomed.. We have to change~(p.l1).
Society, therefore. is in the midst of a major transition, one that is challenging all
social organizations. institutions. and their members to change (Apps 1994; Bennis et
al., 1994; Dennison, 1995; Fullan, 1993; Karpiak. 1996; Kouzes" Posner. 1995;
Senge, 1990).
How can institutions, particularity educational institutions deal with the
challenges of change?
We are tallcing about the larger social agenda of creating learning scx:ieties.
The focus of change must be on all agencies and their interrelationships, but
education has a special obligation to help lead the way in partnership with
others. (Fullan, 1993, p.6)
In Fullan's (1993) view, the challenges of change can be effectively dealt with through
life-long learning and collaboration. Porter (as cited in Dietsche, 1993) states, ~The
competitiveness of post-industrialized nations will increasingly depend on their
scientific and technoloaic.a.l capacity as the main source of diversification and
development of their economics· (p.189). According to Dietsche (1993), higher
education bas an important and special role to play in the development of this
capacity. All members of the postsecondaty system must leam how to cope
effectively with change: ·Canada's colleges and universities are the principal means
by which most young people prepare for the labour market and they are also among
the most important sources of new knowledge and employment siriUs for adults"
(Minister of Supply and Services, 1994, p.l). This position recognizes thai colleges
exist to serve their communities, that if communities are to change, so must the
colleges. According to Sarason (1990), ·you cannot have students as continuous
learners and effective collaborators, without teachers [and all college members] having
these same characteristics· (as cited in FuiJan, 1993, p.46).
The current mandate of the: community colleges is to help organizational
members learn the knowledge and skills required for today's technological era.
Therefore, based on the characteristics of the new economy (Table I), colleges must
be knowledge-based, literate, and self·reliant communities which are compoRd of
highly educated entrepreneurs and infonnation processors who adjust rapidly 10 the
challenge and opportunity of change. Colleges must be competitive and at the same
time cooperative; generalized and specialized, global and localized in outlook and
responsiveness. Colleges must also see the relationships between the:ir community and
the global viLLage, they must identify opportunities and changes that will impact on
them and them on the global commW\ity. Colleges must help develop knowledgeable,
world citizens.
For both social and economic reasons. as well as the fact that lcnowledge and
skills are becoming obsolete at • faster and faster rate. the concept of lifelong
learning is becoming firmly embedded in our society. Demands are beina:
placed on the educational system by learners who are increasingly more likely
to be older, parHime, and have less flexible opportunities for study. (Training
for Tomorrow, £nc., March 1993, p.95)
The Government document, Organizational Linkages in Education and Training
(Trainina: for Tomorrow, £nc., March 1993) calls for the establishment of an
articulation system composed of linkages between the educational/training system and
the labour market. Linkages are defined. as "well·established practices for linking the
post-secondary sector with the world of work. or linking institutions within the post-
secondary sector with other institutions" (Pj). Such linkages would benefit students
by facilitating: transfer within the learning continuum, experiential learning
opportunities, and opportunities for adults in the labour force to continue their
education. £n general, an articulation system would increase the fle:ibility of the post-
.secondary system. reduce barriers to education. increase efficiency, and foster the
development of lifelong learning.
To recapitulate, the challenge of change can be met through leaming and
collaboration. However, in order to develop an organization with a leaming,
collaborative culture, traditional hierarchical structures and management approaches
must be changed.
rn the early 19905, post-secondary educational institutions, including
community colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador, started adopting TQM in an effort
to manaae change (Newfoundland and Labrador College Executive Network, February,
1995). TQM utilizes an integrated systems approach to problem-solving. Its
principles include teamwork. customer relationships, shared vision, assessment,
continuous improvement, commionent, tNSt, and knowledgeable and empowered
workers (Barlosky If. Lawton, 1994; Comeslcy &. Lazarus, 1995; Kouzes &: Posner,
1995; Levin, 1995; Shelnutt &: Buch, 1996; Sherr &: Teeter, 1991; U.S. Department of
Education, 1993).
For many colleges and campuses in the province, TQM was seen as a success
and altered members' views on organizational operations. However, not everyone
experienced success with TQM and not all colleges adopted TQM. as evidenced by the
searcll for a new leadership model and operational framework (provincial College of
Newfoundland and Labrador, February, 1997).
The current, drastic restructuring of the regional colleges into one provincial
college provides an opportunity to rejuvenate the province's community college
system. Levin (1995) declares, Mthe challenge for the community college is to
abandon the old conception of leadership (and its obsession with control) and to
embrace a more vital and nourishing concept of leadership for the decades ahead-
(p.l07). Leadership theories are being questioned, and new approaches are emerging
which are consistent with the attributes and functions of transformational leadership
according to research conducted by Barlosky &: Lawton (1994), Bass (1985), Bass &.
Avolio (1994), Leithwood (1992), Leithwood &: Steinbach (1993), and Middlehurst
(19").
Fullan (1993) contends, Mit is no longer acceptable to separate planned chmge
from seemingly spontaneous or n.aturally occurring change. £t is only by raising our
consciousness and insi&hts about the totaJity of educational change that we can do
something about itM(p.vii). According to Senge (1990), ofganizations wjll remain
competitive and relevant only if they encourage organizational members to expand
their capacity to create and lcam both individually and collaboratively. These are
organizations where the leaders design, steward, and teach learning. Senge argues that
managing change in today's fast·paced world can only be accomplished through
Morganizational learningM. Bentlis and Nanus (1985) describe organizational learning
as Mthe process by which an organization obtains and uses new knowledge, tools,
behaviors. and values- (p.191). Senge proposes the concept of the Learning
Organization as a body of theoretical and practical knowledge that can contribute to
organizational learning.
The learning organization is composed of five major disciplines: Personal
Mastery, Mental Models, Building Shared Vision, Team Learning. and Systems
Thinking (Senge, 1990). Since Senge's focus was on business management and public
administration, there has been little application of this theory to college settings.
There is a need for research which wjU examine the feasibility of the learning
organization as a framework fOf leadership within the college system.
10
The provincial college system in Newfoundland and Labrador presents an
opportunity for such rcsearclt since it is presently undergoing the third major
restructuring since its inception in 1986. In June 199'. the provincial Minister of
Education and Training announced the reorganization of the five regional community
colleges into one provincial college. In July 1996. restructuring began with the
selection of & college headquarters as well as the appointment of a board of governors
and a new college presidenL In April 1991, the new provincial college. named
~ of the North Atlantic was officially launched~~ April
1991; Press Release. Education and Training, June 1995, July 1996).
P_rpe. of tile St1Idy
The general purpose of this study was to detennine the feasibility of the
concept of the learning organization within the community college system.
Specifically. this study sought to answer the question: Is the concept of a learning
organization a yjable framework for leadership within the college system?
The researcher interviewed four experienced college administra10rs to obtain
their views on the viability of the concept of. learning organization for the college
system. In particular, the researcher examined the importance of each of the five
disciplines for the college system: Personal Mastery, Mental Models, Building Shared
Vision. Team Learning, and Systems Thinking (Senge, 1990).
II
COMMUNITY COLLJ::GE' Community colleges. Colleges of Applied
Arts and Technology (Ontario), CEGEPs (Quebec), Institutes of Technology,
Techniul Schools, and Institutes of Applied Arts and Sciences all compose
Canada's college component of the post-secondary education system. Colleges
-are usua1ly locally based, non-dqree grantioa institutions offering general or
specialized programs. They meet training and upgrading needs of the private
and public sectors, especially business. and industry and the health care sector-
(Minister of Supply and Services, 1996. p.2S).
POST§ECONPARX EDUCATION: Statistics Canada defines post-
secondary education programs as those thar: meet the follow;ng criteria:
-the Donnal entrance requirement is high school completion;
-the program is one year or more in duration;
-the program leads to a certificate, diploma or degree; and
-the program is not classified as trades/vocational. (Minister of Supply
and Services. 1996. p.l)
~ This is one of a nwnber of terms used inten:hangeably in the literature.
Other terms include the postindustrial society, postmodem age. information
age, Imowledge age, communication age, global age and age of
interdependence (Apps. 1994; Bennis et 81., [994; Dennison, 1995; ERC,
1994; Karpiak. 1996; Senge, 1990).
lZ
SipirKaace .r the Stad,.
The importance of this study is three·fold.. The concept of a learning
organization is relatively new in education and research on the concept of learning
organizations in the community college setting is very limited. This study will
contribute to the growing body of knowledge on learning organizations in general and
within community colleges in particular.
Research on the concept of leadership for the community college as a learning
organization is limited.. This study will contribute to the body of knowledge on
leadership for colleges as leaming organizations.
This study has implications for those interested in the restructuring of the
provincial community college system. The college system is currentfy in a stale of
transition. This study will provide a timely examination of the organizational structure
and leadership required for the development of a responsive and relevant college.
CllAPTER TWO
JlEVlEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter is a review of the literature on the concept of a learning
organization as well as a review of the literature on leadership for the development of
a learning organization. It examines each of the disciplines of the learning
organization: Pe~al Mastery. Mental Models, Building Shared Vision. Team
Learning, and Systems Thinlcing as well as five leadership themes identified as being
essential to the development of a learning organiz:ation: Shared vision; Challenge.
Chanae. and Learning; Collaboration and Empowerment; Modelling. Trust, and
Commitment; and Motivation. Encouragement, and Inspiration.
Productive educational change roams somewhere between overcontrol and
chaos (pasca.Ie, 1990). There are fundamental reasons why controlling strategies
don't work. The underlying one is that the change process is uncontrollably
complel(, and in many circumstances 'unknowable' (Stacey. 1992). The solution
lies in better ways of thinking about, and dealing with. inherently unpredictable
processes. (Fullan. 1993. p.19)
The reality of the our world has changed. Peters (1995) reminds us that
-hierarchies have been flattened, old command-and-eontrol structures are not possible
(let alone desirable). and knowledge (and the creative power of knowledge workers, aJl
of us) is the new basis for economic value- (as cited in Kouzes & Posner. 1995 p.
xvi). Change is the one constant in life. However. the pace and type of change in the
information age is new. Not only is change occurring at brealmeck speed but it is also
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unpredictable and discontinuous (Apps. 1994; Bennis et aI., 1994; Fullan, 1993; Pucik,
Tichy &: Bamett. 1992; Senge, 1990).
Bennis et aI. (1994) identify the change as being both quantitative and
qualitative in nature. Quantitatively, the change is rapid and complex. The term
-raplex:ity" (a combination of rapidity and complexity) is used to describe the
magnitude and pace of quantitative change. QuaJitatively, the change "consists of
layers of simultaneous revolutions,. ranging from the agricultural to the infonnational"
(p.365).
Senge (1990) distinguishes between two types of complexity: "detailed
complexity". situations where many variables influence a problem; and "dynamic
complexity, situations where cause and effect are subtle, and where the effects over
time of interventions are not obvious" (p.71). According to Fullan (1993), "the real
territory of change" (p.lO) is dynamic complexity. Both Senge (1990) and Fullan
(1993) agree that a better understanding of dynamic complexity is needed in order to
deal with change in the new era.
How can social organizations deal with change in this new era? Senge (1990)
declares: -The organizations that will truly exceed in the future will be the
organizations that discover how to tap people's commitment and capacity to learn at
oJ/levels in an organization~ (p.4). Senge (1990), and others (Apps, 1994; Bennis &
Nanus, 1985; Bennis et al., 1994; Benveniste, 1994; Fultan, 1993; Karpiak, 1996) put
forth the concept of a -learning organization- as the basis for organizational success in
the new age.
Senge (1990) describes a leamina: organization as "an organization that is
continually expanding its capacity to create its future" (p.14). He asserts that "at the
heart of a leaming organization is a shift of mind" (p.12). Such a mindshift allows
members to see how they are connected, how they impact on each other, and
ultimately. how they are often the cause of their own problems. Fullan (1993) restates
Senge's (1990) belief of the importance of a new mindset for change - "metanoia" -
and applies it specifically to the conservative educational system: "Without such a
shift of the mind the insunnountable basic problem is the juxtaposition of a continuous
change theme with the continuous cor.se1'Wlnve system"(p.3). Bennis et aI. (1994) also
see the need. for a shift of mind.. "a reorientation of your mind.. or your
thinking"(p.364). is the essence of global management.
The fundamental conception of the leaming organization is based on a
synergistic model grounded in holistic views. connectedness. personal mastery, lifelong
learning, reflection, inquiry, dialogue, shared vision, collaboration. comminnent, and
trust. Development in each of these areas is the new work for every member of a
learning organization (Apps, 1994; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Bennis et aI.• 1994; Fullan.
1993; Karpiak. 1996; Senge, 1990).
SeRge (1990) outlines five leaming disciplines - "a discipline [is] an activity
we integrate into our Iives"(p.141) - to be used by members of an organization to help
build a learning organization. It should be pointed out that Senge (1990) does not see
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the five disciplines as the entire system but rather, as a foundation upon which new
disciplines will be built and added to as we become more knowledgeable. Bennis et
al. (1994) and Fullan (1993) reinforce Sengc's conception of the learning organization.
Senge's five disciplines are described below.
Djscjplio, 1- rCnopai MastC"
Sengc (1990) and his colleagues used the phrase -personal mastery- to
describe ·personal growth and leaming-(p.141): It is a level of proficiency - a
commibnent to lifelong leaming - of continually clarifying and deepening personal
vision.. Senge states that there are two aspects of personal mastery which together,
invigorate organiDtionai members through creative tension:
The first is continually clarifying what is imponant to us (purpose and vision)...
The second is continually learning how to see current reality more clearly.
The juxtaposition of vision (what we want) and a clear picture of current reality
(where we are relative to what we want) generates what we call "creative
tension-; a force to bring them together. caused by the natural tendency of
tension to seek resolution. The essence of personal mastery is learning how to
generate and susta.in creative tension in our lives. (p.l41·142)
Sense (1990) asserts that no individual can be forced to embarlc on a path of
personal growth. However, leaders can foster personal mastery by promoting a.
climate which encourages members to practice the principles of personal mastery in
their daily lives:
That means building an organization where it is sale for people to create
visions. where inquiry and commitment to truth are the norm, and challenging
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the status quo is expected - especially when the status quo includes obscuring
aspects of current reality that people seek to avoid. (p.172)
For Senge (1990), this discipline is the fowuiation of a learning organization.
He states thar without individual learning and team learning there can be no
organizational learning: '"The organization's commitment to and capacity for learning
can be no greater than that of its members" (p.7).
Fullan (1993) identifies personal mastery as one of the four core components
needed to generate change capacity: "New mindsets arise from new mastery as much
as the other wzy around" (p.l6). And he quotes Senge's (1990) definition of personal
mastery in his discussions.
Bennis et aI.(1994) view the learning organization as a manifestation of
continuing development. They use the term "self-mastery" to refer to a movement
away from uncertainty and towards "competence and uniqueness". They state,
"Leadership and self-mastery. intuition and vision characterize the individual. new-
paradigm manager"(p.7).
Pjsiplias 1- Mental Models
Just as "linear thinking- dominates most mental models used for critical
decisions today, the learning organizations of the future will make key
decisions based on shared understandings of iroterrelationships and patterns of
change. (Senge, 1990, p.204)
In Senge's (1990) view, mental models are the internal assumptiOI1$ or pictures
of the world that influence our understandings and actions. People usually carry these
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arotmd with them and are unconscious of the effects they have on their pecc:eptiODS
and actiODS_ These models ue often the cause of conflict and resistance encountered
by change: "New insights fail to get put into practice beeause they conflict with
deeply held internal images of how the world works. images that limit us to familiar
ways of thinlcing and acting." (p.174). Inmv;duals need to consciously euminc these
assumptions and mue them open to the influences of other people: "the discipline of
managing mental models· surfacing. testing. and improving our internal pictures of
how the world works· promises to be a major breakthrough for building leaning
organizations" (p.174).
Fullan (1993) identifies inquiry as one of the fOUf COfe components needed to
generate change capacity. For him, "the formation and enactment of personal purpose
is not a static matter. It is a perennial quest." (p.IS). He states that inquiry provides
the che<:1cs and balances needed to ensure that an individual's "mental maps" have
changed to fit the territory. Questioning, experimentation. reflective pra.ttice, personal
journals., action research, and working in innovative settings are just a few of the
strategies that can be used to develop mental maps..
Bennis et al.'s (1994) conception of -conflict resolution- is similar to Senge's
conception of mental models. They state, -accurate analysis of the underlying causes
of the conflict,. of which the parties themselves may not have been aware but which
they uncover in the process of studying the problem together, changes the situation
and helps the parties to find answers to it. Analysis and resolution go together"
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(p.149). For Bennis et at, conflict can be resoived through development of
-techniques of inlq:ra!ion". new attitudes of openness, dialogue. and cooperation.
Discipline 3: BuUdin, Sham Vision
A shared vision is not an idea... It is. rather, a force in people's bearts. a force
of impressive power. It may be inspired by an idea, but once it goes further • if
it is compelling enough to acquire the support of more than ooc person - then it
is no longer an abstraction. It is palpable. People begin to see it as if it exists.
Few, if any, faeces in human affairs are as powerful as shared vision. (Senge,
1990, p.206)
According to SeDge (1990), a genuine shared vision is one that "binds people
together around a common identity and sense of destiny· (p.9) and leads to the
development of self-learning and mastery: The leader does not dictate a vision but
unearths a shared vision. onc that fosters "genuine commitment and enrollment ralher
than compliance" (p.9). Senge asserts that shared vision is essential for the learning
organization because "it provides the focus and energy for learningw{p.206). Senge
(1990) explains that wshared visions emerge from personal visions... If people don't
have their own vision, all they can do is 'sign up' for someone else's. The result is
compliance, never commiunent-{p.211). Shared vision must be valued by
orpnizational members: WA vision not consistent with values that people live by day
by day will not only fail to inspire genuine enthusiasm, it will often foster outright
cynicismW{p.223).
Fullan (1993) identifies personal vision-building as one of the four COTe
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components needed to generate change capacity. He asserts that developing personal
purpose and vision is & aood starting point Cor developing a shared vision: "Cor it
[shared vision] to be effective you have to have something to shue· (p.13). He cites
Block in emphasizing the need for visions to be made explicit:
Block (1987) emphasizes that 'creating a vision forces us to take a stand for a
preferred futurc'(p.102); it signifies our disappointment with what exists now.
To articulate our vision of the future 'is to come out of the closet with our
doubts about the organization and the way it operates' (p.105). lndeed it fortes
us to come out of the closet with doubts about ourselves and what we are
doing. (Fullan. 1993.1'.13)
Bennis et al. (1994) stale, "a vision articulates a view of a realistic., credible.,
attractive future for the organization, a condition that is better in some important ways
than what now exists· (p.50). A vision is very imponant 10 management because it
identifies why an organization was formed in the first place: .. An organization is a
group of people engaged in a common enterprise"(p.50).
Discipline 4' Team kamin,
Senge (1990) describes team learning as "the process of aligning and
developlng the capacity of a team 10 create the results its members truly
desire"(p.236); alignment refers 10 "a group of people function as a whole-(p.234).
Teams must practice and master dialogue, discussion, reflection, and inquiry as
well as learn how to rewgnize patterns that undermine learning. Team leaming starts
with "dialogue" where team members "suspend assumptions and enter into a genuine
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'thinlring together"'(p.lO): "Dialogue articulates a unique vision of team leaming...
reflection and inquiry skills provide a fowuiarion for dialogue and discussion- (p.248).
For Sengc. conflict is • good indicator that • team is learning.
Teams have the capacity to be fae morc intelligent than its individual members
(Senge, 1990). As the tcam learns. the individual members learn far more than they
would on their own. Senae IJ"&ues that "Teams., not individuals. are the fundamental
learning unit in modem organintions" (p.10). If the teams do not learn. the
organization does not learn.
Fullan (1993) identifies collaboration as one of the four core components
needed to generate change capacity. He states, -there is a ~i1ing effect to how much
we can learn if we keep to ourselves. The ability 10 collaborate - on both a small and
large scale - is becoming onc of the core requisites of postmodem society" (p.I7). He
asserts that without collaborative sleills and collaborative relationships, it is nOl
possible to learn or continue to learn as much as one needs to learn. -in order to be an
agent for societal improvement" (p.IS).
For Bennis et aI. (1994), -Understanding the dynamics of group relations is
essential to the new paradigm manager"(p.I33). and developing -efficient and effective
teams which fulfils its changing tasP (p.ll S) is the goal of management.
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DiJripline 5: Systems Djpkin.
The essence of the discipline of systems thinking lies in a shift of mind:
.. seeing interrelationships rather than linear ea,use.effect chains. and
.. seeing pro«sses of change rather than snapshots. (Senge, 1990, p.73)
Senge (1990) descn"'bes systems thinlcina as "a discipline for seeing
wholes"(p.68). A conceptual framework of integntion designed to make the complete
system clearer: the connections. interrelations, and in particular "the 'structures' that
underlie complex situations"(p.69).
According to Sengc (1990), the building blocks of systems thinking are (a)
reinforcing or amplifying feedback which produces growth, (b) baJancing or stabilizing
feedback which maintains the desired level of change. and (e) delays which interrupt
"the flow of influence which make the consequences of actions occur graduaHy"(p.79).
One of the most frustrating problems experienced by organizations is that actions taken
in one pan of the system may talc:e years to show effects in that or other parts of the
system.. A sec;ond problem is the frequent occurrence of unintended outcomes.
According to Moss (1993), "Unintended consequences of restructuring are often as
important as. or more important than, intended consequences-(p.lIO).
Senge (1990) contends that individuals in organizations tend to look only at
parts of the system and try to solve problems without the full picture, thus, they are
often overwhelmed by complexity. He argues that systems thinking is needed if
members of organizations are to see the -big picture- and to detennine how co change
effce:tively: "Systems thinking is the antidote to this sense of helplessness that many
2J
feel as we enter" the 'age of interdependence- (p.69).
Fullan (1993) asserts, "Learning organizations are put of a &Je&ter complexity
that requires a holistic view to survive and develop."(p.84). One of the eight lessons
which he identifies as being critical for success in "the new paradigm of
changc"(p.21). includes ·Connection with the Wider Environment"(p.22). He 100
believes, based on his research. that organizations must leam externally and internally:
·Seeing 'our connectedness 10 the world' and helping others to see it is a moral
pwpose and teaehinglleaming oppommity of the highest order" (p.39).
Bennis et aI. (1994) supported this integnled model for learning organizations.
They ar&Uc that the world view of reality is changing. moviDg from the mechanistic
eta understand the whole. you must understand the pan"), to the holistic eto
understand the part, you must understand the whole"), to the holographic ethe part is
the whole") (p.366).
Bennis et aI. (1994) have coined the term, "social synergy" to refer to flow and
connectedness and to the process of visualizing the big picture:
In effect you lead. or bring about change. through a synthesis (not a
compromise) of several opposing or conflicting parameters, not only
externally but also within yourself... The synthesizing., synergistic. or
'win-win' approach involves enlarging the 'conte~ of any problem or
conflict in any situation and enabling an understanding 'above' or
beyond the opposina: or conflicting interests. (p.370)
To summarize, Senge (1990) has oudined a five discipline model called a
leaming organization for dealing with change. Each of the five disciplines must be
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practiced by, and indeed become a wzy of life for, all organiDlionai members. Only
through their efforts to integrate and 10 practice the five disciplines can organiZ3tionaJ
learning occur.
How do we create such an organization? Theorists suggest that it is through a
new view of leadership.
Ludenbip for the Development of • Leanlidl 0r&_izatio.
The new view of leadership in learning organizations centres on subtler and
more important tasks. In a leaming organization, leaders are designers,
stewards., and teachers. They are responsible for building 0f6aniZOlions where
people continually expand their capabilities to understand complexity, clarify
vision, and improve shared mental models - that is, they are responsible for
leaming. (Senge,. 1990, ,.340)
The primuy function of leadership is to produce adaptive or useful change
(Kotter, 1990). The traditional views of leadership, a power position held by an
individual (hierarchical structure) or a select few leaders (managerial structure) at the
top of an organization, are no longer appropriate for dealing with the complexity of
change in the new era: -The concept of a learning organization provides us with a
new language and framework for leadership and membership in organizations-
(Karpiak,. 1996. p.46). A growing number of theorists are arguing that a leadership
model for organizations in the new era should be based on the five leaming or
leadership disciplines of the learning organization (Apps, 1994; Bennis &. Nanus,
1985; Bennis et aI., 1994; Barloslcy &. Lawton., 1994; Fullan, 1993; Karpiak, 1996;
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Senge. 1990; U.S. Department of Education, 1993).
Leadership in a learning organintion utilizes learning to transform individuaJs
and organizations. Leaders in such a model take on various functions: develop a
learning culture; cultivate holistic thinking throughout the organization; promote
reflection, inquiry. and mastery; encounge collaboration and trust through dialogue,
modelling. team building. and honesty; and help develop commitment to a shared
vision (Apps, 1994; Somis et aI.• 1994; Depree. 1989; FuUan, 1993; Kouzes &
Posner, 1995; Senge, 1990).
The 19905 have seen a variety of leadership theories emerging under a variety
of names. New Leadership (Bryman, 1992), Superleadership (Manz & Sims. 1989),
Global Management (Bennis et aI., 1994), Social Learning and Cognition (SLC) (Sims
&; Lorenzi, 1992), Extended MuJriorganizarionai Level Leadership (Hunt. 1991) and
Transformational Leadership (Bass. 1985, 1990) are just a few examples of such
theories. Fortunately. there is much overlap in the new leadership literature. Five
themes stand out as being central to those new leadership images: (a) Shared vision;
(b) Challenge. Change, and Learning; (c) Collaboration and Empowerment; (d)
Modelling. Trust, and Commitment; and (e) Motivation, Encouragement, and
Inspiration. These themes overlap but each needs to be considered separately.
Theme 1: Shand Vision
Vision is the most commonly occwring theme in the literature on new
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leadership and bas been a central theme in leadership theories for a number of years.
Charismatic leadership, visionary leadership, mystical leadership, and transformational
leadenhip aU ha~ vision as a core component (Bass, 198:5; Bennis &: Nanus., 1985;
Bryman. 1992; Conger &: Kanungo, 1987; Kirkpatrick &: Locke, 1996: Senge. 1990).
Apps (1995) describes his conception of vision as follows: "A vision statement
is a road map and a dream combined. A vision simultaneously provokes passion and
provides parameters" (p.12?). Kouzes and Posner (1995) compare a leader's vision to
an architect's blueprints or an engineer's models. Seeing it as an image that guides
leaders in. their pursuits: "The dream or vision is the force that invents the future"
(p.lO).
According to Kotter (1990), one fundamental aspect of leadership is
establishing direction; a process that produces "a vision of the future and strategies
for producing the changes needed to achieve that vision"(p.6). Kotter describes that
process as: "largely inductive in its analytical approach. That is, it gathers a broad
range of data on the context and looks for patterns, relationships, and linkages that
help explain thingsM(p.37).
Vision is useless if it is not shared with organiZ2tionai members (Bryman,
1992). Senge (1990) agrees and contends: MBuilding a shared vision begins to
establish a sense of trust that comes naturally with self-disclosure and honestly sharing
our highest aspirationsM(p.275). In Senge's view, inspiring or "breathing life intoMthe
vision is the first act of leadership (p. 340). In other words, the leader is the "Stcward
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of the vision- (p.346).
Sims and Lorenzi (1992) describe vision in the follow;ng way: "we see vision
or mission as a son of superordinate goaL. [representing] a higher, broader, more
encompassing goal. a goal to be shared by many, perhaps all, organizational members.
Vision can be inspiring because it can energize employees around some value systemM
(p. I 18).
Visions are inspirational: "Visions ace exhilarating. They create the spark, the
excitement that lifts an orpnization out of the mundane" (Senge, 1990, p.208). They
also lead to commitment to the long-term.
A word of caution is voiced by Bennis et aI. (1994). They emphasize that a
vision must be repeatedly communicated until it becomes pan of an organization's
culture in order for it to promote true change.
Them' 1- Ch!U,nu Chan« and I.e.min'
The entire system learns as it obtains feedback from the environment and
anticipates further changes. At all levels., newly learned Imowledge is
translated into new goals, procedures, expectations. role structures, and
measures of success. (Bennis & Nanus, 1985, p.191)
[n Senge's (1990) words, "Challenging the grip of internal politics and game
playing starts with building shared vision" (p.274). Leaders must, according to
Bryman (1992), "create a culture that is consistent with the vision" (p.147). Senge
(1990) concurs, and declares that if the vision is 10 develop a learning culture, then the
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leader must desip the learning prousses. This is the role of the -leader as designer"
in the learning orpnization (Senge, 1990, p.341).
In this role, leaders must continually challenge the organization to grow and change.
Kouzes and Posner (I99S) argue that leaders must not be afraid of risk. they must
create a safe environment for others that allows for risk·taking. rn the end, experience
gained through such actions allows all orpnizationaJ members to learn from their
mistalces (p.IO). Senge (1990) states that ·Shared. vision fosters risk taking and
experimentarion-(p.209). Kotler asserts, -It is not possible to make major change
without undertaking somt riskM (p.37). Similarity, Fullan (1993) contends, -the
capacity to suspend belief, take rislcs. and experience the unknown. are essential to
learning-(p.l7).
Of course. the leaders must also grow and change as a result of their
experiences. In Senge's (1990) discussions of ~leader as steward- (p.34S), changes in
the leader's perspective towards his personal vision are examined: -leaders may stan
by parsuing their own. vision, but as they learn to listen carefully to others' visions
they begin to see that their own personal vision is part of something larger- (p.3S2).
According to the U.S. Department of Education (1993), the leader's attitude towards
work also changes. The leader's attitude changes from a desire to want to work to a
desire to aspire to leadership.
In Senge's (1990) discussions of the role of the "leader as teacher", he refers
not only to leading or modelling the way for organirarional members but also to
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teaching people to be their own leaders and teachers. Senge cites Depree «(919) who
stales, -the first responsibility of a leader is to define reality· (p.ll). Senge concurs
with this statement and asserts, "much of the leverage leaders can aetually exert lies in
helping people achieve more accurate more insightful, and more empowering views of
reality" (p.JH). Truly empowering views of reality are achieved mainly through the
disciplines of systems thinkini and mental models. A commitment to lifelong
learning. both personal and collaborative, is the "spiritual foundation" of a learning
organization (Senge, 1990 p.1). In the view of Kouzes and Posner (1995),
organizational success depends on teaming: "The key that unlocks the door to
opportunity is learning" (p.IO).
Them! ]. Colllhgntion .ad [mp",,",nnsnt
Alignment helps overcome this problem (of powerlessness] by empowering
people in at least two different ways. First. when a clear sense of direction has
been communicated throughout an organization. it allows even lower-level
employees co initiate actions without the same degree of vulnerability... Second.
because everyone is aiming at the same target, the probability is less that a
single person's initiative will be stalled because it comes into conflict with
someone else's. (Kotter, 1990, p.59)
At the core of the new leadership models is the concept of empowerment
(Apps, 1995; Bennis et at., 1994; Bryman, 1992; Kotter, 1990; Kouzes &. Posner,
1995; Levin, 1995; Senge, 1990; Sims &. Lorenzi, 1992). Empowerment refers CO
sharing power as well as -recognizing and accepting the power that people already
have- (Apps. 1995, p. 229). Empowered workers feel a sense of ownership and
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responsibility for organizational success CApps., 1995; Bennis., 1995; Kouz.es &: Posner.
1995; Senge., 1990).
Levin (1995) states. "Leadership can and should be a shared process"(p.II6}; a
community of leaders where "those in positions of responsibility aid others to practise
leadership in meeting rooms and/or classrooms· (p.116). He promotes the delegation
of authority throughout an organization as well as the decentralization of power. He
believes this will pennit greater participation in decision-making and in daily work.
Levin cites Cameron and Ettington (1988) in the statement. "Participatory institutional
cultures arguably result in. the most effective postseeondaly organizations" (p.117).
Senge (1990) states. "Iocalness - moving decisions down the organizational
hierarchy"{p.287) - is vital in times of rapid change:
People (earn most rapidly when they have a genuine sense of responsibility for
their actions. Helplessness, the belief that we cannot influence the
circumstances under which we live., undermines the incentive to learn, as does
the belief that someone somewhere else dicwl!S our actions. Conversely, if we
know our fate is in our own. hands, our learning matters. (p.287)
As a result. learning organizations will become more localized in their operations.
On a different note. Senge (1990) asserts that empowering others provides most
of the leverage that leaders,. in the role of teacher, possess. In addition, Senge adds,
empowering others is deeply rewarding for the leaders in their role as designers of the
learnina: process. Empowerment, nowever, occurs in a context of interdependence:
A central feature of modem organizations is interdependence, where no one has
complete autonomy, and most employees are tied to many others... These
linkagl!S present a special challenge when organizarions attempt to change, and
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thus to the process of leadership; unless a large number of individuals line up
and move together in the same direction, people will tend to faJl allover onc
another. (Kotter, 1990, p.49)
Thus. Kotter (1990) views alignment as onc oflhe fundamental aspectS ofleade:rship:
"the process of getting people to un~d. accept, and line up in the chosen
direction" (p.ix). Alignment is seen by Kaner as a "complicated communications
challengc"{p.ix) that is needed to influence cooperation and the formation of teams and
coalitions: "One of the most visible characteristics of successful alignment process is
what appears to be a great deal of communication"(p.Sl).
Sims" Lorenzi (1992) predict, ·Self-managing teams appear to be the wave of
the future. Teams are an important work element for implementing an effective
leadership paradigm" (p. 215).
Bennis et aL (1994) state that the focus of the new-paradigm manager is
building team spirit and collaboration. "social synergy", both within and outside the
organization. Social synergy is achieved through conflict resolution by way of
integranon; "this method of resolving conflict .. helps to develop individual powers
and to combine them into the total power of the team, a truly dynamic force that
enables it to achieve its tasks with 'gusto and with feeling- (p.l S7).
In order for the teams to learn they must analyze problems together. For
Kou:z.cs and Posner (l99S), NLeadership is a dialogue, not a monologueN (p.ll).
To summarize, numerous theorists contend that the best way to achieve
organizational success is through collaboration and team work (Apps,. 1995; Bennis et
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aI., 1994; Bryman. 1992; Kotter, 1990; Kouus Be Posner, 1995; Levin. 1995; Senge,
1990; Sims" Lorenzi. 1992).
Them' 4; Mod'lIin, TruSL 'ad Commitment
The road to change... is through the development of trust • through acts which
involve risks and conditions that make the risk·taker wJnerable 'if the trust is
abused' (Skolnik. 1988, p.109]. Effective leadership will be that which leads
Canada's colleges into an environment of trust.(Levin. 1995, p.114)
Kouzes and Posner (1993, 1995) have developed a model of leadership based
on trust. Their extensive research on leadership has lead to the identification of leader
"credibility" as the essential leadership prerequisite. [f people do not believe in the
messenger, they will not believe the message and if there is no ttust. people will not
take rislcs. Kotter (1990) echoes the sentiments ofKouzes and Posner when he states,
ItA major challenge in leadership effons is credibility - getting people to believe the
message"(p.S7). The actions of leaders speak louder than words, thus, leaders must
'walk the talk'.
According to Bennis and Nanus (198S), ·[The] quality of fostering
organizational learning by example may be one of the most important functions of
leadership· (p.20S). Leaders must model desired behaviours, a fact that is
acknowledged by many and expressed by Bryman (1992); ~Leaders who fail to lead by
example when projecting their vision to others are also less likely to achieve the levels
of trust that are required~(p. 147-148).
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Commitment. on the put of both leaden and followers, is also required in a
learning organization:
If this type of organization [a learning organization} is so widely
preferred, why don't people create such organizations? I think: the
answer is leadership. People have no real comprehension of the type of
commitment it requires to build such an organization. (O'Brien as cited
in Senge, 1990 p.JJ9)
Bennis et 1.1. (1994) agree and suggest a vision is only successful if it creates
commitment on the part of the followers:
A vision cannot be established in an organization by edict;. or by the exercise
of power or coercion. It is more an act of persuasion. of creating an
enthusiastic and dedicated commitment to a vision because it is right for the
times. right for the organization. and right for the people who are working in iL
(p.60)
Similarly, Kouzes and Posner {I 995) assert, -Leaders cannot command commitment,
only inspire iL- (p.ll).
Modelling desired behaviours and practicing the right attitude wins respect.
confidence. commitment and. in the end. changes behaviours: -modelling is onc of the
fundamental psychologic:aJ processes by which new patterns of behav;our can be
acquired and existing patterns altered- (Sims & Lorenzi, 1992, p.141). OveraJl, it
appears the leaders must be trustWOrthy, open, and predictable -models· for all
members of the organization (Apps, 1995; Bennis et aI., 1994; Bryman, 1992; Kotter,
1990; Kouzes" Posner, 1995; Senge, 1990).
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neme $: MotiyJrio•• tacopA""!!' 'Dd Inspinti••
Ideas were important and creative tension was accepted as a working tool, and
these things meant a lot in shaping my young life and my values.(Kjeschnick
as cited in Bennis" Nanus. 1985. p.204)
Senge (1990), Bennis and Nanus (198'). and Fullan (199]) believe that the
paradoxes produced by change and the creative tension resulting from the gap between
reality and vision can be harnessed to enerKize and motivate organizational workers.
Fullan states, --rhese tensions must be reconciled into powerful new forces for growth
and development-(p.4). Senge (1990) declares that me role of the leader is to generate
and manage creative tension in themselves and the organization:
This is how they energize an organization. That is their basic job. That is why they
exist.
Mastering creative tension throughout an organization leads to a profoundly
different view of reality. People literally start 10 see more and more aspectS of
reality, as something they, collectively, can influence. This is no hollow
"belief: which people say in an effort to convince themselves that they are
powerful. rt is a quiet realization, rooted in understanding that all aspects of
current reality - the events, the patterns of change, and even the systemic
structures themselves· are subject to being influenced through creative
tension.(p.357)
Two fundamental aspects of leadership, according to Kotter (1990). ace
motivation and inspiration which he describes as: "energizing people to overcome
major political, bureaucratic, and resource barriers to change by satisfying very basic.
but often unfulfilled,. human needs"(p.6). The motivational and inspirational processes
energize members, "not by pushing people in the right direction. as a control
mechanism often does, but by satisfying very basic human needs"(p.63). These
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processes manifest themselves mainly through Ca> making the vision and the work
important to the members, (b) involving members in decisions. thus ~giving people a
sense of control"{p.63). (e) providing enthusiastic support through coaching, feedback,
and role modelling which promotes personal growth and increased self-esteem, and (d)
recognizing and rewardini the successes of members publicly.
Kol1ZeS and Posner (I99S) view ~cow-agement as bow the leaders visibly and
behaviorally link rewwds with perfonnance; "Leaders make sure people benefit when
behaviour is aligned with cherished values" (p.14). For Bennis et aI. (1994),
encouragement comes by providing "conditions in which the worle itself has its
inherent value and allows the individual to release and direct his or her energy and
imagination into the worlc.... The core of motivation., then, lies in valuing something"
(p.294).
Senge (1990) asserts that leaders draw their inspiration from their sense of
stewardship while, as noted by the U.S. Department of Educarion (1993),
organizational members are inspired and motivated by the leader's attitude towards his
or her work.
In summary, the themes identified in the literUure on new and emerging
leadership theories are consistent with the conceptualizations of leadership for a
learning organization. How can such leadership be developed in the community
college system? According to Senge (1990),
they [the five leaming disciplines] provide a framework for focusing the effort
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to develop the capaciry to lead. Systems thinking. personal mastery. mental
models, building shared. vision. and team learning· these might just as welt be
called the leaJenhip discipliMs as the learning disciplines. Those who excel
in these areas will be the natural leaders of learning organization. (p.3S9)
Senge has developed a model for organizational learning based on a conceptual
framework of five key leaming and leadership practices which are consistent with the
themes identified in the research 00 new leadership: Personal Mastery, Mental
Models. Building Shared Vision. Team Leaming. and Systems Thinking. These five
practices will be examined with respect to their suitability for leadership in the
community college setting in this study.
Researtb Qaestioa
Based on the literarure review. this study assumes that to become efficient and
effective leaming organizations, colleges must have a leadership approach consistent
with the components of leadership required for the development of a leaming
organization. The purpose of the study is to detennine the feasibility of the concept of
the learning organization within the community college system. Specifically, this
study examined the views of senior college administrators on the concept of a learning
organization in order to answer the question: Is the concept of a learning organization
a viable framework for leadership within the college system?
CHAPTER]
METHODOLOGY
A qualitative. case study research design was utilized to gather and analyze
data relevant to answerina: the research questions (Borg &:: Gall, 1989; Yin, 1984).
Specifically, semi-structured interviews with four experienced administrators in the
community college system were conducted in order to assess the feasibility of the
concept of the leaming organization as a viable model for leadership within the college
system.
Sample and SettinC
The sample consisted of four senior administrators selected from regional
colleges throughout the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. The individuals
were selected on the basis of their experience with administration in the college system
and therefore. for the purposes of this paper, they ace considered ~expem· within the
system. The sample included. males and females from different geographical locations.
different levels of management. and possessing different ~ges of experiences.
The study was conducted during the transition period from the regional. five-
college system to the single. provincial college system. All administrators interviewed
had senior positions in the regional colleges and were newly appointed.. or expecting to
be hired, into senior administrative positions in the new college system. Therefore,
these individlals are likely to be in formal positions and given the legitimale power to
have a major impact on the structure of the new colleae organization.
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lastru.eaQ
The data collection instruments consisted of several field researclt forms and a
tape-recorded interview with individual administrators. The instruments served to
inform the admi:::istrators about the research procedure and to assist the researcher in
daJ:a. collection and review. The instruments included:
1. Administrator Personal Data Sheet (Appendix B)
2. Administrator Interview Infonnation (Appendix C)
3. Selected Topics. Lead-in Statements (Appendix D)
4. Interview Protocols (Appendix E)
The following provides an overview of how each instrument was utilized in the
collection process.
Admini5!r!tor hmn'! D.f. Sheet
The Administrator Pm;onaJ~ (Appendix B) was employed to gather
relevant background data on each administrator and to gather information on their
current college setting.
Administator ["tenip' Inform.tion
The Administrator Interview~ (Appendix C) served to remind the
administrator about the purpose of the study and to outline the interview structure.
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Seleded T,pig. Lead";_ St.ttmgts
The Selected Topics Lead-in Statements Sheet (Appendix 0) was designed to
assist the administrator in focusing on the interview questions for each element
tntfryjcw Pret0S'''
The primary research tools used in the study were the Interview Protqcgls
(Appendix E). The protocols were designed for the following purposes: to provide
the administrators with an open forum for sharing their perceptions and opinions on
the research topics, to structure the interviews. and to assist the researcher in
determining adrninistralors' perceptions of the usefulness of the concept of a learning
organization as an option for the college system..
The protocols were developed using the constructs of the~
~1&Imin.& (PLS) Survey (Leithwood. 1995), the~~
Im::m12!Y (LPn questionnaire (Kouzes & Posner, 1989), :D1;..fif1h.~ (Senge,
1990), and from questions the researcher wanted to examine.
The semi-structured interview protocols were divided into two partS. Part I
covered the five elements of the leaming organization and accounted for the majority
of the interview questions. Pan II asked several concluding questions.
Part [ interview topics were:
Element A: Per50nal Mastery
Element B: Mental Models
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Element C: Building Shared Vision
Element 0: Team Learning
Element E: Systems Tbinldng (Senge, 1990)
Each of the five topics was composed of eight parallel questions. AU questions sought
administrators' beliefs, perceptions, and opinions:
1. Questions AI to El were intended to seek out administrators' personal
beliefs. values. and opinions on the importance of each element
2. Questions A2 to E2 solicited the administrarors' perceptions of the
importmce of each element to the college membership.
3. Questions A3 to E3 were designed to identify the source of leadership
for the development of each element as determined by the
administrators.
4. Questions A4 to E4 sought administrators' beliefs on the current stage of
development of the college system as a leaming organization with
respect to each element
S. Questions AS to ES were designed to identify strategies currently being
used. or straIegies that should be used. to implement each element as
determined by the administrators.
6. Questions A6 to E6 were designed to identify who in the organization
should be practising each element as perceived by the administrators.
7. Questions A7 to E7 solicited the administrators' opinions on the
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timeliness of developing each element. given the current restructuring of
the college system..
8. Questions AS to E8 sought additional comments from administrators on
eacb element
Pan II of the protocols asked several concluding questions with respect to the
feasibility of the concept of a learning organization within the community college
system. All questions sought administrators' beliefs., perceptions. and opinions:
1. Question onc solicited administrator's opinions on the feasibility of the
five elements of a learning organization for the college system.
2. Question two solicited administrator's opinions on the feasibility of the
five elements of a learning organization as a leadership model for the
college system.
3. Question three sought administrator's opinions on the likelihood of the
newly restructured college system stimulating organizational leaming.
4. Question four asked for additional comments on any topic from
administrators.
BuilD of Data Collectio.
The selected administrators were initially contacted by phone or E-Mail, at
which point the researcher introduced herself and informed administrators about the
study and its aims. Once interest and/or consent to participate was expressed, I&ttta
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of Disclosure and Consent (Appendix A) were faxed or band-delivered to the
administralors. Upon receipt of a consent form indicating a willingness to participate,
the researcher contacted the administrator to set up • tentative date for an interview
and to answer any outstanding questions. Once interview times were established,
travel plans were made.
AU interviews were conducted on the island portion of NcwfoWldland and
Labrador during a one month period from March 13, 1997 to April 2, 1997. Three of
the interviews were conducted at the administrators' offices and one interview was
conducted at a conference room at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Data for the study was gathered using one--on-one audiotaped interviews with
each of the administrators. Prior to conducting the interview, administrators were
asked to complete the Administrator Personal Data Sheet This pre.interview
information session gave the researcher and administrator time to get to know each
other a lime better and helped set the tone of the interview.
Upon completion of the data sheet. the reseaccher prov;ded the administrator
with the Administrator Interview Information sheet to refresh the administrator's
memory about the purpose of the study. Each administrator was also provided with
the Selected Topics Lad-in~ to help himlber focus on the questions at
hand Again. discussions resulting from these two tools helped set an informal and
relaxed aanosphere for the interview.
Once the administrator was ready to be interviewed, the audiotape recorder was
.3
turned on and the researcher followed the structure outlined in the InteryiQN Protocols.
Throughout the interview. breaks were taken at the end of one or morc
interview topic(s), as requested by the administrator. and the recorder was turned off.
On average, each interview toole approximately one and one half hours to complete.
Participants were interviewed once during the study. Arrangements were made for a
telephone or E-Mail follow-up as necessary.
Duip .r Data Aaa.lysis
Tape rec:orUings from the interviews were duplicated and placed in a secure
place as a safety precaution. as were photocopies of the data sheets. Upon completion
of all the interviews, the tapes were then transcribed verbatim into computer files.
Separate files were created for each administrator. Each file was composed of six
sea:ions: five sections were labelled "Element A-, "Element BM .....Element E" and
contained all questions and responses relevant to those topics; the sixth section was
labelled ·Concluding Questions- and contained all questions and responses relevant to
that topic. All questions were coded by element and question number, for example,
Element A question I was coded as -AI-. Finally, transcriptions relating to each
speaker, lnterviewer (I) or Subject (S), were separated by paragraph.
Once all tapes were transcribed and checked., an in-depth analysis was
conducted. Each administrator's interview was reviewed separately by section and by
question until the researcher became familiar with the responses. The researcher then
«compared all the administrators' usponses by section and by question until she felt
familiar with tb~ data. At this point. reoccurring issues or themes were identified.
The data was then re-examined to ensure all themes had been identified. Each issue
was then analyzed and re-analyzed until the researcher felt familiar with the issues and
satisfied with bet" assessment (Glaser & Strauss. 1967; BUsh &: Martin. 1986). All
themes were then analyzed together to generate a general statement on the feasibility
of the concept of a learning organization for the college system and the viability of the
concept for a model of leadership in the college system.
[n chapter 4, Analysis of the data., quotes are generally verbatim but phrases
and sentences are omitted when necessary for clarity and expression of ideas.
Omissions are indicated by use of ellipsis points. At all times, an effort has been
made to include the original quote so that the reader can also interpret the intended
meaning. Repetitive expressions such as ·you Icnow", ·right~. -hums·, and "ads- have
mostly been deleted, as well as specific names and locations that may put the
confidentiality of individuals, campuses, or colleges at rislc.
U_itati.a, or the Study
The general concerns for all qualitative case studies are of concern for this
study. The degree of generalizability of the results from this study are limited. There
is no way of knowing how typical the administrators are of the population in general.
Although the administmors were selected on the basis of -expertise-, the sample is
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DOt. and was not. meant to be comprehensive.
The study was conducted during a transition period from the old (regional) to
the new (provincial) college structure. The administrators in the study were being
considered for. or had been appointed to, senior administrative positions in the new
collea:e system. Such extraneous variables or biases may have affected the internal
validity of this qualitative study (Borg &: Gall. 1989).
The two hour interviews and personal data sheets may have limited data
collection and interpretation of the data. As well, the data collection instruments,
including the researcher, may has introduced biases into the study and results.
The interview is an extremely subjective research tool and the degree to which
the biases of the researcher may have distorted the data are unknown. Even though
the researcher is employed at a college not included in the sample of administrators for
this study, her experiences as an instructor who was impacted on by the restructuring
may have affected the collection and interpretation of the data and conclusions reached
about the results. All efforts were made to reduce any observer bias which may have
influenced the collection of data and the interpretation of results.
CHAPTER"
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter presents a section on the profile of the research sample. a S«tion
on each of the five elements of the learning organization. a S«tion on the concluding
questions. and a section on the document analysis of the college model.
For confidentiality. administrators are identified only as Administrator A to
Administrator 0 and the gender used mayor may not be accurate. The results of data
analyses for the fout administrators are included in this analysis.
Data for this study were collected from community college administrators at
fout different campuses of three regional community colleges (or three college districts
in the new provincial college structure) on the island portion of the province on
Newfoundland and Labrador.
Table 2 presents the demographic data on the sample. Administrators ranged
in age from 40 to 49 years. Two administrators were male and two were female.
Three administrators had achieved a Master of Education degree and one administrator
was completing a Master of Education degree. All administrators had worked for at
least 9 years in the college system and at least six of those years were as
administrators in the college system. The administrators had seventy years of
experience in the college system between them. It is worth noting that all
administrators had taught for at least one year in the college system.
Table 2
Demographic Dati. for Administrators
Administralor Highest level of Years in the Years as an
Post-secondaJy College system administrator
education
A M.Ed..(in progress) <10 S-lO
B M.Ed. >25 20+
C M.Ed. <IS 5-10
D M.Ed. <25 5-10
laterview' Protocols
The Interview Protocols (Appendix E) used in this study were designed to elicit
responses from administrators and to gather evidence. in the form. of administrators'
perceptions., on the feasibility of the concept of the learning organization within the
community college system and the usefulness of the concept for leadership within the
college setting.
Each discipline of the learning organization was presented simply as "Element
A" to "Element E" in an attempt to keep the terminology simple and jargon to a
minimum. The eight questions per element and the four concluding questions were
posed to all administtators. For the purposes of anaJyzina the interview data. each
element and the concluding questions will be presented in separate sections in this
chapter, The individual questiClns per seetiCln as well as conclusions will be presented
in sub-sections. R.esults are summarized in Tables 3 to 8.
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E!srDmt A: reoo'" Mast,ry
Sense's first discipline of the learning organization. Personal Mastery, was
presented as~ Administrators were introduced to the concept then asked to
apply it to the community college setting in answering the questions that followed.
Eight of the sub~sections below present a complete analysis of'the data per
question on element A.. These sub-sections describe the administrators' beliefs.
perceptions. and opinions on the concept of personal mastery. Table J summarizes the
responses from the administrators. The ninth sub-section briefly summarizes the
results and draws conclusions on the feasibility of personal mastery for the college
system.
Question I' The Import'DF' of Penon.1 Mastery to the Administrators
Question I sought the administrators' personal beliefs on the imponance of
personal mastery to the college setting:
AI. How important do~the pursuit of lifelong learning and
continuous improvement is to people in the college system?~ is it
(un)important?
All of the administrators agreed that personal mastery was tremendously
important to college members. Reasons given for its significance included: personal
mastery as a basic philosophy of the college system, personal mastery as a basic
philosophy of administration, and personal mastery as a basic philosophy of a student-
centred approach to the education process.
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Administrator A pointed out that Iifelonz learning is pan of the mission
statement for most colleges in the province. She believes that if it is internalized by
college members in a learning organization, it should be, "of utmost importance to the
faculty and staff and aetuaJly the stakeholders in the delivery of the educational
process".
Administrator B felt that the two faut! of personal mastery - lifelong learning
and continuous improvement - are essential to college members. However, he asserts
that they must be analyzed separately. This analysis is discussed further in question
AS.
Administrators C and 0 thought the concept of personal mastery was
particularly important for the students in the community college system. Administrator
o asserts:
Within the college system we have to realize that the student is in the centre or
should be at least in a learning organization, and everything we do should be 10
improve the studenL..So considering thar. we have undoubtedly to look at
lifelong learning as something that's imponant for administration, for faculty,
for staff and within the college system, I think, the onus is on the
administration to make sure that there is an opportunity for professional
development for staff as part of Human Resources plan. that should be, I think,
central to that
Administrator C expresses a similar sentiment
There's actually an. old Indian saying that I came upon one time which states
that "one who learns from one who is learning drinks from a running stream"
and so, I think the indication of refreshment, of newness, of creativity, housed
in that statement is very imponant 10 the vitality of the future of the people
within the organization, the people we serve - I think in this particular case,
students - and to the growth of the organization itself in tenns of progress,
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diverse thinking that will lend to progress.
She also points out that personal mastery is. ·one of the basic philosophies- that she
intends to utilize to a larger extent
QUE" 1- De Imptr1.lpss or PtggDlI Mlde" t. the Co,'''' Ms_Hn
Question 2 sought the administrators' opinions on the importance of personal
mastery 10 the college membership in general:
A2. Do you believe thatI!l2it.~~~also see this
concept as (un)importan.?
All administrators agreed that most members of the college organization would,.
in a general, see this concept as important However. several administrators Celt that
issues of commitment, organizational stability, organizuional values. and cynicism
were a real problem.
Administrator A Celt that committed individuals would view personal mastery
as important. However, non-committed individu.a!s may have difficulty seeing its
importance:
For persons committed to their industry and their field of expertise. yes. For
persons who have not identified with the area of expertise in which they teach
it becomes more and more difficult..The committed individual would hold this
view, undoubtedly. however. the non-committed individual would have much
more difficulty in understanding the rationale fOT working to improve
themselves in an industry in which they feel already competent to perfonn the
tasks and duties of their position, whether that be staff or faculty.
Administrator B believes that all of the restructuring in the college system over
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the past ten years, has made people uncertain as to what the organization now values.
As a result, members are uncertain about the direction their personal development
should take. However. he did make the point that in general. people were committed
to personal mastery. He also expressed the view that when individuals learn. the
organization learns if it wants to:
The problem that you would have now in the coliCie system in Newfoundland
is mat we've had 3 or 4 major reorganizations in the last ten years, right, and
that..._ seems to have been done in any event... totally in response to kind of
economic concerns and I guess most people are aslcing themselves now, "What
does the organization value?" and if that's a bit difficult to determine. So, if
you don't mow what the organization values then it's difficult to align your
personal vision, or personal development, with the organization. right... if that's
a question mark: for you, right, and I suspect is it now for a lot of people. but
yes, I think generally, in the generic sense, people would say that it's important
for them - lifelong learning is imponant for them and continuous improvement
is important for them and... when individuals learn, I think the organization
learns and the organization can take advantage of that, if it wants to, but. .. it
has to be valued, there has to be a value assigned to it. So what you have...
what people are feeling now is thar., you know, they're not sure what the
organization values.
Administrator C points out that all the restructuring and instability has lead to a
fair amount of low morale and cynicism on the part of organizational members,
regarding whether administration will facilitate personal mastery. She feels that
through the development of trust and through the modelling of desired beltavioW'S,
these fears can be overcome:
[ mean we have gone, in my relatively short history with the organization of 12
years, gone through [ guess five restructurings in that short period of time.
People now are looking for stability,job security, so it's a time when it's hard
to get people to feel as though they have an involvement, that there is an aim
to help them develop professionally and whatever, but there is certainly a need
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for that and unless we do it, I don't think we will get rid of the people being
too introspective rather than looking outward to what can be bener in the
future, a positive outlook.
Administrator 0 was of the opinion that college members in his area would see
the concept as imporunt because in the Past. the college's strategic plan placed a
strong emphasis on personal mastery and there was a commibnent from the top •
Board of Governors. President· through to the faculty. He felt certain this
commitment would continue.
Question 3: The ~k.dership(or Pen:on.1 Mastery
Question 3 sought the administrators' perceptions of the source of leadership for
developing persona.! mastery in the college setting:
AJ. Wit. should be promoting lifelong leaming and continuous
improvement in the college system? Should anyone take a lead role?
Administrators B. C, and D all felt that the source of leadership should come
from the top of the organiZ2tion. whereas Administrator A was of the opinion that the
source should be the individuals themselves and professional organinrions.
Administrator B felt there has be a comminnent on the part of the executive
which is clearly communicated and demonstrated to the college members.
Demonstrating ·comminnent to people" has to be there in these uncenain times.
Administrator C believes that the administrators themselves should be the key
promoters of personal mastery since they have been entrusted with a leadership role.
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rn time., she feels that others will be enabled and shared leadership will be developed:
Then others will be more enabled than maybe they are now MId I'm sure there
are some people who are already enabling that philosophy. I think we're all
leaders and followers at the same time and we have to be able to see ourselves
as that if we are aoing to really enable involvemenL And 50 in time there will
be leadership in the followers that we have now in terms of advocating and
helping to implement that type of outlook..
Administrator C felt strongly about the administrators' lead role:
[ think in terms of developing that type of philosophy. because [ don't think it's
existent in a holistic manner right now, that we do have the leadership
responsibility to provide for that
Administrator D felt the Board of Governors and in particular, the President
should take the lead role in promoting personal mastery. Initially, he believes there
should be a commitment from the top of the organization. not just a verbal
commitment, but also, a demonstrated commitment in tenns of resources being put in
place. He was emphatic that the commitment must be demonstrated. In time, he
hopes faculty and staff would take the lead in professional development:
There has to be a commitment to it from above and, I think, it has to come
directly from the Board or the governing body of the institution and from the
President to show that a commibnent is there and it's no good to say that we
have a commibnent... it's no good for the President to come out and say we are
committed to lifelong learning - there has to be resources put in place and a
plan put in place so that the faculty and staff can take advantage of that. That
means that there should be finances there to provide professional development
and lifelong learning to those people... and then of cowse it will come down
initially or hopefully. to faculty and staff themselves being very much involved
in professional development, on planning the professional development
activities that they need or desire, but they have to know that there is a
commitment to that.
Administrator A felt the source of leadership for personal mastery should be
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the faculty and staff, not the administration of the organization. She felt initiatives
would be more valued if they came from the individuals themselves. She notes that
such leadership requires certain stJuctures and resources and thal in ail likelihood, only
the cammitted individuals would participate;
The single biggest problem I feel that has occurred with the implementation of
continuous improvement processes for staff, faculty or individuals in any
organization has been the notion of a top down or a human. resource
departInetlt initiative. This always gets...viewed with a jaundiced eye and this
comes from more than just the current organization of the college system, in
which I have worked. but in other as well. It becomes much morc valuable to
the individual and much more well respected when the individual dtemselves
identify the need and identify the methods for dealing [with] the need. [n other
words. satisfying a given need in professional development That requires a bit
of organization and not all people within the organization ace going to abide by
it or even look toward it As I said in the previous question, it comes back to
the issue of commitment to the industry in which you are training people for.
She also expresses the view that the professional organizations representing the
college members should promote continuous improvement For those members who
are non-aligned. new organizations need to be fonned:
I feel strongly that continuous improvement should be a role that's actively
pursued by the professional OrganizatiOll which represents the individual... To
be proactive I feel that currently faculty and staff in the college system have to
look to the professional organizations to which they belong.
Also. we have to look to support for non-aligned faculty. In that area I feel
that a professional organization for teachers in the college system would be a
benefit Support staff, similarly, in their area of expertise, whether it be as a
secretaJy, a purchaser, or an accountant would have to look to their area of
expertise to find the support they need It has to be proactive, the resources
have to be provided - without resources being provided it will not be perceived
as being a serious effort to support and it must be identified from the
stakeholders, the team themselves.
"
Administramr A states that an organization that helps the instructors in their
professional development endeavours promotes motivation, a sense of belonging. and
focus for members in their career endeavours.
Quwu •. Deytlopwg'aI St," If Penonll Mutta i. the Ct'ku Sn!C.
Question 4 sought the administtaIors' opinions on the current stage of
development of personal mastery in the college setting:
A4. Does the college system c.urrendy foster the development of lifelong
learning and continuous improvement?
Administrators A. C, and 0 agreed that the system does promote lifelong
learning and continuous improvement to a very limited degree. whereas Administrator
B felt the college did not promote it to any significant extent
Administralor A believes opportunities do exist, within the limited resources,
for those individuals who demonstrate a need.
Administrator C states that even though lifelong leaming is part of what
historically defines a community college, we have not been very successful in its
implementation:
I think: thal it has been recog:nized that there has not been enough development
of the staff in general and from more particularly. of administrators in tenns of
their enabling of the staff. their leadership potential. in terms of practicing the
theories that have been put forward. .. in tenns of the history of community
colleges... the aspca of lifelong learning is part of what a community college is
defined as and has been defined as. As to actually implementing and
practicing, I think there is a lot of work to be done yeL
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Administrator 0 also believes thar even though the significance of lifelong
1eamina and continuous improvement has been realized, and efforts have been
underway in his area to foster its development for approximately six years., the college
still has a long ways to go. With respect to the new provincial college system. he
feels it is too early to judge, but initial meetings indicate professional development is
"an Imponant component of the whole human resources area".
Administrator B points out that this is a time of transition with respect to the
development of the college system. A time when on the onc hand. some people's lives
are becoming totally dismanded. while on the other hand opportunity is being offered
to others. He believes there is a trend occurring now. one where the role of the
organization is being decreased and there is very little, in the way of a professional
development strategies. being put in place for members:
The role of the organization perhaps is being diminished intentionally . in the
sense that the message is basically to people, -Look, you have to talce
responsibility for your own learning and there's only so much the organization
can do and the rest of it is entirely up to you·. I think what the organization
can do is to provide good, strategic infonna.tion, for example, about where the
organization is beaded. what it's sees as its priorities, and then individuals can
make a decision about their own learning relative to that - if they want to stay
with the organi.zarion.
OuntioR :Iii Str!tuit' for the implementation of P'noa!1 Mast,"
Question S sought administrators' opinions on strategies that are currently being
used,. or that should be used,. to develop and implement personal mastery in the college
system. The question was composed of an open-ended query, followed by a number
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of examples of strategies:
AS. Wbat sorts of things are being done or should be done to foster the
development of lifelong leaming and continuous improvement in college
members?
[ have several examples here which [ am going to ask for your input and
opinion on, example:
I) Is the college providing for professional development to cellcie
members? [s it enough?
2) Do~ foster self-improvement in college members? Should
they?
3) Does the college celebrate or acknowledge the~ of college
members? Should they?
4) Does the college~ people to seek: out~ opportunities
that test their skills and abilities? Should they?
[n response to the open-ended query, all administrators proposed a professional
development or a vocational plan as a means to foster the development of personal
mastery in college members.
Administrator A describes a strategy that she has experienced.: An individual
identifies an opportunity for learning and pursues the necessuy suppan from the
college. However she feels that in all likelihood, only proactive, motivated, and
committed individuals would use such a strategy:
Usually individuals who do that are already committed to their industry and to
their profession and to the teaching of that profession. For that reason then,
they will see the support. Unfortunately. what happens without the motivation
that can ocxur, individuals which would benefit greatly from.._such
"
opportunities don't always take advantage of them. So the proactive nature has
to be fostered. supported.. Is that occurring currently in the college system? [
think to a limited e:xtenL
Administrator B SU&&esrs examining lifelong learning and continuous
improvement separately. He believes lifelong learning must be supponed from a
professional development perspective; at present there is not enough structure or
opportunity available to individuals. However, he believes this is being addressed now
by helping members take control of their learning since the role of the organization is
being diminished:
Some of that is beine addressed now through some worle that is being done·
internal linles within the college and to enable people, I guess, to kind of take
charge of their own learning.
With respect to the continuous improvement aspect of personal mastery,
Administrator B felt that benchmarks must be put in place in order to detennine if
things have improved:
If you wanted to ascertain if something has aetually improved then you have to
benchmark where you are now and then you have to measure your
pecfonnance. I guess. relative to that particular benchmark to see if there was
actually an improvement.
Administrator B is in the process of creating a benchmark or reference for faculty and
staff, by tying faculty and staff evaluations to their professional development plans.
Administrator C strongly believes that the new college structure, with its
"shared team leadership· approach, is strongly committed to lifelong learning; as
indicated by the responsibility of professional development being given to senior
,.
administrators. She also states that faculty and staff involvement in decision-malcing
has been strongly articulaccd and that the function of enabling others has been
specifically assigned to certain administrators:
In the new philosophy, it thinks nothing is a sole responsibility. [Certain
administrators will} expand the philosophy of involvement through various
types of teams that win actually make the consensus decision that will help the
organization move ahead... As it grows,. more people will take on that
hopefully.
Administrator D suggests the development of a -general awareness- campaign
as an initial step in fostering personal mastery in college members. He felt that many
individuals had been in the college system for a long time and may not even be aware
of their need for professional development He also suggests resources be provided.
keeping in mind the fiscal constraints and the fact that much professional development
could be conducted in-house. Finally. he suggests two typeS of professional
development plans are needed: individual and group.
GUUtiOR 5: P,rsonal Mastery [!Ample I
(1) Is the college providing for professional development to college
members? Is it enough?
Upon presenting the administra10rs with Eumple I, aU agreed that there is not
enough professional development for college members. In addition, several strategies
were highlighted.
Administrator A states that most faculty members are provided with a learning
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resource centre and professional journals by the college. However, she felt it was not
sufficient and that the colleae had failed to SUPPOrt. -the most valuable and most
expensive resource we have. wbidt is our human resources-.
Administrator C notes that the new college had started the process of providing
professional development to its newly hired administrators:
Providing for their initial professional development in the sense that they
understand dearly what their roles are. It has proven, I guess thus far in the
last couple of months, that it's going 10 a.ctuaJly practice what it's preaching.
Administ:ruor D felt that the college has attempted to provide professional
development for members. but he is of the opinion that more resources, both financial
and human, are needed to ensure that plans are put in place and opponunities are
provided.
2!wSi!m..5: Penonal Mastery Eumpls 2
2) Do ~&2i11 foster self-improvement in college members? Should
they?
In response to example 2, all administrators agreed that the college goals an
intended to promote self-improvement in college members. However. what aetua.lly
occurs in practice may not be what was intended.
Administrators A and C point out that a major objective of the college mission
statements is professional growth of college members. However. whether that actually
happens is another matter.
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Administrator B fclt that the college SOais were well intended and presents an
example of how college goals foster self-improvement in members: The impact of
technology is affecting the goals of the college which in tum are affecting college
members. Instructors for example, often need to learn these new technologies for
course delivery. In response to this need. the college offers in-house training to those
who have the initiative to take advantage of il
Administrator 0 was of the opinion that in order for faculty and staff to
educate and train individuals for the workforce, they must also be improving
personally.
Ouest'io. :;. P,non.1 MY't" Example J
3) Does the collegc celebrate Of acknowtedge the achievements of college
members? Should they?
Example J, prompted a unanimous response of "not enough~ from the
administrators.
Administrator A states that there are some acknowledgement strategies being
used, such as newsletters. However, she believes that since the college is a public
organiution. there are restrictions on incentives, for example, implementing financial
incentives would be practically impossible.
Administrator B identifies newsletters and recognition at assemblies. as two
acknowledgement strategies currently being used.
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Administrator C felt that the celebration of achievements could be done
formally or informally. However. she believes that a formal incentive system would
have to be worked out. She is of the opinion that the public collcge has. in general,
done a poor job of promoting itself to the public:
But even in terms of the media and public relations that. we 10 a large extent.
we haven't done [it]. [think that one of the bie weaknesses of the previous
history of the college system is that in public: forum we have not celebrated our
achievements in programming. staff achievements and we should be doing
mOTe of that.
Administrator D also Celt that there was no real recognition of peoples'
achievements. For example, he talks about individuals who had taken leave without
payor with reduced salaries in order to upgrade their skills and abilities:
[ don't think there is any real recognition when this person comes back and is
more qualified for the position. I don't think we really rerognize that in any
form and I think we should
Quntion 5: Penonal Mastery t;umple 4
4) Does the college~ people to seek out~ opportunities
that test their skills Jn4.~? Should they?
All Administrators responded with a resounding ·no· when presented with
example 4.
Administrator A states that in a climate of restraint, ·these opportunities are
often missed, overlooked, or consciously ignored". She also felt that this was
unfortunate, considering such opportunistic times ought to be capitalized on and
probably would be by proactive individuals..
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Administrator B believes that the college does not encourage such activities in
an ·overt way- and that only individuals who are -somewhat independent of the
organization- cowcl take up the challenge.
Administrator C felt that in the past, the colleges did not have the structure
required to challenge members:
Thcrc have been artificial barriers to challenging staff in tenns of rules and
regulations and I don't think: we've dealt with those rules and regulations to a
large extent in a flexible manner. We've kind of, in a lot of ways seen things
from a black: and whjte instead of grey and moving the barriers around, so that
we can enable staff to have opportunities, whether they be (eaves to go back: to
industry in their particular areas, to have a real life situation again, whether it's.
for instance. an administrator to go into a classroom occasionally where you
can talk about the aspect of leadership with. students who will be the future
leaders and that's onc thing [ have put forward myself. It's imponant for me to
be real and to go into classes every once in a while. talk about those generic
things that [ have some skills to share in or debate with or whatever. but
certainly there have been many staff in the past who have come forward and
made suggestions that [ don't think have been fully listened to or enabled. [
think we have to stan listening more in tenns of the creative ideas that can
come forward and enable some of those things now to happen.
Administntor C also expresses the view that college members., and in particular
administrators.. are not trained in the techniques required to encourage members to
seek out challenges:
Even if you have the structure, [ think that the aspect of being broader thinkers.,
seeing the big picture so that you're not always boxed by compartments,
departments, to spec:ific thinking and [ don't think in our past schooling, people
of my age for instance, really were enabled to do that through our schooling
from kindergarten on and now we have to sort of go back and be re-educated,
if we're truly ioing to have an administrative being that enables that. If we
don't do it ourselves we're not going to enable iL
Administrator D describes the college's position as -reactionary- when it comes
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to encouraging members to seek out dtallenging opportunities. Basically, the onus is
on the individual to seek out such opportunities and the college will then -react to the
request-. He felt that if the college promoted I general awareness program, as
discussed above, members would be more encouraged and supported in their
endeavours.
Quptiog 6: De Pncriri'ntn of Persona' My'e" jft the C.II,IS Sntem
Question 6 sought the administrators' opinions on the identity of the college
members who should be practicing personal mastery:
A6. .wh2. in the college should be actively engaged in lifelong learning and
continuous improvement?
Administrators B. C, and 0 state that all college members should be actively
engaged in personal mastery, whereas Administrator A felt that faculty and staff
should be engaged in such activities.
Administrator C also points out that professional development activities are
often focused primarily on faculty, however, this is overlooking the important work
done by the suppon staff:
[ guess I have a bit of an advantage in that I have been an administrator of
support staff to a large extent in the student services area and know how
important their onaoina empowerment through information and growth throua,h
professional development is to our students in terms of they're being the first
that they meet at the door. etc. That those people that counsel them into
courses and provide them with advice...or shoulders to lean on at times. So
there needs to be a greater integration of faculty and support staff needs as well
because often times the jobs are very. very integrated..
.,
Ad.n:linistruor A believes that faculty and staff should be actively engaged in
personal mastery:
I strongly think: that it should be the faculty and staff - the people that do the
actual work. These are the people that need to have the most cunent, the most
technically competent skills, I should say knowledge, siriUs and attitude
developed.
She points out that the administrators have learning experiences available to them,
outside the college, which the faculty and staff do not nave available:
For the persons that are in administrative roles at the campus or college
headquarters level, they have an opportunity to see outside the college system
periodically and that in and of itself constitutes a lifelong learning environment.
Although it might be implied, the implicate nature of it is a benefit That is
not read.ily available or identified with by the faculty and staff and they are the
individu.aJs that benefit the most because they penonn the work and that it is
where the resour~ and opportunities should be put
QuemG. 7· ADpnp"!!'"," or Dcn!opillJ Penona! Mastery durin' the Collen
S"tructurin'
Question 7 solicited the administrators' beliefs on the timeliness of fostering
personal mastery during the restructuring of the college system:
A7. Given the ratructlirlaC of the college system. do you feel the time is ncbt
for fostering or continuing to foster continuous improvement and lifelong
learning?
In general. all administrators agreed that the time was right to foster the
development of personal mastery. Administrator A believes that a period of
transition is also a time of opportunity. thus there is no better time to rework the
organizational policies. keeping in mind the financial constraints:
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Because it is a period of transition it probably offers the most opportunity to
identify lifelong learning and continuous improvement as a conscious effort of
the organization. in so far as the reworking of organizational structures, the
retooling of the post secondary system in the province has a financial
parametec. Within that financial parameter polie;y can be established to identify
specific resources on aD ongoing basis for professional development, lifelong
learning and continuous improvement of faculty and staff.
Administrator B asserts that the time is definitely ripe for developing personal
mastery -if" there is a period of stability for the next 3 to 5 years. He also felt that
people must become somewhat "independent" of the organization if they are not to be
continuously victimized by change. This type of personal and professional
development would keep individuals ready for a worid of change:
[ think what people are learning now, certainly in the college system, is that
there's no such thing as security or loyalty or commitment People are not seen
from a human resource perspective where... they contribute 'a' particular thing
10 the organization... You're very dispensable.
Administrator B points out that in these uncertain times, it is difficult for an
organization 10 contribute to its membership's professional growth because there is
such a short relationship with these individuals:
In some cases, most people are starting 10 feel maL.. the organization don't
want 10 have a commianent That they would rather, in fact, recruit someone
for three months or six months and then let them go. So in that context, it's
very difficult for an organization 10 contribute a lot 10 continuous improvement
and professional growth of people because their relationship with the individual
is very short term. So that's why I said earlier, that it's becoming an individual
thing. That what the individual needs to do is to develop strategies where they
become independent of the organization.
Administrator C was of the opinion that the new provincial college is moving
in the right direction as indicated by the shared leadership approach being modelled by
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the President and senior executive. as revealed in the job interview she experienced.
and as indicated in the proposed administrative evaluations:
We have started off on the right foot throu&h the leadership of the President
and the senior executive, in that even in the interviews for the. .. positions we
were asked questions such as MOO you think you can indeed work as a leader
of a team? Do you think you can implement shared leadership?- and it has
been put forward that the evaluation that will be done with us will be done
largely on the basis of our proven ability to implement that kind of philosophy.
I think that we have started off on the right foot. rye got a lot of hope for the
future in that respect.
Administrator 0 felt that the college cannot afford not to move in this
direction. He hoped that the new college would direct a portion of the limited
resources into the professional deveJopment areas.
Qusatiop S' Addition.1 Comments on ',aoul Mastery
Question 8 sought additional comments from administrators:
AB. Are there any additional comments you wouJd like (0 add on element
A'
The only additional comment made was by Administrator D. He points out
that sinu the college is trying to impress upon the students., -the significance of
lifelong learning-, it needs to model that behaviour for the students.
See Table 3 for a summary' of responses.
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Table 1
SlHDffiIry or MminimI9Q' RcsppNq rp Ouqrions on E1mKDt A • PmonII' MIsery
Question': Ad:m.inUtn.lor
Labo' A 0
AI: ImpoI1mee. Very important Very impol'tllnt Very importaDl Very important
Administnt.IOr?
A2: Importance- Yes, if they are Ves, generally. Ves,however Ves in the past,
Members? committed Nccdstability.l: mOflllc is low- had commitment
dear values cynical Future-hopeful
A.3:Soun:e or IndividlUlb Executive Administraton Top incl. board
Le.adenhip1 lhcuuclvu .I: commitment. lben members and president.
pll)fessional lud is same thuc Jc.adermip. Lead is president
orpllizatioas Lead•
• dministrators
A4;00a; eollclc YCl: to limited No, not ,IOL Ycs.illthcory Yu, 10 a limited
fOSlerpenoDlll Organizational verj little in extent-Too soon
",..""" role: bQng prKlicc ror new eollcgedUnillished.
A5:Stnltegies? V~tioa.lplan Professional Professional Professional
Development Development Development
AS(I): YCS.notCDOUgh Not IlDOUgh Yes. hu SllIrted Ves, need more
Professional in new college resouo:cs Ind
Development? withadmin. opportunities
M(2):Collcgc Yes in miuion Yes. well Yes,inmiuion Ves. nature of
Go.o"' .......... intended $Ul1I:menu the job
A5(3)' Yes but an: Yes, Dot enough Nol enough Not eoougb
Celebnte? resttic:tiODll
AS(4)~lng- Na.not in elimlre No. DOt in an Not<:JlOUlh,.lb~ I.aekingbere.
~~ oCrestnint overt way an: barriers. very RaCtiOoary
A6:Wbo? F.c.l: staff Everyone EwryolMl Everyone
A1:IiJtbctime Yes. it is. time Yes. iChave I. y...... Yes,it
"'''''-
right? oCopponuniry period oCstability indiUltors.Future Need 10 provide
isbopeCul J'e$Oucces
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Penoaal Milts"· C••elgtiog.
The data collected in response to questions A1 to AS show tim administrators
believe that the element of Personal Mastery is feasible for the college system. The
administrators believe the philosophy of lifelong learning and continuous improvement
is important to most college members. They state that everyone in the organization
should be actively engaaed in personal mastery and felt that the time is right for
fostering the development of this elemenL
Reasons given for its significance included personal mastery as .. basic
philosophy of: the college system, administration, and student-centred educational
approaches. As well, it is a means of developing trust through modelling.
[ssues of concern raised by the administrators included: commitment,
organizational instability (which has lead to low morale and cynicism), restructuring
and downsizing (which have discouraged members from seeking out challenging
opportunities), unclear organizational values (due to poorly communicated values
resulting from the loss of organizational memory or lack of a sense of history). and
benchmarking..
The administrators agreed that the philosophy of lifelong learning and
continuous improvement must be supported by leaders at the top of the organization.
rn general. they felt the college system must do more to develop personal mastery
through professional development, celebrating and aclcnowledgina: achievements. and
e:ncouraaing members to seek out challengina opportunities.
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Ilelllfllt B- Mgtal Modd!
Senge's second discipline of the learning organization. Mental Models. was
presented as~ to the. administrators. Administrators were introduced to the
concept then asked to apply it to the community college setting in answering the
questions to follow.
Eight of the sub-sections below present a complete analysis of the data per
question on element B. These sub-sections describe the administrators' beliefs,
perceptions, and opinions on the concept of mental models. Table 4 summarizes the
responses from the administrators. The ninth sub-section briefly summarizes the
results and draws conclusions on the feasibility of mental models for the college
system.
Question 1: The Import.n£, or Challenrin, Mental Models
Question 1 sought the administrators' personal beliefs on the importance of
challenging the assumptions of college members:
81. How impOrhlnt do~ challenging people to rethink meir
views of wort is to the college system?~ is it (un)important?
All of the administrators agreed that challenging members' views of work was
very important to the college system.
Administrator A felt that individual belief systems change much slower than
the changes occurring in society, therefore, it is important to challenge people·up
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front" in order to speed up the process..
Administrators B and D believe that challenging peoples' views is fundamental
to the college system. According to Administrator B, -this is what we are all about";
college members prepare people for the world of work. therefore. they must be current.
otherwise, the 5emce5 they are providina quickly become irrelevant In his opinion,
the role of the organization is to challenge its members and provide them with good
infonnation on work practises in the corporate world.
Administrator D emphasized the tremendous impact of change and knowledge
on the worker, on the students, and on those who prepare the students:
We can never teach a person enough anymore. [mean infonnation is just so
astounding - it's out there, that we cannot. in onc or two years, teach a student
what that person will need to know out in the workforce and then that is
continuously changing so the peTSOn has to know how to learn. Sa considering
all that,. we have to re-think the way that we teach or instruct students. Our
approach. our teaching methodology. even the whole way that we manage the
organization, how we involve students, the whole collaboration, teamwork, how
we even evaluate students. So we have to consider how the world is changing
out there and what the expectations of our graduates are going to be. In order
to prepare them for that, then we have to change.
Administrators B and C both point out that the college is often too inflexible
and raises too many unn~ road blocks. In Administrator B's view, the college
needs a change in attitude:
I'm finding in some cases that you have individuals who are interested in doing
that [challenging views], but sometimes the organization is not very flexible in
making that particular accommodation. Like for example, the opportunity to
Telework, now, is clearly an option... Lots of what we do can be done
remotely. We have people teachina: programs for us that don't live or work
[nearby] and they're at some other loc:arion. But to do that in a more intense
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way or to broaden your base of operations in that: way. it would require that the
organization start to rethink the way they're defining the job.
Administrator C explains thar: in the new college system, old policies and
procedures do not work anymore since the college is now using a shared leadership
approach: Therefore. the methods used to examine and evaluate decisi.ons need to be
changed so that the leadership teams can examine larger, more general issues on a
morc frequent and infonnal basis:
I think: it's very, very important if we wain to build shared leadership that the
old paradigms be questioned and that every time that we implement decision-
malcing. particularly on a broad basis, that we re-evaluate and say after the
decision has been made and implemented. ~how did that work? What was right
about it and what was wrong about it and maybe even we should look at it in a
different respect". and I think in a less Cannal way that it's healthy at times to
put away the day to day management issues of the team table and say -Let's
today examine a question of a larger nature and how do you feel about it-, and
have a mini professional development opportunity around the team table.
That's sort of... like I said, away from the day to day activity.
Quntioa 1: The Importan" of Challtp,inc Mental models to~
Question 2 sought the administrators' opinions on how important the general
membership believe challenging people to re-evaluate their views of work is to the
college system:
82. Do you believe that !!!2n.peqple in the college nmm also see this
concept as (Wl.)importut?
Administrators A and D agreed that most members of the college organization
7J
'NOuld see this concept as important, whereas Administrators B and C were uncertain.
or doubtful, as to whether college members also found mental models important
Administrator A states that people recognize the need for change. when the
change does not affect them:
People strongly recognize the need for change and the challenges to their
assumptions where it doesn't involve them. So an individual would be open to
change; be strongly influenced by efforts to change as long as it didn't effect
the way they openued themselves. That's the transformation which has to
occur.
Administrator D asserts that even though it would probably be more difficult
for people who have been in the system for a number of years to change, a growing
number of these individuals do see the need for change: "They're in contact with
employers and business and industry when their students ate on the job during work
tenns or whatever". He refers to the importance of professional development and
general awareness for stimulating change in these individuals, as discussed in Element
A.
Administrator B felt that the opinions held by college members depends firstly,
on who you talk to and secondly, on the organization's ability to -deliver on
something-. He explained the second point by saying that there are a number of
external constraints, both political and environmental, on the college:
h's easy to have a point of view, you Icnow, but actually to be in a position
where you can deliver on that is something entirely different and there seems to
be constraints that reside in the external environment with respect to the college
- there are some things that are really, really difficult to change because the
control of these elements don't reside in the organization.
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Administrator C was uncertain about the imponanc::e placed on mental models
by members; her reason. -we have been taught not to be divergent thinkers". A point
she made earlier in discussing question AS(4). As a result. she believes college
members have kept the old paradigms in place and have probably made "the same
mistakes over and over qain-. Therefore. she feels more accountability should be
built into the system.
Administrator C also points out that students now question the system much
more than in the past A behaviour that often intimidates other college members:
The instructional modes are being questioned more and morc by students who
are older students, are more assertive students and more than we were before.
Whereas before, maybe people were more of a mode that they were empty
vessels being filled with Ic:nowtedge. Now they're questioning the knowledge
that is being extended to them and sometimes we don't mow how to handle
that. Sometimes we rebel as staff. as faculty, against the rebellion of students
and now we've come 10 a new age and we've got to learn to look at things in a
more varied. from a more varied point of view.
She believes the point of view we currendy hold comes from the secondary and post
secondary school systems. She states the post secondary system must change in order
to help develop divergent thinking in its students:
A lot of things that were taught were of a management. administrative nature
as to how to do class scheduling and those kind of mundane type of things.
necessary things... and less concentration on learning to be enablers of people.
So there are new paradigms that are needed in the university system and
college system in terms of helping people towards that as well.
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Ogestio. 3- De S9lm of kadership for Q_nedrin, AssumeD•• !
Question 3 sougbt administrators' perceptions of the source of leadership for
challenging members' views of work in the college setting:
83. Wh do you feel should be encouraging college members to re--examine
their views of work? Should anyone take a lead role?
Administrator A asserts that the colleagues themselves should be encouraging a
re-examination of beliefs. Administrators B and C felt it should be the local. campus
or team leaders, whereas. Administrator D was of the opinion that the overall decision·
makers should be encouraging this process.
Administrator A felt that colleagues should challenge themselves to identifY
areas of change: -These are the people that are in the industries. in the teaching
profession. they deal with the students, they have the most up·front insight into what's
happening-. Sbe felt the lead role should be taken by the head of the organization.
The leader's role is to influence and motivate individuals to think in this way:
Motivation has to occur. The leader, the head of the given organization, no
maner what size it is, has to influence that and by influence, I do not mean
direct it to oc:cur. Influence would be to motivate individuals to think in that
way and then themselves draw conclusions. Remember we are dealing with
professionals here, people who are trained in a given area and also, should be
trained to teach, so the melding of those two skills, the bodies of knowledge,
into one individual and that individual is only one of a team. then they
cenainly have the wherewithal to challenge themselves, but it has to be
influenced by the leader.
Administrator B believes that encouraging members to reassess their views is
"an ex;ecutivc role. but it has to be a distributed responsibility-. He felt the
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organizational point of view had to be ·put on the grolmd- with appropriate leadership
at different campuses, at different locations. and in different groups. He also felt that
the unions should become more involved:
I think that unions, too, should start to play more, you know, open~minded,
kind of aggressive role here in helping their membership cope with change.
Administrator C was of the opinion that anyone in a leadership position should
be responsible for encouraging college members to re--evaluate their assumptions about
work:
Whoever is put in a leadership team, leadership position and there will be lot
of people who will be put in that position. Some of the times, in a team
approach to things, there is a rotating facilitator ... so everybody gets the
opportunity.
She also states that the people put in leadership positions should be empowered by
their leaders to do the job:
So anyone who is provided the opportunity to provide for leadership should
also be enabled by their leadership to take a view to challenging people who
they are put in the position to lead. It's an ongoing, but very comprehensive
leadership enablement that's necessary.
With respect to the question of who should talc.e the lead role., Administrator C
felt that in generaJ., it shouJd be taken by the head of the organization:
Whoever is the overall leader I think...In the new structure, we have seven
District Administrators., [they] definitely need to be... given that responsibility
and held accountable that [it] will happen in their areas.
Administrator D states thar: encouraging members to re-evaluate assumptions
must first come from the board and the President· the overall decision·makers of the
ncollege - they must take the lead role. It is also their responsibility to ensure that
resourc:C$., as well as opportunities for professional development. are made available to
faculty and staff:
So again, it has to come... initially from the people making the decisions., that
have the ability to do those things and then from there, at the middle
management position and working then. with the faculty themselves to initiate
this change.
Qugtion 4: Drdopment.) St.., or Mtntal Model' in the Coller" System
Question 4 sought the administrators' opinions on whether the college currently
challenges the assumptions of college member:
84. Does the college system cumntly chanen" people to re-examine their
assumptions about work?
Administrators A, C, and 0 felt the college was challenging peoples' beliefs to
• certain extent, whereas AdministralOr 8 was of the opinion that beliefs were not
being challenged in any formal sense.
Administrator A believes that the system dol!S chattenge members at the
administrative level, but not at the instructional level:
The unfortunate part abaut it is. that I think it is ongoing at the administrative
levels and not enough is being done to cause that challenge to occur where it
needs to occur - in the traditional instructional areas.
Administrator C was hopefuJ that the -seeds- of this are there in the new
college system. In the past, she feels there were some elements of challenging the
membership, but somewhere along the way this view was lost:
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I think there has been elements of that throughout the college history. Maybe
years ago when the community college system was developed in the Swes or
whatever, the first elements in the province were in the Bay SL George area,
there was an excitement created by the aspect of staff being more lnvolved,
being challenged and whatever. Sometimes along the road and some of it may
be due to restructuring., instability. financial restraint and whatever, we've done
the things that had to be done and forgotten about the aspect of doing the
things, like challenging beliefs, of involving people, but I have new hope now
that with what I'm seeing that there will be more of this dJaJlenging of beliefs
in the new system.
She states that beliefs will have to be chaJlenged in order for the new philosophies and
structures to be implemented: -It's entrenched in various objectives that have been
.....
Administrator D asserts that the college does challenge the beliefs of its
membership especially given the changes in technology:
Oh, I think so, definitely. I mean we're getting more and more into distant
learning, using information technology. video conferencing, cable. offering
more courses through distance, more self·directed. learning. more flexible
scheduling, more putting the student in the centre as the learner with
responsibilities for his or her own learning. So looking at that you have to...
you are challenged to change with these new philosophies.
Administrator 8 was of the opinion that the college does not challenge
members to re-examine their views of work in any formal sense, even though there are
some isolaled pockets of this occurring.
.2J!n!ii!L.~Stra'"infor 'he Implementation of Men'.1 Model'
Question S sought administrators' opinions on stralegies that are currently being
used. or that should be used, to challenge beliefs in the college system. The question
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was composed of an open-ended query, followed by a number of examples of
strategies:
B5. WlIat sorts of things are being done or should be done to encourage people to
re-examine their views or assumptions about work? Is it enQugh?
I have several examples here which [ am going to ask for your input and
opinion on, example:
(1) Does the college~ people to seek out~ ways to
improve what they do in the organizationi Should they?
(2) Is risk.taking encouraged WITHOUT having to worry about~
~ if things do not work out? Should it be?
(3) Does the college set aside time for~ by organizational
members?
(4) Does the college emphasize 'why' it is moving in a particular direction
and~ it will change? Should it?
In response to the open-ended query, a number of strategies wefe identified
including: changes in instructional methods, changes in instructor roles. changes to
student services. increased membership involvement. more flexible scheduling, and a
more student-e:entred approach.
Administrator A oudined a number of instructional modes which challenge -the
normal methodology deliveryM, including: distance education. home study proKram,
self-directed learning, competency·based individualized instruction, and
semesterization. As well as, changes in instructor roles:
All of these sorts of things have challenged in the past five years, I would
suggest to you. more so than ever before in post-secondary education, which
was nonnally traditional chalk and talk lecture. Now the instructor's role has
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changed. to being that of both deliverer of instruction to the facilitator of
learning.
Administrator B provided an example of challenges to the student services
department that involves a nwnber of college members:
They're talking about introducing an element of service that is critical to what
students want and need so student councillors., student information officers and
others will be challenged, [ guess, to re--evaluate, you mow, the nnds of their
services and to start to look at it from the stUdent's perspective and hopefully to
realign then what it is they do more in keeping with what students expect. what
they wanL
Administrator C states that the college's commitment to involving faculty and
staff to a greater extent, would create an environment that would naturally challenge
beliefs:
I think the aspect of involving. commitment to involving faculty to a larger
extent in curricular development, program review, program approval, policy
review, policy development, involvement in the senior team, I guess which
would be the academic council - there is a commitment to set up an academic
council with a large percentage of that council being faculty and staff. I think
all of those can't happen successfully unless challenges... there will be many
challenaes in that environment to current beliefs because the bottom line, the
decisions will be made by consensus and so compromise, movement back and
forth, will be an aspect, a necessary aspect of that whole involvement aspect.
Administrator C also discusses various insauctiooal methodologies, such as
distance education and open learning, as new philosophies that would challenge
beliefs.
Previously in question 84, Administrator 0 had outlined a number of changes
which are currently challenging the views of college members. The list included:
instructional methodologies, more flexible scheduling, and a more student-<:entred
8t
approach.
Qysstiog 5- MeptAI Modrl' £u..m.R.!!..1
(1) Does the college~ people to seek out innovative ways to
improve what they do in the organization? Should they?
In response to example one., Administrators A and 0 both agreed that the
college does encourage college members to be innovative by necessity, Administrator
Breit it was situational, and Administrator C felt the college had not provided enough
encouragement in the past, but she is hopeful for the future.
Administrator D believes that the college was probably forced to be innovative
firstly. because of financial constraints; in order to do more with less, other methods
of offering training had to be pursued. Secondly. because of increased competition
from public and private organizations. He feels that the college has just started to be
innovative:
I think we've just started actually. We've just opened the doors with regard to
inCannation technology and what can happen there and I'm sure, you reel as I
do that there's going to come a time when probably buildings and facilities like
this are going to be for very few programs where we need probably some little
structure of labs and so forth, but many programs will be offered· the place
won't matter and the time won't matter.
AdministratDr B felt that college support for innovative activities is situational:
in some situations. it is possible and actively supported by the college; in other
situations, the innovation is contained because the organization is not in a position to
respond to or accommodate the change. He then states his belief that the college is
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not a good leaming organization:
To me the college is not a good learning orpnizarion in that respect because it
keeps repearina: historic problems that it's had for some arne.
Well part of the problem too is continuity. I think:. you \mow, if you
continuously change something and then you continUCIusly change the personnel
associated or responsible fOf the organization, then there is no sense of history.
Vou don'c. you can't build on or bring forward those things which were good
and so you end up reinventing the wheel, (guess. This is what I see
happening quite a lot in our system.
Administntor B believes that the college should challenge the beliefs of members, but
to do this correctly it needs a plan:
[ think: that they should do more of it;. yes, but [ guess it's like anything, if you
throw seeds at a piece of grOlmd kind of indiscriminately some will take and
some won't and I think that is what you have now. You need a better plan.
Administrator C was of the opinion that the college did not support innovation
enough in the past, but she is hopeful for the future. She points out that innovative
ideas must be supponed and ·carried out· so that staff will believe the ideas are
valuable.
Oapti" 5· Mental Model. lump!! 2
(2) Is risle-Mng encouraged WITHOUT having to worry about~
~ if things do not work out? Should it be?
Administrators A and C both felt that risk·taking, without having to wony
about the negative consequences, was not encouraged, whereas Administrators B and
D thought it was situational.
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Administrator A was of the opinion thai: people were ·very risk: adverse". for
good reason:
When you're in a downsizing situation or right sizing situation you don't want
to be caught out in "the tried and it has failed". [t has been said. "it is better to
have tried and failed then not to have tried II: aU". but if you don't try at all
then you can't say you failed. Unfortunate as that may sound, that is the
opinion I think that is held by a lot of people.
Administrator C felt that in the Past. risk-taking without having to worry about
the consequences was not supported to the extent that it should have been. In the
future, she believes people will be risking more by being more involved, being asked
for their opinions. and being asked to make decisions. She feels that college support
will be demonstrated when resources are put into "activating that risk-taking",
Administrator B felt that support for risk-taking, without having to worry about
the negative consequences. was situational. He was of the opinion that only the
prepared factions should be strategically involved in entrepreneurial activities. The
outcomes should then be transferred throughout the college. He suggests this
mechanism so that the traditional services of the college are not put at risk and the
students are not motivated to have a -damaging- point of view.
Administrator 0 felt that the support for risk-taking varied from campus to
campus. department to department, college to college and administrator to
administrator. He did feel that the college should be encouraging risk-taking and felt
that someone, other than the individual pursing the risley activity - the department
chair or administrator - should be willing to assume the responsibility. He asserts that
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the college must be willing to take risks given the twTent environment and in order to
realize the potential of the college.
Qugriop 5; Mmt.1 Model, E.-mol, }.
(3) Does the college set aside time for~ by organizational
members?
The researcher intended this example to refer to personal time for reflection by
individual memben. However. it is interesting to note that Administrators B. C. and
D interpreted this example as time to get together with others and discuss college
maners; an interpretation which is very similar to question 05(1).
Administrator A felt that some personal time was provided. Administrator B
was of the opinion that there was plenty of time available, whereas Administrators C
and D believed that not enough time was made available for reflection by members.
Administrator A felt that some time has been aJlocated for reflection by
members. However, she feels that an analysis of its usefulness and its effect upon
decision.making needs to be conducted by a professional organization:
This again begs the concept of a professional organization which would
examine the issues that challenge the faculty and staff of a college. Groups
exist which look at this in various campuses and various colleges. sure, and
there has been time for reflection, however. it is not examined, I don't think, on
a basis which can provlde constructive criticism and influence the decision-
making process as it currently exists.
Administrator A had prevlously discussed the role of a professional organization in
question AJ.
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AdministraJOT B felt that there are lots of opportunities for personal reflection;
"that would be entirely up to the individual-. He feels the problem lies in
opportunities for collegiality and team work especially since the inception of the
college system:
There was very little exchange between senior managers· somewhat isolated in
many respects and usually when there are meetings and things like that there's
a very tight agenda. - in and out the same day.
However. he does feel that maybe this will change with the new suueture.
Administrator C states that the college does not set aside enough rime for
reflection by members and points out that there is a lot of wasted opportunities for
professional development:
[There] are indications that this will be enabled in the future, but in the past
there has been a lot of wasted opportunities. particularly at the end of the
traditional two-semester system. There was wasted staff potential and
involvement in activities outside the classroom. for instance with faculty, but I
think more and more there has been more professional development days.
teams involved in developing weeks of professional development activities...
All of the colleges I think did some things in the past few years with respect to
that so, I would hope that that would continue maybe in a more general, more
comprehensive way throughout the academic year and in various types of ways.
Administrator C also expresses the view that more "strategic planning~ is needed. from
an individual and a college perspective. She believes that participation in activities
such as conferences and workshops should not be done on an ad hoc basis.. but should
be directly linked to an individual's personal development plan. Approval of such
activities should be based on cost efficiency and effectiveness to the college. In the
fmal analysis.. she would like to see a better strategy and greater responsibility on the
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part of staff. to give something back: to the college system:
And a greater responsibility put on staff who there's money [being] spent on to
effectively - because [ think writing a report can be a very ineffective way •
but makina significant contribution of that knowtedge at the institution after
their involvement in whatever.
Administrator D felt that there was not much time "for everybody to get
together and really reflect" and believes the college should be doing more of this by
department. by campus, on 50 on. He also makes the point that college members are
so caught up in their daily activities that "we don't really take time to reflect".
Questiog !: Meat,l Model. lump" ..
(4) Does the college emphasize 'why' it is moving in a particular direction
and~ it will change? Should it?
Administrators A and B both agreed that the college does not explain why it is
moving in a particular direction. Administrator C Celt that not enough explanation is
given. and Administrator 0 stated that the college did give explacations of ·why~ to a
certain extent.
Administrator A felt explanations were not adequate· only financial
considerations were given.
Administrator B felt the changes in the college system are -imperatives-. He
believes that the imperatives come mainly from a political source and have a lot to do
with economics. He goes on to say that the question of effectiveness -gets poorly
attended to, if at an- and that there is a lot of confusion concerning, -the relationship
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between. structure and efficiency and between structure and effectiveness-:
Generally whu happens. those who make these kinds of decision rely on
strUeturaI change to u:complish things which are not related It all to the
strucnue.
Administrator C felt that in the past., not enough explanation was provided.,
people were just told how things would change, not why they would change.
However, she believes there is a commitment to communication and involvement in
the new college structure:
My philosophy. [ think: that of others now, is tell staff what you don't know as
well as what you do and then they know that you're not hiding things, that they
have the full information or they don't have the infonnation because you don't
know it There is a commitment there 10 continually communicate what is
being done and again. going back to ail the prev;ous things we talked about,. a
commitment to involve them in decision making.
Administrator 0 was of the opinion that the college had explained, to a certain
extent. why it was moving in a particular direction. Examples of reasons given
included changes in the workplace (which in tum require changes in the college) and
financial constraints. However, he does feel that the college has not done enough in
terms of strategic planning:
I don't Icnow if we've done enough with regard to really strategic planning and
say... really, really letting it go and saying what are the possibilities. I don't
Icnow if we've really done that and saying this is where we'd like to be., but by
doing the five yeat strategic plan which we have done as a college, I think it
helps identify as to why certain things are happening and people can see that
plan unfold.
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0umo. t· De Pnc:titio.tn of Muta' Models i. the soli", nits.
Question 6 sought the administrators' opinions on. the identity of the college
members who should be engaged in challenging their beliefs about work:
B6. ~ in the college system should be re-eva1uating their assumptions
about werle?
All Administrators agreed. that everyone in the college system should be
engaged in challenging their assumptions about work..
Administrator A states that we all have a role to play. She believes if the
organization is structured to allow for autonomy. then that autonomy should allow
individuals to examine their roles and how they pursue their personal and
organizational goals.
Administrator B felt that this question could be examined from two points of
view; from a personal and a generic perspective: The personal perspective refers to
an individual's particular job or work assignment - how it gels carried out, how it
contributes 10 the organization, how it improves, etc.; the generic perspective refers to
the general relationship that exists between the college members and the organization.
In the past, people were very dependent on the organization and had a sense of
security and permanence attached to their won:. He believes that this type of
relationship is generally gone now and individuals really need to look at "getting that
independence" which he mentioned earlier. He believes the dependency relationship
between the individual and the college was -really overdone" in the past:
s.
That's no longer true. but again [ think the message from the organiZ2tion is
clear. That the organization don't want that. but the indiyjduals themselves
have to get more proactive... And it's a lesson that's hard learned in some
respects. but again, you know, they have to learn that aspect of it. That re&Ily
they need to be independent of the organization.
Administrator C was of the opinion that no matter who you are in the college
system, you must be able to fe-evaluate your beliefs; this is your responsibility to the
people to whom you are accountable:
[ think: whoever you arc, whether you're an administrator or a faculty leader or
faculty person or whoever, needs to always offer to those who he or she is
responsible to, that ability to evaluate, that ability to be held.. that openness to
be held accountable and to make a commibnent to do things and to say if [I]
don't do this., will you please let me know if I should be doing it differently,
please let me know. Keeping the doors of communication open so that there is
a continuous dialogue that is growth producing. I guess.
~Appropri.teneH or Fo!te"", , RNvaluation or Mental Model!
!l.!:!.!:i!!LtICol!eu Rnttycturinc
Question 7 solicited the administrators' beliefs on the timeliness of evaluating
the mental models of members during the college restructuring:
87. Given the current restruchlriac or the college system, do you feel the
ti.., is richt for fostering or continuing to foster a re-evaluation of our
assumptions about worle?
All administrators agreed that the time was right to foster a re-evaluation of our
assumptions about work.
Administrator A states that there is no bener time than a time of change, to re-
evaluate one's role in an organization. She gives the following explanation:
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The reason being is that once a change. for any reason,. has been initiated, we
have a momentum that is developing and the concept of change should be
accepted by all those within the orpnization. That concept to change then c:an
be translated into atbNdes and aspirations reprding the structure. role, and
future of the organization and the incfividual within it.
Admi.nistntor B believes that re-evaIuating one's personal role in an
organization undergoing a restructuring. is inevitable. However. he is skeptical about
the impact such an evaluation would have upon the organization itself. He re-affirms
his belief that the college is not a learning organization and claims that it is not
necessarily true that if individuals leam the organization also learns. He argues that
the college is a young organization that has never been given the opportunity to
mature - it has no sense of history:
[ don't see the organization in this context sort of learning from its mistakes or
being systematic in that context because it never gets to be an organization
long enough to actually do that. It takes a long time, you know, for an
organinrion. decades really, over a period with some stability, especially in the
colleges and things like that. We have people cnme from Scodand where there
is a Int nf tradition in their colleges and you look at the depth of what it is they
do and the quality of the things they do. They have a lot of stability. They
respond to change.
Administrator C believes it is a good time ror members to reassess their views
of worle, that a period of change produces momentum. She suggests the college
should try to learn from the past:
Look at things that have been brought rorward before in terms of the way
things haven't worked or could work better and go from there in tenns of trying
to improve the way the college goes about its business.
Administrator 0 considered this to be an especially good time for members to
9.
re-assess their assumptions about work since a new system is being put in pIau that
will take them into the year 2000. He feels the college should do a thorough job of
gathering information from the five colleges. analyze what works well, and try to
integrate those elements:
You're bringing five colleges together, each one is probably doing different
things differently. Let's look at it, let's learn from them and let's look at the
provincial picture and see what's been working best and let's try to integrate
that into the provincial system. Again. you know. it's going to take a lat... lots
of times we've made decisions without, [ think, really doing any research.
gathering any data.. ut's stop doing that. Now is the time. We're doing it...
let's do it right, [ think.
A preliminary document outlining a proposed organizational structure as well
as the mission and goal statements from the regional college system is provided in
Appendix F.
Que,tio! II: Additional Comments on Menta' model'
Question 8 sought additional comments from administrators:
88. Are there any additional comments you would like to add on Element 81
The only additional comment made was by Administrator 0 who states that the
only «Instant now is change - a change in views and a change in actions.
See Table 4 for a summary of responses.
Msnta! Mods!!: Condusion.
The data collected in response to questions 81 to 88 show that there is no
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consensus regarding the feasibility of this discipline. Administrators had reservations
about the feasibility of the element of Mental Models for the college system.
Administrators A and B believed that challenging assumptions is the responsibility of
the individual not the college. Administrator B felt that the college is not a leaming
organization: He believes the college is pushing members to become independent
from the collcgc which means thar: the members. not the collegc, are responsible for
challenging assumptions. Administrator C felt that members have not been taught to
be divergent thinkers. However, she believes that the element of mental models will
be promoted and developed in the callege system through professional development
and through the new shared leadership approach and structures being put in place.
Administrator 0 felt that the element of mental models is feasible because change, in
the form of new philosophies and technologies, is impacting on everyone in the
college system; therefore. everyone has a responsibility and a role to play - a holistic
view.
The four administrators agreed that they consider the challenging of
assumptions within the organization as very import3nL However, several
administrators were uncertain as to whether other college members would also
consider it import3nL The four administrators felt that everyone in the organization
should be actively challenging mental models and felt that the time is right for
fostering the development of this element.
Reasons given for the significance of the element of mental models included:
9.
its importance in challenging and changing attitudes. its fundamental importance in
puparing students for the world of work. and its importance in dealing with the
tremendous impact of change on workers and college members.
Issues of concern raised by the administrators included: inflexible attitudes and
structures, Wlwillingness to change. outdated policies and procedures, external political
and environmental constraints, lack of divergent thinking and accountability,
innovation by necessity, suppressed rislHalcing, and challenges to the system by
students.
The admini~rs stated that the philosophy of challenging assumptions must
be supported by leaders throughout the organization. [n general, they felt the college
system must do more to challenge mental models through professional development.
increasing the awareness of members. encouraging innovation and risk-taking, and
explaining decisions made by the college.
[I,meat C: Baildi., Shared Vision
Senge's third disc:ipline of the learning organization, Building Shared Vision,
was presented as~ to the administrators. Administrluors were introduced to
this concept then asked to apply it to the community college setting in answering the
questions to follow.
Eight of the sub~seetions below present a complete analysis of the data per
question on element C. These sub~sea:ions describe the administrators' beliefs,
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perceptions. and opinions on the concept of building a shared vision. Table 5
summarizes the responses from the administraton. The ninth sub-section briefly
summarizes the results and draws conclusions on the feasibility of bwlding a shared
vision for the college system.
QuaD" I' The Impgrt'D$' or Buildinc Shlrtd Vision to the Adminytratoa
Question I sought the administrators' personal beJjefs on the imponance of a
shared vision in the college setting;
C1. How i_portaat do~ the development of a shaced vision is to
the college system?~ is it (un)important?
All of the administrators agreed that building a shared vision was important to
the college system. Administrators 8 and C discussed the factor of control in shared
vision; Administrators B. C. and 0 discussed ownership; and Administrators C and D
discussed the involvement of college members in building a shared vision.
Administrator A Celt that the shared vision must be held by all stakeholders that
are impacted on by posf.Secondary education: the province, the college system.
and the secondary system. Sub-groups within these stakeholder groups must share the
vision: staff, faculty, support groups., secondary teachers, administrators, bureaucrats
in the department of education, and government. She then describes her belief of
shared vision as well as the Colleges Act:
A shaced vision for the college system would be delivery of or the providing of
opportunity for post-secondary education. What can get lost in this process is
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the notion that the college system is merely a delivery agent for post-secondary
education within the province. The Colleges Act is a provincial piece of
legislation ~d has been designed to provide a vehicle through which post-
secondary opportunities can be made available to people in the province and
that is a societal function that is taken on by the provinces in Canada.
Administrator A states that if the vision is shared then the college has started to
develop a common goal fOf the system. However, if anyone of the players loses sight
of the vision, then the collegc has a weak link in the chain:
I think that's the reason that shared vision has to be held by everybody. People
make the system. the administrators within the system, the contiguous systems
that exist. such as the school system, the university, and the government
because they are contiguous to the college system. So we have to be an
integral part of the post-secondary continuum.
Administrator B felt that it is important to build a shared vision, but questions
the degree to which it is possible in a public organization. He is of the opinion that
there is a significant difference between public and private organizations. Private
organizations ace more autonomous and have more control than public organizations.
He states that the public college system could be changed overnight due to an election
and change in governmenL He then oudines his experience with the restructuring of
the provincial college system:
So. as [ know, like as a college... we went through a prottaeted community
consultation period. Involving community groups and people within the
college to bring forward a mission and to have a vision of what the
organization was, what it does in the community and these kinds of things.
Lots of work with faculty and administration and people and the community
groups and that kind of thing. Then just overnight, without any apparent
warning at all, that was completely and totally erased... So, as an entity ...the
College didn't exist anymore.
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Administrator B believes that it takes time to build a shued vision and to
create ownership among the people. especially in a province with such a dispersed
population and a diverse geography. He also reiterates that, -the challenge in public
service things are morc difficult than they are in private organizations·.
Administrator B discusses Total Quality Management and continuous
improvement He believes that in order for the college to improve. it must h.ave some
autonomy or control over its affairs. Without this autonomy. it is extremely difficult
to learn and improve:
We talk a lot about quality and continuous improvement and things like that
here and I believe there is a direct relationship betWeen autonomy and control
and effectiveness and improvement in quality... an organization can learn and
improve continuously to the extent that it has some control over what it does.
It has to be somewhat autonomous.
Administrator C is of the opinion that building a shared vision is very
imponant for developing ownership and a sense of control in college members:
I believe that it is an extremely important aspect of building ownership by all
staff of their 'n.ison d'etre'. I think people feel more in control if they're
involved in their future, of their destinies., and of the destiny of the institution
for which they work. I think the only way to go in tenns of building a true
feeling of involvement is to ensure that the staff are enabled to put forward
their contribution as to what the district. the campus, the provincial college
should look like and should work towards. Some of the elements of mat that
rve been involved with it helped develop a real enthusiasm about worle and
about going to work each day. When people feel mat mey're involved and
they've had a role to play in that.
Administrator D believes it is very important for everyone including faculty,
staff. and administration to be "all headed in me one direction" towards a common
9.
outcome. Everyone has to feel a pan of that vision in order to have a sense of
ownership and to want to contribute to the fonnation of the vision.
~The ["portancc .2!....I.sli!!f. ShaRd Vision to the CP""' MembcnI
Question 2 sought the administrators' opinions on the importance of a shared
vision to college members:
C2. Do you believe that most people in the college system also see this
concept as (un)illlportant?
Administrators A. C, and 0 agreed that most college members WQuld view the
building of a shared vision as important., whereas Administrator B was skeptical that
members would see this concept as importanL
Administrator A believes that people in the college system would see the value
in having a shared vision, "as long as it doesn't affect them". She feels this is where a
transformationai leader is needed:
That's where the motivation and influence of the transformation leader has to
come in - has to identify the need for a vision., has to identify the common
beliefs that CUlTendy exist before that vision can be identified or articulated..
Administrator C asserts that college members would see shared vision as
important. In the past, members had complained that they were not included in the
process. They have voiced the opinion that there was no point in putting their views
forward because they were never taken into consideration. She states that college
members are feeJing cynical towards the restructuring process with layoffs. program
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rationalization, etc.
Administrator D was of the opinion thar: members believe in the importance of
shared vision now, more 50 than six or seven years ago when they started to develop
mission statements, common goals, and objectives. He feels that in the past, there was
a lot of speculation as to why it was being done. There was a lot of cynitism towards
the outcome., towards bow the input would be used. People felt it was a fad that
would pass; initially, people were nor even aware of what it meant or how it would
guide the organization. Now he feels everyone is morc aware of the importance of a
shared vision.
AdministnlOr D points out that members are impatient They believe that
when something is put on paper it should be implemented immediately:
[ think, many times faculty expect things, not only faculty, but all people
within organiration. when something goes on paper they expect things to
happen right away. Like with the quality movement., that takes a long time to
initiate that, to really get people really involved in an organization, but it has to
start somewhere and it has to start with the mission and. I think, sometimes
people, as you say, were probably negative because something didn't happen
right away_ It takes times and commitment and it's a gradual... it evolves and
it has to permeate through the organization, but very slowfy, so I think that that
would have wuloubtedJy been there.
Administrator B felt that college members are very skeptical at this time. He
states that maybe over the next six to eight months, memories will fade and the
members will be more positive towards developing a shared vision. He eltplains that
it is difficult to get members involved now due to the eradication of all the work they
had done in the recent past:
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It's vuy difficult to get people back into the process again particularly, if
there's not a good connection made between what was done previously and
what's COing to be done now... People become cynicaL. there's no son of
accumulated benefit from doing it, it becomes a waste of time for the people.
QUestion 3- The Sourq of Le.denhjp (or the Developmcnt of. Sham Vi,;op
Question 3 sought administrators' perceptions of the source of leadership for
developing a shared vision in the college setting:
C3. W... do you feel should be promoting the development of a shared
vision in the college system? Should anyone take a Ie,d role?
Administrators A and C felt that everyone should promote the development of
a shared vision, Administrator B believed that all stakeholders should be involved,.
whereas Administrator D was of the opinion that the suppan should come from the
President on behalf of the board.
Administrator A believes that it is not just an administrator's role to develop a
shared vision. She points out that an administrator often comes into an organization
with a vision that is different from that of organizational members. She feels the
administrator's vision will change in response to the views put forward by other
organi22tional members and the organi22tion's culture:
So, to consider [it] an admini.strative function to develop a shared vision would
be a step in the wrong direction. The vision has to be developed from the
thought processes and history that currendy exists and the impressions and
influences of the society in which it operates. From that perspective the
administrator cannot edict a vision. In actual fact, I feel strongly that the
administntor's vision that was brought to the organization will change
considerably as the interaction with the indivlduals that are in the system and
familiarity with the system itself occurs.
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Administrator C is of the opinion that everyone should promote the
development of a shared vision. However, the ultimate responsibility resides with the
President who must be held accountable for enabling others to develop a shared vision:
Developing a leaming organization, in the specific sense a shared vision, arc
the ultimate responsibility of the head of the organization. the President,. and
his accountability, I guess. is to enable the rest of us who arc involved in a
leadership sense to have that viewpoint and to involve staff in developing that
role for the institution..
Administrator B felt that all stakeholders including; the President, the board.
community groups, and the department and minister of education should help develop
a shared vision. He states that in spite of the skepticism that exists, the development
of a shared vision must be pursued since it is pr-e-requisitc to having a functioning
organizational entity:
Generally. people need to know about the organization. what the organization
stands for, what their role w;th respect to that and the like... What the college,
any organization I guess, has to do that through its stakeholders. You have to
understand who your stakeholders are and then to create that kind of vision
among these people. So that they have a view that's somewhat the same as it
relates to the organization.
Administrator B asserts that the ultimate responsibility is that of the President;
Over the years, he claims he has leamed that you can delegate efficiency. but you
have to take personal responsibility for its effectiveness:
What the organization does relates to effectiveness and that relates to vision
and the like. So. the President has to lake the responsibility for thaL
Administrator D felt that the President, on behalf of the board, should promote
shared vision in the college system. He explains that if the faculty and staff do not
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sense a commitment from within the college, they will not believe in the vision. He
points out that faculty and staff must demonstrate. by their actions, what it is they
want othen: to be committed to:
I mean, even with • commitment from the college., there are still those that
question. So that bas to be there and again, in everything I say, we have to put
into actions what we're saying. We can't just say that we're going to develop
this shared vision and this is what we ioing to live by but we have to also
demonstrate it in all that we do and that's in all members of the organization.
Administrator D believes that the President and the board of directors should
take the lead role:
To come out and meet with all faculty and staff everywhere. and say "This is
what we're doing, we're supporting this" and then we can go to work and bangl
QUestion 4: Developmental Stace of Sh.,.,d Vjlian in the Calle" System
Question .. sought the administrators' opinions on whether the college currently
has a vision that is shared by college member:
C4. Does the (oUIt&t: have a vision that is understood by most members
now?
Administrators A. C. and 0 agreed that the college does have a shared vision,
whereas Administrator B believes that it is too premature in the restructuring process
to answer this question.
Administrator A states that the college does have a vision. However, it may
not be clearly articulated and parts of it may not be wtderstood by college members.
Administrator C believe that the college does have. shared vision. but it is not
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complete. At this point. the college only has a framework for the vision since the
c:allege is young. She feels the membership will develop this vision over the next
period of time:
As to what the vision is and will be, there has been a commitment. again, to
involve staff in the building of the vision. So there's only yet a loose
framework for that because if it was all written down and decided now, it
would mean that staff wasn't goina to be involved and with only a few months
under our belt that assumption hasn't been made. It has been put forward that
we will get involved, SO I think that this is again hope for the future in that
<espect.
Administrator 0 points out that in the past, they had developed a shared vision
and feels that they are attempting to develop it now. He believes that many faculty
and staff may be critical, wondering "if we have arrived III where we wanted to be".
He does not feel that the college has arrived at that point and believes it would take
"many more years to do that".
Administrator 0 provides an example of actions taken in the past 10 help
develop a shared vision:
The President and the directors came around and with the strategic planning,
they got input from everybody within the organimtion. Everybody had an
opportunity to have input into that.. We developed a mission... which
everybody had input into - developing that mission and goals. So there's been
an attempt to do that. there undoubtedly has.
Administrator B felt the college does not have a vision -because the college is
embryonic now... it's currently in its formative state and it's yet to be articulated".
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QUanG. 5- Str!tniq (or the Ikvelopmrnt of I Sh.mI Vm,!
Question S sought administrators' opinions on strategies that are currcndy being
used, or that should be used, to develop a shared vision in the college system. The
question was composed of an open·endcd query followed by a number of examples of
strategies:
cs. What sorts of things uc being done or should be done to create a shared
vision for the college members?
I have several examples here which I am going to ask for your input and
opinion on each, example:
(1) Does the college have a systematic strategy for goal setting that
involves college members? Should it'?
(2) Do~~ in goa! setting? Should they?
(3) Does the college~ faculty and staff~ to
professional leaming? Should it?
(4) Do college~2!bmhow their long-renn ~QIl..~
~ by enlisting in and helping to create a common vision? Should
they?
(5) Do college leaders clearly communicate a~ and hopeful outlook
for the future of the organization? Should they?
In response to the open-ended query, several strategies were identified,
including: viewing stakeholders as customers, using distributed teams, and
demonstrating a commitment to shared vision through action from the top.
Administrator B points out that he prefers the term ~stakeholder" to "college
member" because it implies ownership. He asserts that colleges who view
'0'
stakeholders as customers will put more emphasize on communication and interaction
with that group. Strategically, he feels this can only be done through distributed
teams. He points out that the college bas started to set up teams and distribute
responsibility throughout the organization. However, he feels that it is too early to
know if it aetually worlcs:
It's just startina. but there is a fair amount of emphasis on distributed teams and
having areas of responsibility that are mulri-fwletional. that span across the
organization.
Administrator B believes that there is too much ambiguity in the administrative
structure, at present:
How much consultation is roo much and who eventually makes the decision
with respect to getting stuff done. The question [ have for this organization
now is ambiguity, To me meTe is a fair amount of ambiguity because of the
way the administrative setup is.
Administrator D feels that it is difficult for each individual member to have
input into the decision-making process. but believes that teams, representing faculty
and staff from various campuses, could be used to achieve this. He explains that when
the colleges were initially fonned. there were no teams and no TQM programs. thus.
initial mission statements were developed without all members having input.
However. he feels the new structure is different with its emphasis on teams.
Administrator D had provided an example of a strategy used to develop shared
vision in question C4 - site visits by the President and the board to get member input.
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21m,' ,. BuiJdi., SlIartcl VlJion Eumpls 1
(1) Does the college have a systematic stmegy for goal setting that
involves college members? Should it?
In response to example one. Administrators B. C. and D agreed that the college
does not have a strategy in place because it is too young. Administrators C and D
agreed that the commitment is there. Administrator A stated that in the Past. some
strategies were in place.
Administrator B simply stated that at this point. the college does not have such
a strategy, but feels it should have one.
Administrator C asserts that there is a commitment to develop a strategy for
input by members. but the specifics have not yet been set down. She believes that it
is a leadership responsibility to ensure that this happens as well as to ensure that
members are given the opportunity to develop the specifics of such a strategy:
We all bave. as the leadership. a responsibility for that to happen. I guess the
specific activities around that aren't all built in yet or have been articulated
because we will be given an opportunity to contribute to how that should be
carried out, who should be involved, having representation come forward from
the various elements of staff to be involved in whether it be building the
provincial college strategic plan or. from a district perspective, putting forward
the plans of the district of each of the seven districts to the provincial college.
I think, again, the seeds are there.
Administrator D points out that in the past, the quality movement and TQM
had put in place a number of teams to set goals and objectives. In the new structure,
he believes the commitment is there to continue to have such a system for goal setting
and member involvement
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Administrator A points out that in the past, the goal setting str2tcgies were
often no more than paper exercises. She felt that this was fine for self-starters who
identify their own goals and measure their performance.
~Byildin,ShaRd Vision Example 1
(2) Do~~ in goal setting? Should they?
Administruors A and 0 agreed that college members do participate. whereas
Administrators B and C felt it was too early to make this judgement for the new
college.
Administrator A was of the opinion that members do participate, to a certain
extent. However, she points out that the final decisions are, unfortunately. dictated by
fiscal restraints which may cause ·significant adjustment" to the set goals. She
disagrees with this strategy and believes priorities may be misplaced:
I don't think that [adjustment] is necessat)'. [think... priorities are established
based on this vision that has been established for the college system. is shared
by ail, then the priorities should fall from that. When fisc.al restraint and issues
of a fiscal nature challenge the plan. then with priorities in place. those
c.h.aIlenges can be met without impacting on the core vision of the organization.
Administrator D states that in me past, college members participated in goal
setting through -the team approach-. He believes this approach will be used even
more so in the new structure:
[ think it's [the team approach] emphasized even more so within the new
structure. I mean. even the whole administration within the districts is an
through team approach.
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Administralor B felt it was too early to make a statement as to whether
members ace participatirlg in goal setting, but he felt they should take part.
Administrator C also felt it was too premature to detennine if members are
participating, but felt the commitment is there. [n the past, there were some pockets
of this. especially when the colleges were directed to develop a five year strategic
plan:
I think there have been philosophies of trying to do thal [guess from several
yeatS ago when the prov;nce put forward. particularly from each of its
departments, and in our case from the Department of Education, that we had to
do some five yue planning and whatever. The elements. the wherewithal. how
to carTy those out, were put forwacd.. It has been a learning mode since., I
guess, sometimes that's been carried successfully. sometimes not
She points out that the outcome of such a strategy should be examined to see if it was
actually implemented and swes that accountability mechanisms should be put in place:
The outcomes... whether or not the process has been undertaken of strategic
planning. developing a shared vision, has actually been implemented or put on
a shelf which in some cases I think it has been. It's no more than the exercise,
of putting in place a written plan and then really not going back on a regular
basis and re-evaluating whether or not things have been done or not done, or
whether we are moving in the right direction. So I think less probably on the
front end and more on the back end, in terms of indicators, accountability
mechanisms and where the learning needs to happen now and actUally putting
things where the rubber hits the road.
~Buildinr Sh.n;d Vision Enmple 3
(3) Does the college~ faculty and staff~ to
professional learning? Should it?
Administra10rs B, C, and 0 felt that it was premature to malce a judgement for
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the new college. However, they agreed that this was the intention. Administrator A
did not answer this question, she felt she did not know enough about it.
Administrator B felt thu this was an intention of the new college, however. one
would have lO wait and see.
Administrator C believes that the development of a vision to foster commitment
on the pan of coUeee members is just being developed.:
Again, in its elementaJ stages, I think it certainly does and l'm sure that
involving staff and faculty in further developing that vision. there will
definitely come forward the aspect of wanting to be involved, wanting [0 share
in the vision.
Administrator 0 asserts that in the past, the college did involve members in the
development of a strategic plan which fostered commitment. In the new college
system, he feels this is being developed now:
I would say that's what's being developed right now and it's going to take input
from many individuals through a team approach before that is really
determined..
He concludes by commenting on the difficulty of discussing the new structure
because of its newness and states that the only thing currendy in place is the team
approach to decision-making:
Tallcing with regard to the new structure [is difficult aetually] because really
the structure isn't in place yet. but what is in place, to this point in time
certainly indi.cates a team approach, a collaborative approach to all decision
making and give more autonomy to the teams in decision making while
keeping it within a provincial framework, of course. that has to be there. along
with the goals and objectives of the provincial system.
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2ama. 5' Buildin' Shared VWOD Enmp" ..
(4) Do collea:e (eadea show otben: how their long-term interests can be
~ by enlisting in and helping to create , common vision? Should
they?
Administrators A felt that the leaders do not demonstrate how future gains can
be achieved through a common vision. Administrator B was ur.certain, Administrator
C was doubtful, and Administrator D believed that the change to the college has
demonstrated this.
Administrator A was of the opinion that unfortunately. most of the leader's time
was spent "putting out fires".
Administrator B was uncertain as to whether this is happening now and feels
one will have to wait and see. His position is he has been encouraging co-workers to
keep their options open and to be independent from the organization. He points out
that for some strange reason. when people become somewhat independent from the
organization. they are valued more by that organization.
Administrator B does feel that the leaders should demonstrate how future gains
can be achieved. but this means having a commitment to people and he has not seen
much of this in the college system:
[ find within the organization, leadership has a lot to do with working with
people from that point of view and [ guess it means taking some responsibility
or having some commitment to people and to their well being and the like. If
you don't do that and we haven't done that very well, it becomes an extremely
cold environment in which to work, like the individual doesn't have a
personality. ¥oujust deal with a position all the time and I've seen a lot of
that over the last while. Personally, [ don't like thaL [don't think that's what
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organizations are aboUL
Administrator C is doubtful that this strategy - leaders demonstrating how
future gains can be achieved by member participation in the development of a vision -
happens on a broad basis. There may be some pockets of this. but she believes it
should be enhanced in order to contribute to personal and organizational long-term
growth:
I think: there needs to be an enhancement of that because sometimes. as I
mentioned before. opportunities for growth and lifelong learning have been
made on a very ad hoc basis without a plan as to how the specific activity
enhances ones professionalism and how it can be contributed to the growth of
others. So there hasn't been a continuum of learning that has been encouraged,
just a specific activity, a specific leaming opportunity, morc so than a long
term approach..
She does believe that accountability for enhancement of professional growth is clearly
a role of the college administration:
I think: that with planning and, again some Cormal mechanisms put in [placel, a
commitment to professional growth that has been made by appointments thus
far, there will be accountabilities given to those particular individuals who nave
been thus far named to make sure mat happens. That there is a plan to carry
things out, that is an evaluation and a re-evaluation on a continuous basis.
Administrator 0 feels that. "change itself has done that" - demonstrated how
future gains can be achieved by member participation in the development of. vision.
He explains that in the old trade school system, the same programs were offered year
after year, this is no longer true. He believes that faculty has to continuously evaluate
their programs in order to detennine. "how can I change this to meet the need that's
out there now more"; In order to survive, faculty members have to look to the future
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and to what changes are required:
It's almost like a survival that you have to do that now... that depends a lot on
program change. and contracts and everything else. We're always looking at
how can we change this program, how can we add a specialty area to it, what
Dew programs can we bring in and anybody insuucting in this environment is
all about that mind set... it's not something that you can opt anymore to do or
not to do. if you want to survive you have to because it's survival. you know.
QUeJtiop !j' Buildin Shead Vision E!!mple !
(5) Do college ICaders clearly communicate a posirive and hopeful outlook
for the future of the organization? Should they?
Administrators A. C. and D agreed that communicating a positive outlook for
the future is an administrative role; Administrators B felt that leaders should be
cautious in projecting such an outlook. Both Administrators B and D point out that
many decisions concerning the future of the college are out of their control.
Administrator A felt that the leaders should be able to envision "the challenge
and the opportunity-; if they do not look: at it in a positive light then they cannot
expect followers to view it positively:
I think the more inspirational of the leaders ace doing thaL The less
inspirational only see the doom and gloom. My person philosophy on that is
that we don't, we never, ever, have a problem - we only have another
challenge.
Administrator C views h.er role as mainly -to rebuild a positive attitude· and
believes that any administrator who does not project a positive outlook for the future
should be held accountable:
The number of changes thar: have occurred.. the element of change being a
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very traumatic one in and of itself. That is certainly oue responsibility to
ensure that in the future.. we put aside past negative aspects of leadership or
lack thereof and forge ahead with a new exciting approach to leadership
through involvement.
Administrator 0 states that the role of the administrator is to project a positive
outlook for the future and to keep morale up. However, he explains that it is
extremely wfficult to fulfil this responsibility when 50 many things are beyond their
control:
[t's been really, really difficult. You tty to do that and keep morale up, but
there are so many things of which you do not have control and in the last few
years where it has been continuous budget restraint, cutbacks. program losses,
campus closures. it has been really, really difficult There certainly has been
an attempt on behalf of the leadership of the college to maintain... morale and
say. you know, that there's going to be stability again within the system. [
think with the new provincial system now that's one of the things they're going
to strive to try and achieve. To give some stability to the system and to those
working within the system, some feeling at least OK. we got a plan in place for
three years. we know we're going to be able to go by this plan, the government
has said yes, these other finances we're going to have for the next three years.
I think that's an opportunity to do that, to put the morale back in the system
and some security and stability, but it has been difficult, even for leaders, to do
that [in] the overall «anomy we're living in right now with all the restraints.
Administrator 0 points out that the college is trying to be optimistic and
develop some stability, but it is doing so from a realistic perspective - only
maintaining programs, faculty, and staff if they are relevant to a need that is present in
the community now:
No more will it be like the district vocational school system where we keep a
program for the salce of keeping it and to maintain staff and faculty. You can't
do that either. It has to be something that is addressing a need, a relevant
need, a need that's out there right now and not something that was there ten
years ago. So even though, yes, they're trying to give positive morale and
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aying to put stability there. but yet it's realistic that, loole, we'f'e not going to be
like that. the propam is here, but probably after three. four or five years,
there's going to be no need for it anymore. So that realism is there as well.
He feels that the need 10 stay CUtTent also highlights the importance of the professional
development manager.
That's where yOUT professional development manager, retraining our faculty and
everything is so important because then if you want to deploy them to other
areas, we can do that, where the change is, but if people are reluctant to do
that. they're going to get left behind because the change has to happen.
Administrator B believes that one must talce a -cautious perspective· with
regard 10 this matter since college leaders have very little control over the future of the
organization.
Queniog 6: The~in the Development of. ShaRd Vjsion
Question 6 sought the administrators' opinions on the identity of the members
who should help to create a shared vision for the college system:
C6. w::hQ in the college should be participating in the creation of a shared
vision?
All Administrators agreed that everyone in the college system should contribute
to the creation of a shared vision. Administrators B and 0 both highlighted students,
in particular, as oontributors to the vision.
Administrator B felt that students,especially. should participate because they are
primary stalceholdeTS. However, he notes that it is too early to detennine if members
are puttcipating.
lIS
AdministralOr C points out that there are very comprehensive ways to have the
contributions of college members seen and felt:
You have. as a leader. to provide for the opportunities to realize the long-term
importance in terms of morale and growth of having people sit around the table
and provide their voices to decision making on an ongoing basis. not as a
courtesy, but from the aspect of true involvement
Administrator 0 states that everyone - support staff, faculty, management,. and
students - must be involved in the creation of a vision.. He emphasizes the importance
of having everyone and in particular, student representatives participate on the teams:
So on the teams that are established it's important when we say to all
stakeholders that we not forgct students because they're a very important
stakeholders.
At present, be feels it is a little too early in the restructuring process to
determine if students are baving input, but hopes that through student services
opportunities will be provided. At present, it has been mostly administrators who have
had input
Qugtion 7: Appropriaten,S! of Devtlopinr a Shared Vision durinr the Colige
Question 7 solicited the administrators' beliefs on the timeliness of developing
• shared vision during the college restructuring;
C7. Given the current restructuriDl. do you feel the time is rillit for
developing or continuing to develop a shared vision?
Administrators A. C. and 0 agreed that the time is right for developing a
ll6
shared vision. whereas Administrator B felt that we need to wait for a more positive
college c.limate.
Administrator A felt that we must have a vision in order to restrUcture:
If we're restructuring without vision we have a major problem on our hands in
so far as, it's a major waste of resources 10 try to establish an organization
without vision.
Administrator C states that it is,. in fact. -. very ripe opportunity~ for building a
shared vision. She believes that the administrators who are responsible for ensuring
this is carried out, should be evaluated on the basis of whether they were successful in
achieving this resulL
Administrator B believes that this is not a good time to try and develop a
shared. vision because it is such a negative time for a large number of college
members. He feels that developing a shared vision should occur in a relatively
positive environment:
[ think we have to get past this budget year first because that's still bit of a
problem and [ think you have to get past some of the negative stuff. You
should be able to do that (develop a shared vision] in a relatively positive
environment. If you start to do that now, where .so many people have been
negatively effected. if you go talking to these people about vision and the
future and .stuff like that, it's very tough for them to contribute in a positive
way. There's a lot of that right at the moment So, [ think. we k.ind of need to
deal with that and get past it Then start the process on a more positive note.
He does feel, however, that it is something that the college should do.
1\7
QUgtjOD " Addirioaal Cinnmrats OD ShaRd Visiog
Question 8 sought additional comments from administrators:
ca. Are there any additional comments you would like to add on Element C?
No additional comments were made.
See Table S for a summary of responses.
Buildig. Sharsd Vision" Conclusions
The data collected in response to questions C L to C8 show that administrators
were uncertain as to whether the element of Building a Shared Vision is feasible for
the college system. All administrators believed that building a shared vision is
important to all college members, but certain factors are inhibiting the development
and implementation of a shared vision: Factors such as a 18(:!c of autonomy and
control due to external. and in particular political constraints; skepticism, especially
with respect to the way past efforts at vision building have been abandoned; cynicism
and negativity resulting from the current climate of layoffs and program cuts;
impatience with respect to the time delays between developing and implementing a
vision; and the interference of the frequent restrueturings with the development of a
vision and a sense of ownership.
The significance of shared vision included the development of ownership and
control through involvement. enthusiasm, comminnent, and the alignment of members
to common outcomes or goals.
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All four administrators agreed that everyone in the organiZ2tion should be
participating in the creation of a shared vision. especially studenu. Three of the
administrators agreed that the time is right for fostering the development of this
element, whereas Administrator B felt that a more positive climate was needed..
The administrators stated that the philosophy of building a shared vision must
be supponed by everyone in the organization. In general, they felt the college system
must do more to develop a shared vision by becoming more autonomous, enabling
teams. establishing strategies to involve members in goal-setting, developing a vision
that fosters commitment by members, and communicating a positive outlook for the
organization.
Element p, Team kaminl
Senge's fourth discipline of the learning organization, Team Learning, was
presented as~ to the administrators. Administrators were introduced to the
concept then asked to apply it to the community college setting in answering the
questions to follow.
Eight of the sub-sections below present a complete analysis of the data per
question on element D. These sub-sections describe the administrators' beliefs.
perceptions. and opinions on the concept of team learning. Table 6 summarizes the
responses from the administrators. The ninth sub-section briefly summarizes the
results and draws conclusions on the feasibility of team learning for the college
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system.
QUClrion I' The Importance of. Team Approach to the Administrator!
Question I sought the administrators' personal beliefs on the importance of
developing a team approach to learning and problem-solving in the college system:
D I. How impGrtaat do~ a team approach is to leaming and
problem·solving in the college system?~ is it (un)important?
All of the administrators agr~d that the development of a team approach to
leaming and problem solving was very important to the college system.
Administrator A felt that a team approach utilizing the broad pool of
knowledge and siriUs available in the college membership would solve problems
quickly. However. she points out that this pool of knowledge is under-utilized:
Individuals that work in the college system are our most valuable asset and.
also, [our} most expensive asset. but they also come with knowledge. skills.
and attitudes from a given industry sector and also knowledge. skills, and
attitudes of a teacher. We combine these things and we combine individuals
within a group and we have [a] large amount of expertise, which unfortunately,
is not drawn on as much as it could be. So from a problem solving approach,
a team effort would, I think, quickly and efficiendy... allow us to resolve
problems, or as [like to say, allows us to identify challenges and resolve them.
Administrator B felt that team learning is important, as long as leadership is
provided - -it's not a substitute for leadership-. He feels that this approach can get
more people, with a wide variety of talents and resources, involved However,
someone still has to make the final decisions. He also points out that the team
approach can be very time consuming:
\2\
It is not a substitute for leadership and it helps to bring people into the mix,
use all the talents and resources that you have, that kind of thing. Eventually
though. someone still has to make a decision., [ suppose, about how this stUff
lets implemented and the like. So I auess it's a question of extremes. There
has to be balance. It's like everything, right, there has to be balance. I
definitely see the need to have the benefit of worle teams participating. working
together like that, but you need to stay away from the group think nnd of trap
that you fall into and also, the other thing you have to watch is time. Very
often this can be a very time consuming approach - using the team approach
and that's a factor that needs to be considered· slow. But generally, yes.
Administrator C believes that a team approach is extremely important if the
college is truly going to develop a shared vision. She feels that a lot of professional
development work is needed to help people -become enabled to the process of
cooperation-. She points out that the process of consensus-building is to enable
conflict in order to reach a general agreement This process is very growth stimulating
in and of itself:
We haven't always learned to be cooperative and to realize the whole process
of consensus building is not just.. but it's... to enable conflict to happen and 10
be worked out on a basis that builds consensus and to realize that everyone is
not going to agree. but in the end ~ come to a general agreement of what we
tan live with in decision-malring and that's very growth stimulating for a lot of
people., not only those who are very opinionated,. but for those who have in the
past been. afraid to bring their viewpoints forward. So building... the whole
aspect of learning to cooperate is a large professional development job in itself.
Administrator D believes that for too long. the college was of the opinion that
one person could make all of the decisions. Fortunately, it has now come to realize
that the people closest to the problem can often mue the best decisions.
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Ouem!!!! 1- The 'mportlncc ,fTpaa Learnin, t. Collm MentHa
Question 2 sought the administntors' opinions on the importance of team
Ituning and problem-solving to the college membership:
02. Do you believe that D:12.tt..people in the college system also see this
concept as (un)importuC?
All Administrators agreed that the concept of a team approach to learning is
important to college members.
Administrator A Celt that the members see its importance, but they do not take
advantage of the opportunities that are available:
Unfortunately, they don't recognize the opportunities to become pan of such
teams and influence the decision miling that is taking place. [The] current
restructuring is probably a good example.
Administruor B felt that college members considered team learning 10 be
important because -most people like to be involved in it • in things that effect them",
Administrator C states that college members have expressed a desire to have
more input, but many are impatient with the speed of the process:
Definitely. and again as with the other elements, they have articulated that
many rimes in the past and do it on an ongoing basis. Sometimes we're very
impatient with it because it ta..lc.es time to build these things and as someone
who's been involved, [ know why the impatience is there right now. but helping
people to see... showing them that things are going to be better and that they
are going to be involved. [that] is where we are right now. I think it is an
important thing.
Administrator D believes that college members have demonstrated their belief
in the team approach through their acceptance. appreciation. and willingness to be
12J
involved.:
[ remember back to first when I got this position. the very fim thing I did..
was [ went in and T, at my very first meeting. I said, -I would like to setup and
establish teams"... at the end of me day I relt 50 good about the first meeting.
The only reason why is because everyone had really appreciated the fact they
were going to have some opportunity to have some input into decisions and
they all came forward and we had meetings after hours and everybody really
seemed to enjoy it and have input into it. Since then of course we went with
Total Quality Management within the ~lIege and again we have our
management teams up and going. Never any problem getting anybody to work
on a team, to have input on a team and they really seemed 10 have grasped it
and enjoy it.
He believes this enthusiasm will continue into the new college structure.
QuntiGR ]- Dr Source or kadenhip (or Tum Lumin!
Question 3 sought administrators' perceptions of the source of leadership for a
team approach to leaming and problem solving in the college setring:
D3. Who do you feel should be encouraging people to work together as
tearns in the college system? Should anyone take a Iud role?
Administrator A felt that the "New Leaders" of the college should be
encouraging members to work in teams, Administrator B asserts that it is a unit or
divisional responsibility, Administrator C stated that everyone, from the executive on.
should talce the responsibility, and Administrator 0 was of the opinion that the
President and the campus administrators must encourage team work.
Administrator A felt that the new leaders of the organization should be
encouraging the development of a team approach. She refers to leaders in a
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traditional, top-down management sense. She staleS that leaders must -encourage
individuals to become part of that process-; the challenge fot" the leaders is -to ensure
that the individuals who participate, see the benefits of their participation-.
AdministralOr B believes that anyone with a divisional or unit responsibi.lity •
whether that be an administrator or whoever - should be encouraging people to
participate:
Whoever is in charge of that [responsibility] should be involving the people in
that unit in areas that they can influence. change, and improve.
Administrator B believes that it is important for the teams to be focused in
areas over which they have some control. The members should be educated from the
beginning with respect to their role. the context, and what they can realistically expect:
Sometimes I've seen teams setup... they direct their energies towards stuff
which they have no control over and subsequendy end up getting frustrated and
disenchanted with the process.
They need to be focused and they need to be focused on an area that's within
their jurisdiction to improve and to change because otherwise... I've seen a lot
of that, we've had teams... for example, they might decide... to solve this
problem we got to build a $500 extension on the classroom or something, or
we got to rewire this. That's totally... just wasn't possible and then because that
didn't happen... they get frustrated and then they just walk away from the entire
process. So there has to be sort of an educational dimension anached to the
up-front involvement so the people understand the context, and they understand
the role, and to change the things that they Irnow that they can... I mean there
needs to be somebody there that defines reality.
By educating and operating the teams in this manner, he believes the people involved
can feel successful, can build on the small wins, and can be involved in consensus
building.
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Administrator C was of the opinion that everyone in the college should be
encoungjllg members to participate in teams; it must be demonstrated from the senior
executive on, throughout the college:
That one person is Dot the be all and the end alL That decision making comes
from the conbibution of the whole and it needs to be demonstrated at that level
to all of us and then subsequendy we need to demonstrate... on a local level as
well.
AdministnJor C points out that the President must take a lead role. He must
demonstrate through information and. for example, through a case stUdy approach how
a decision was reached at the senior level using cooperative team won:. She believes
communication and openness on the part of leaders is important and feels the new
President places a lot of importance on these strategies:
So often as leaders we feel that we've got to [be] seen as iron dad - that we're
invincible. In my experience that doesn't work at ail. It's when you show that
you're human. when you show... that you're real, from the President on. then
people understand you, are more empathetic to what you're trying to do as a
leader. Like all of us, we're always trying to figure it all oul It's like
teenagers... if you have experience as a parent you'd have to realize that the
rebellion whatever happens in what is perceived as negative often times is just
from the aspe« of youe kids ttying to figure out. We. as leaders. have to try to
figure it out too and some of that is shown through being human and saying...
~ just don't know what to do here or [ just did that wrong. [ made a mistake
there.· This President has shown some of that already.
She asserts that the leaders must be visible in order to encourage members to
participate in tearns:
Beins seen too is such an important part of cooperation. You know that you're
not always housed in an office here doing paperwork, but that you're out
around and that you're seen to be interested in people, in a real way. That all
helps to build cooperation.
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AdministraJOr 0 believes that the President should encourage the development
of a team approach and that it should be supported at the campus level by the
administrators:
Again, it's important thought at the campus level that it also be. at that level.
enforced and supported because even if it is... an initiative of the college,
unless it is supported at that [campus] level then. it won't happen. So. irs
really. really important that it be sUPP'>rted at that level and that they be given
the resources and the time to do the necessary work: that's involved there.
He felt that the President should take the lead role for this initiative. It could
start at the campus level, as it did in his area when the TQM management philosophy
was adopted. However. if it is a college initiative, support should come from the
President:
You can do a lot more when it becomes a college initiative. We were just
doing it very smaJl here, as a small campus, just looking at Que little problems
and issues and concerns and departments and improvements that we needed,
blrt... when you look at it as a college initiative then you get into decisions
affecting the whole college in the way that it's structured and its operations and
so forth. So it really should be a college initiative and therefore, given suppon
from the President because. then again, resources have to be put in place in
order for this to work. but again, it's important that the campus area. that the
Administrator there, suppon the groups.
Admini..strator D re-iterates the imponance of support throughout the system
and a willingness, on the part of administrators, to -give up some of that power or
authority-, or it will not be successful. He states that team members must be given
the power to make decisions within given constraints:
It's no good either to say you got teams and let them go and dream up
everything possible and realizing at the same time that it's not realistic, it's
impossible to implement these things. So you have to give them their
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guidelines and if you have a team looking aJ: a certain thing and if it's fiscal
restraint. or whatever the restraints arc. they need to know what guidelines
they're working within and then knowing that. then wbaz:ever decisions they
<:orne forward with, should be able to [be) implemented, should be able to go
from there with it
OuntiaR •. Utiligtio. of Team I.e.min, jn the CoUen Snttm
Question 4 sought the administrators' opinions on whether the college is
currently using a team approach to learning and problem-solving:
04. Does the college system curre.ady utilize a team approach to problem-
solving and professional development?
Administrators A and D agreed that the college system does use the team
approach to learning and problem-solving., whereas Administrators B and C were of
the opinion that the college intents to use this approach.
Administrator A discusses team learning and problem solving separately. She
believes that the team approach to problem-solving is situarional. She also states that
simply posing questions to college members and inviting their paniciparion is a
strategy that is not often used to get more involvement
Probably the most significance involvement technique which has not been used
is simply to throw out the question to everybody in the organization. So, you
invite responses and then from that. you will get a gauge of the interest and
you will get an idea of the importance of it and also the ability of... the
readiness of individuals to serve on the team and work towards a cooperative
goal.
With respect to the learning aspect of the team approach, Administrator A
believes the tearn approach is used to a limited extent for professional development:
There is a team in place that evaluates professional development, I should say,
12.
educational leave committee thal exists under the auspices of the collective
agreement which in my estimation is a fairly limited scope of professional
developmeot. Education leave does not constitute professional development in
its entirety. There are many. many more opportunities especially for people that
have already gained sufficient education. It is still important in certain
circumstances. but [ think that there has 10 be a similar coordinated eftan to
identify professional development opponun.iries in order to encourage
individuals to participate. That is not to contradict what [ said earlier regarding
individuals identifying their own... opportunities. but through a coordination of
individuals that are involved then priorities can be established and available.
Scarce resources can [be] utilized to maximum benefit.
Administrator 0 states that the team approach was used in his area and that it
is being used in the new system; the new structure has already set up administrative
and resource tearns:
There's also resource teams. like for example student services. they've got a
resource team now setup for student services. So there's going to be different
resource teams for aU the different areas within the college.
Administrator B was of the opinion that utilizing a team approach is "clearly
what the intention is" and felt that they should be doing more of this in the future.
Administrator C stated simply that the college will utilize the team approach
for learning and problem-solving bea.use of what has already been "put forward- at
the initial meetings:
I think that everybody came out of those meetings feeling very encouraged by
the fact that through the case study approach, we have been involved in the
aspect of figuring it all out, as to how we would handle certain situations., how
we would share the aspect of leadership in terms of the District!Associate
District Administrator relationships and responsibilities.
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Question s" Stratgiel for the Development of. Team Apprush t. ProfmioaaJ
Deytltpmcgt ,,4 Prpbkm..golviar
Question 5 sought administrators' opinions on strategies that are currently being
used, or that should be used, to develop a team approach in the college system. The
question was composed of an open-ended query followed by a number of examples of
strategies:
DS. Wbt sorts of things are being done or should be done to develop a team
approach to learning and problem-solving?
[ have several examples here which I am going to ask for your input and
opinion on each, example:
(1) Does the college~ for discussion and dialogue among its
members? Should il?
(2) Are college members~12..~~~ with
colleagues? Should they?
(3) Does the coIlege.Droyjde [§Qurces to support these efforts? Should it?
(4) Does the college gives Rim members lots of appreciation and~
for their contributions? Should it?
(5) Do college I.w1m. develop cooPerative relarion!ihips with the people
they work with? Should they?
In response to the open-ended query, a number of strategies were identified
including: canvasing college members, industry, and the general public for input;
educating team members; providing general professional development; identifying
techniques for learning in a cooperative mode; providing support and resources; and
identifying guidelines and restraints in which teams must work..
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Administrator A identified a number of stakeholdel'S solicited for input by the
collcge system: Administralors across the province were canvassed with respect to the
reorganization of the college system; The colleges went to "excessive lengths" to
canvass student perceptions; The general public was canvassed in terms of its
perception of the college; Staff and management were canvassed on organizational
climate; and industrial advisory comminees were often used "to look at specific roles
in specific areas·_
Administrator A points out that ·specific problem6 solving teams· are not used
as much &5 they could be and believes the problem is structure:
Specific problem-solving teams, I don't think are used as much as they possibly
could be. I don't think in modem technology that that's an issue of distance or
geography at alL [t is a question of how we focus on the structure as a team.
So, we focus on the task and the task doesn't mean that we have to meet face
to face and deal with aU the issues that are going to solve (the problems of] the
world. I think we have to stan small and face very simple, well defined
challenges and use a team approach to develop responses to them.
Administrator B was of the opinion that groups of people were being put into
place and called teams with very little education of the team members:
I think that largely what is happening now is putting teams in place or putting
administrative &TOups of people and others in place and calling them teams. I
don't think that there's much happening, at least now. in the way of educating
the teams about process. about function, about role. that kind of thing.
Administrator C believes professional development is needed to develop a team
approach to learning and problem-solving:
We haven't all learned how to be good problem-solvers and there's certainly
teclutiques to doing that. it's both scientific and artistic, I guess, just like the
13I
aspect of leadership. I think probably morc an art than a science, but there are
things that can be done through case study scenuios and whatever that can
help people leam how to problem.solve in a coopentive mode and how to
carty out the aspect of cooperative teamwork.
Administrator D felt that in order for the teun approach to be developed; the
support must be there, the resources and guidelines must be provided. and the
restraints and parameters in which teams are working must be identified:
We expect these teams to worle and sometimes we've found difficulty doing it.
We've had to take time away from classes or we've had to meet after hours and
that sort of thing. So resources are important if we really want to use a team
approach because it's difficult to pull people out of programs for a period of
time and you need somebody that you can put in there during that period of
time. We don't always have those resources in place.
QVestiog So Tum Lelmin! Example 1
(1) Does the college~ for~m~ among its
members? Should it?
In response to cltample one, Administrators A and 0 agreed that time was
being made available for discussion and dialogue. whereas Administrators B and C felt
that this was the intention.
Administrator A points out that it is not necessary for teams to meet face to
face. With all the technology available. they can be just as effective by distance
through E-mail. teleconference. or letter. However. the college still needs to give
people time to converse. She believes that the college does provide that time to a
limited extent, for example. through faculty meetings. However. she feels that study
groups in specific areas have not been used to their fullest extent. She also states that
IJ2
professionals have to take their personal, unpaid time to develop their skills:
Engineers. doctors, lawyers and accountant$.... aJi take personal rime to reflect
upon those things and also. take personal time unpaid to develop their own
skills. So for those reasons, I think not only do we look to the college because
we are the college. We're not looking to some ominous beings somewhere or
some figure head· we are the college so, if we don't take the time to do it.
then we can't say the college is oot taking the time because that's us; we're
talking about owselves.
Administrator 0 states that time is being provided to members for example.
through monthly department meetings. However. he believes that the faculty and staff
must be willing to suppon each other in order for the approach to work:
They meet at least once monthly and since most programs, or a lot of them are
self-directed and individualized, you can probably pull people out for one or
two periods and it's not too drastic on the program and other times you have to
look at other means to cover. Some programs you have two or three faculty
involved. so while one is out attending a meeting then the others cover for
them. There has to be that commitment from the whole faculty and staff' to be
willing to do that in order for it to work.
Administrator B states simply that the intention of the college is to set aside
time for reflection by its members.
Administrator C believes that the new leadership approach of involving
members will enable time:
Through the aspects of making decisions through cooperative teunworlc., of
building plans through shared vision, then [ think as a natural mode of decision
making that time is enabled... because not only is professional development and
lifelong learning enabled through informal professional development settings,
but through the whole aspect of being involved. So, [ think there are inherent
opportunities for professional growth in that aspect or that mode of leadership.
Certainly the other more formal modes are necessary too. In the past, we
haven't paid enough attention to professional development. That's a statement
in a general sense, but [ think that there will be more opportunities for that in
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a more planned fashion.
QautiOP $. Ie•• L"mjnc Eumpl, 1
(2) Are collcsc members~~~ with
colleagues? Should they?
Administrators A and 0 agreed that the college encourages members to share
their expertise. Administrator B disagreed. and Administrator C felt we had not done
enough of this in the past
Administrator D states that they have been trying to encourage members to
share their expertise. This can be seen in the college structure which utilizes
departments:
[ think:, structuring the system around departments. having department chairs
and having these meetings where hopefully the expertise can be recognized and
shared and you can build upon the strength of people.
He believes that the new college will continue to use the same departmental structure.
Administrator B was of the opinion that on a broad scaJe, the college does not
have the -venue- to enable members to share their expertise bec:ause of communication
problems. However. he does believe that there is a fair amount of sharing that occurs
at the campus level:
I don't think the venue is there for that We're trying now through distribution
list for E-Mail and these kinds of things. Communication is a problem in this
type of organization, but in more specific locations like a campuses and that
kind of thing, I think the answer would be, yes, that there's a fair amount of
learning that goes [on] from one person to the next
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Administrator C believes that in the past, there were limited opportwlities for
sharing expertise and information. in genenl She believes there is cause to be
hopeful in the new tollegc:
Often times in the past I've heard the comment. not only from an expertise
point of view, but from an information point of view, that if you're in a fairly
large campus, -I've been worlring here for ten years and I still haven't been up
to the trades wing or [ haven't been in that lab or I don't know what programs
are going on- so, we haven't done enough in-house enablement from an
information point of view. So, there's a lot more that can be done, [ think, but
again, I would have hope in the college system to enable more of that
Quntion 5: Tum Learn;n, Example]
(3) Does the college_provide resoyrces to suppan these effons? Should it?
Administrators A and D agreed that the resources and opportunities ate there to
a certain extent. to support the development of a team approach, whereas
Administrators B and C believe the support has not been enough.
Administrator A believes the opportwlity is there to work in a team:
Is there an instructor that doesn't have a desk? fs there an instructor that
doesn't have an E-Mail account? Is there an instructor that doesn't have an
interaction. on • daily basis. with somebody else within their own discipline, a
colleague? For those reason I think opportunity is there.
However. she explains that member must take full advantage of the resources that are
available, they must be proactive:
Whether it's enough or not, is a measure of how well we utilize what we
currently have. If we don't utilize what we already have there is no point in
throwing more resources away. That's the cfitTerence between being proactive
and being reactive. Reactionary would be to provide another opportunity,
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proactive 'WOuld be take advantage of the opportunity you already have.
Administrator D points out that some time has been made available for
department chairs. He explains that it is important that time be allocated, especially
for team leaders. However, he questions whether the available time is sufficienL He
feels thu in the current climate. members will have to work with what is available and
be willing to give up some personal time:
[ think some resources have been put there. but whether we have had enough •
we're looking at tcams - is questionable, and to be truthful with you, [ don't
know in the environment we're working in, if will ever get to that place where
we really would like to be in order to initiate a team approach the way it
should be. So, I guess we're probably going to nave to work with what we got
and faculty and staff. in many instances, are going to have to be willing too, to
give up a little of their time for meetings after work and so forth in order to
make it work and for the bettennent of themselves and the whole system.
Administrator C believes that college support has been -too
concentrated on the regular daily activities-, that members have been too narrow in
their thinking:
[College members have not been] given enough opportunity to learn about one
another.._and to realize the vaJue of olher things besides the nonnaJ day to day
routines of what you have to do, as per your job description. So, I would hope
we'd be more holistic think:ers with that, in respect to that providing for those
kinds of opportunities.
Oyution S; Tum L"minr~!
(4) Does the college give ttIm members lots of~.Illil~
for their conttibutions? Should it?
All Administrators agreed that the college does not provide enough appreciation
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and support.
Administrator A points out that "recognition goes .. long ways", She believes
the college is quick to "recognize the negatives, but we don't do a lot to recognize the
positives",
Administrator B SWes that the college does not provide appreciation and
support, even though they should and feels., ·we'll have to wait and see- if it will be
provided in the future.
Administrator C felt that the college has not provided support and appreciation
to college members in the Past. but is hopeful that it will be inherent in the new
structure:
I think probably not, again. as much as it should. Probably in a lot of instance
unequivocally, no, but again, I would hope that with the aspect of shared
leadership, teamwork. that that would be an inherent pan of the whole process
of teamwork. rye seen it happen in a good team environment that appropriate
appreciations are given to the people involved.
Administrator 0 states that in the past, there have been some attempts to
provide appreciation and support. but these efforts have been very limited:
At a meeting we might say, -thank you· or something. but that's about it
There's nothins-.. even if it was a certificate of appreciation presented and
actually we've talked about that here because we're as guilty of that as
anybody. We don't. you know. We go about and we do things, and we're
really excited that something's happening, but sometimes we forget that
somebody made this happen and gave up their time and... So there certainly, I
think, needs to be some type of appreciation, but [ have to say that that's one
that we don't rate very high on that. in all honesty.
With respect to the new college system, Admini.st:ralor 0 believes that
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strategies for appreciation and support must be developed on a district basis. not on a
college-wide basis:
I think: that's going to have to be done on a district basis because if you look at
a provincial system, that's very difficult to administer on a provincial system
and it would have to be something really, really great to be acknowledged. We
have a lot of people doin&: a lot of wonderful things on individual campuses
and [ think probably as a district. that's something that we need to think of -
how can we do this, how can we really start acknowledaing what's happening,
because none of us, r think. at the campus level are really acknowledging the
contributions as we should be.
He also points out that one of the problems associated with demonstrating support and
appreciariOC'l. is detennining bow to acknowledge members. He does not believe that
financia.! support would be provided in the college and sees problems with support for
professional development:
You can see support, probably for professional development and that sort of
thing, which is there now anyway, but not really linked to any particular
achievement. It's recognized that all employees have major contribution to an
organization and therefore, professional development is for anybody at aiL So
you can't really link, [ don't think, professional development, to a particuJar
achievement unless it is something in a particular area and this professional
development can even promote that even further, you know, a person's
contribution. So probably there's something there you can linle together, but
you have to be cautious with it, that others don't loole at it and say. professional
development is there only for a very few that do these wonderful things.
He concludes this discussion by stating that managing the support and appreciation of
members is difficult.
Question 5' It,m k,mjnr~
«S) Do college lw1m develop cooperative relationships with the people
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they work with? Should they?
Administrators A stated that there is a sttueture in place that can be built upon
by leaders to direct resources appropriately. AdministrafOr B felt that the development
of such relations depends on the leadership style. Administrator C was of the opinion
that in the Past. not eaoup had been done to develop cooperative relations. but she is
hopeful for the future. Administrator D stated that there have been moves towards this
type of cooperative relations and believes the opportunity is there in the college
setting.
Administrator A is of the opinion that administration can build upon the
cooperative relationship that already exists between faculty and staff. It is up to
administration to recognize these existing relationships and make use of them:
For those persons that: work in numbers. in close proximity to each other and
support each other· We don't recognize that often enough. That support
already exists and is being capitalized on in a lot of environments. Influenced
correctly that sort of structure can be used to broaden the corridor of beliefs.
shared vision, and allow administrators to redirect resources· put resources in
the hands of those who can make the most use of them. We fajlto recognize
that quite often.
Administrator B believes that the development of cooperative relationships
between leaders and other college member is situational:
It depends on the personalities involved and what the leadership style is of the
individuals. There's definitely a variety of leadership styles.
However, he does feel that leaders should develop cooperative relations with their
co-workers.
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Administrator C felt that in the past, not enough attention had been given to
cooperative relations between leaders and other members, however, she is hopeful for
the future:
r.n the past there b.as not been enough attention given to the importance of
comradeship, of social activity, of sharing of information about the programs.
of celebrating special work,. whatever - there hasn't been the degree of that that
there should be, but again, [ will give hope that there will be in the future.
Administrator D was of the opinion that in the past four 10 five years., there has
been a -big move towards this· • towards the development of cooperative relations
between leaders and co-worters. He also feels that more responsibility has been
placed on faculty with respect to decision-making;
Very few decisions are made now without having input from those people that
are involved in it. So I think certainly the opportunity has been put there.
He points out that in all likelihood an Academic Council will be put in place for the
college system.
.2.Y..u!im.6: Tum Member! in .tl!I..CoIT'!fi System
Question 6 sought the administrators' opinions on who they believed should be
engaged in Team learning and Problem-501ving in the college system:
06. ~ should participate in team learning and problem·solving in the
college system?
All Administrators agreed that everyone in the college system should be
engaged in team learning and problem-solving.
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Administrator A states that a. broad cross-section of those individuals impacted
upon by the problem or challenge should be engaged in team learning. She believes
that from an administrative point of view, "you have to look to the individuals that
bave the most expertise to deal with the given problem". However, she feels broad
issues should be examined by teams composed of individuals from aU levels of the
organization.. To do this an appropriate structure must be in place:
For broad. issues of a policy nature should be done from all quote "levels· in
the organization and this word "levels" is not going to go away because it
exists. but from all operational elements within the organization whether that be
from a regional, district. or local level, whether it be instructional support,
student services ~ these things have to occur. That doesn't necessarily mean we
have to bring everybody together every three weeks to sit down around a table
to come up with a result I think it just needs to have a structure or an
opportunity for a struetuee that will allow the problem to be examined by those
they impacted on - students., for example.
Administrator B believes that the leaders of the organization should stan the
process of team learning and problem-solving which hopefully, will lead to the
involvement of everyone. He points out that this process will happen if there is an
executive commitmenL
Administrator C is of the opinion that it is -just inherent that everyone should
be involved in it and demonstrate their ability to realize the importance of that" - of
team learning and problem-solving.
Administrator D again felt that everyone, "not forgetting the students", should
be involved in this process.
1'1
Question 7' Appropriltcpm or rotted", Team Ls.minr durin' the Cpl.
Restnu;turin,
Question 7 solicited the administrators' beliefs on the timeliness of fostering
team learning and problem-solving during the college restructuring:
D7. Given the current rntru.C:hlrilil of the college system, do you feel the
tim, i. riCbl for fostering OT continuing to foster tearn learning and
problem-solving?
All administrators agreed that the time is right for fostering team learning and
problem.solving in the college system.
Administrator A felt that such occurrences provide "the opportunity for change
to occur-.
Administrator B was of the opinion that this is a good time for fostering the
team approach.: "There's no better time then at the front end of the change process to
start to do this·.
Administrator C asserted that this is "definitely" a good time 10 promole team
learning:
There's nothing like starting off on a new foot· fresh idea, fresh enthusiasm.
To start ail these things that are so imponant to the future of the college off on
the right foot
Administrator 0 felt that this was ~perfect timing~ for developing the team
approach:
It's already there. [mean everything to this point in time has been done
emphasizing that this is the approach that is going to be utilized. from the
hiring of staffing on down. They're certainly going 10 be looking for people
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that werle in teams and work with people and can collaboratively make
decisions.
Ponti•• So Addition' Ctromm'! on Tum kamin,
Question 8 sought additional comments from administrators:
08. Are there any additional comments you would like to add on Element 01
Administntor A states that cooperative teamwork: requires commitment
throughout the system:
Commitment has to occur at all levels in the organization... whether that be the
President or whether it be the local manager of Works. Services. and
Transportation who is an integral part of the organization... commitment to
teamwork has to be there. The resources of tean1\1o'Ork have to be
communicated, articulated. recognized. supponed and respected.
Administrator D reiterates the imponaflce of team learning. He believes that it
should be implemented at each campus and emphasizes the importance of student
involvement in all teams.
See Table 6 for a summary of responses.
Tum Leunia,: Conclusions
The data collected in response to questions Dl to 08 show that administrators
believe that the element of Team Learning is feasible for the college system. The
administrators believe the philosophy of collaborative teamwork is important to most
college members. They state that everyone in the organization should be actively
engaged in team learning and felt that the time is right for fostering the development
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of this element
Reasons given for the significance of team leaming included utilizing a wide
variety of talents and resources available in the college system as well as increasing
membership participation, collaboration. willingness, and enthusiasm.
One issue of concern raised by the administrators was that teams are not good
decision-makers. A related concern was that shared decision-making leads to greater
rime demands.
The administrators stated that the philosophy of collaborative: teamwork must
be supported by the leaders and anyone with responsibility in the organization. In
general, they felt the college system must do more to (oster teamwork through
professional development. support. appreciation. allotment of time for discussions and
dialogue, and encouragement of colleagues to share their expertise.
Element E: Systems !binIOn,
Senge's fifth discipline of the learning organization. Systems Thinking, was
presented as~ to the administrators. Administrators were introduced to the
concept then asked to apply it to the commwtity college setting in answering the
questions to follow.
Eight of the sub-sections below present a complete analysis of the data per
question on element E. These sub-sections describe the administrators' beliefs.
perceptions, and opinions on the concept of systems thinking. Table 7 summarizes the
'4S
responses from the administrators. The ninth sub-section briefly summarizes the
results and draws conclusions on the feasibility of systems thinking for the college
system.
.2lwli2!LlLDe Importance of System! Thinki". to the Administrators
Question 1 sought the administrators' personal beliefs on the importance of
systems thinking in the college system. The question was composed of two parts:
El(l) How jmportaot is it for college members to see the coMeeaons
between their work and the worle of other.; throughout the college
system?~ is it (un) important?
El(2) How important is it for college roSrnbers to see the connections
between them (ie.• the college) and the community they serve?~ is
it (un)important?
rn response to parts one, all of the administrators agreed that it was very
important for members to see the impact of their work: on the worle of others in the
college system.
Administrator A Celt that it is very important for members to develop holistic
views: "the successful individual is the person that looks beyond what it is they're
doing now to see how it impacts upon others·. She felt that the college was not doing
enough of this development
Administrator A was also of the opinion that members must understand the
impact they have on the success of the coHege as well as why they are performing
certain tasJcs • if people do not understand ·why· then they do not have ownership and
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the organization rails:
[ think it's essential that an individual understand how their effan impacts on
the overall success or failure of an organization achieving its goals... if you
don't understand why you're doing something, don't expect somebody to do it
If you don't take the time to tell somebody how it fits into the organization.
then they don't feel part of iL Once you start to move away and not feel pan
of something, then you start to falL. the organization starts to fall - not the
individual. The individual just redirects their efforts elsewhere.
Administrator B was very ink:rested in • holistic view of the college and
pactic\:larly, in what he calls -unintended outcomes-. He says that there is vcry little
written on this topic, but feels that there are many instances where the stated intentions
and the actual outcomes are quite differenL In the case of the college, he was of the
opinion that an unswed - though not necessarily unintended - outcome of the
numerous resttueturings is privatization of the college system:
We're in a situation now as a college, as a public college, where we have .70;.
of enrollment in post secondaly in private schools.
He asserts that this decline in enrollment in the public system has lead to excess
capacity, provinciaJly. This leaves the public college in a dilemma. On the one hand,
they have an imperative from government to cut costs· Government's written
intention was to cut excess administration. However, the college bureaucracy is
reducing costs by cutting programs and front·line workers which has in effect,
contributed to privatization:
[n the public colleges you have a lot of excess capacity, a lot of infrastructure
that is under·utilized, sometimes entire buildings or parts of buildings that are
under·utilized So, you [are) into ... somewhat of a dilemma, you have this
nnd of imperative from an economic point of view or from government's point
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of view, to downsize and to try to be more cost effective, if you like. Very
often that translates to eliminating, actually eliminating, programs. Now when
that happens...one of the reasons given for changing the college this time was
administration. There was a lot more administration than we needed.. so, this
change was made with that point of view in mind, to actually eliminate
administration., but [ think. if you check in probably three years time or so,
you11 find that's not what happened at aiL Actually what happened is that
workers,. front line services. programs. and that ended up getting cut. [think
that's starting to become fairly obvious now, you'll see that starting to emerge
because bureaucracies have a way of doing that. They have a way... they take
on a life of their own.
Administrator B feels that the unstated provincial perspective is "privatization
of post-secondazy education", He believes. intentional or not, the public colleges have
contributed to their own demise through their efficiency measures and through an
unstated government preference:
Right now from a big picture perspective. what you have in Newfoundland., is
you have privatization of post-secondary education - that is what you have and
the colleges have contributed to that, either intentionally or unintentionally. by
going about their effectiveness, certainly not effectiveness. but efficiency kinds
of things that they've done.
There seems to be within government a preference for this particular outcome.
although it has never been discussed from a social policy point of view, but
that seems to be there. so these costs are significantly now getting transferred
to the students. All these as well. there is a fair amount of public dollars going
into the private school operation. In this organization here now you have this
economic problem. I guess, and probably by solving the problem by not closing
some campuses and keeping all campuses open and then gradually laying off
administrators. laying off teachers. closing programs. you11 eventually... the
post secondary system will eventually cost less to operate in Newfoundland,
but the outcome of that, is that you will have privatization. You will have a
lot of private schools is what you have now. So. is that an unintended outcome
or is it an intended outcome? It's a question right. But systematically that's
what's happened.
He also believes that government has a poor opinion of the public college
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system:
Since 1980, there has been a point of view that developed about public post
secondary education, it started with the Minister and based on his perceptions
of what was going on at ... fnstitute and other places. That kind of filtered into
the psychic of people who had points of view in government who had power
so, public post-secondary education is kind of... it's not viewed very well. in
my opinion.
Administrator B feels that the result of all the cost-cutting measures and its
effect upon the quality of the college's services, will be a deterioration over time, ~It
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy-. He asserts that this is another example of how the
lack of autonomy on the part of the college interferes with its operation:
You're left with all this infrastructure to suppon and then again. that's the
situation of the college not being able to manage its own affairs entirely. so
you... the college board just can't decide to go and close two or three campuses
and say, ·we can't afford to operate them but we11 have nine or ten that are
going to be first class- because thal's a political decision.
Administntor B briefly discusses the role and performance of the President in
the college system. He points out that if the President does not perform well, the
board's hands are tied since the President is not hired by the board., but is appointed by
and reports direcdy to the minister.
In many cases, [the President] leads the agenda, establishes the agenda... what
rm saying, he has a lot of influence, but in terms of a power relationship and a
reporting relationship it creates kind of a different situation. So if he doesn't
perform very well, the board is a bit at a loss as to how they settle it
Administrator B concludes by stating that Wlintended outcomes occur very
subdy, before people realize what is happening:
It's the kind of thing that sneaks up on you after a while and then all of a
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sudden, 'NOwf You have this massive sort of situarion and you wonder how
did we ever get there - how did this ever happen? rye talked to a number of
people about it and say, "Is that an intention?", They don't see it as an
intention, but it is happening. definitely occurring.
Administrator C was of the opinion that members must be able to see "the
bigger picture" in order for shared vision and tcam worle - "those aspects of the
learning organization" - to be successful. [n the past, she states that the "weak
leadership· did not wmt to provide all of the information to members. Thus, members
could not see the connections between various problems and actions and they were not
encouraged to develop divergent thinking. As a MSuJt, they could only solve very
specific problems with shon-term solutions. She believes this form of leadership must
change in the new system. Leaders must be more open and human with other
members:
The solutions that come from those problem-solving exercises arc only short-
term because the big picture isn't seen and the connections between them and
divergent thinlring hasn'L.. because the 'big picture' hasn't been put forward.
So, [ think it's extremely important to indicate that this is the 'big picture' or we
don't know what the 'big picture' is - help us to paint it through the various
problems that have to be solved. So again, referring to the fact or the issue, I
brought up before about being human and showing people what you don't know
as well as what you do. It is an important aspect of dealing with those 'big
picture' situations, but again in terms of a new college and starting out with the
new college, now, it is important that we start off on that aspect of enabling
and providing for empowerment through putting all the information forward,
giving the 'big picture', and having the problem solved in those contexts.
Administrator 0 strongly believes that it is very important for the college to
use a "systems approach" in order to develop a "community of learning and
committnent". He feels one of the "risks of teams" is they are broken down by
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departments or specific areas, thus, they do not get to see -the total picture-. This is
why he believes it is extremely important to bring people together to share information
and help develop the big picture. This is why the department chairs are very
important; they must communicate across departments and areas to develop the big
picture. This is why administration is important; one of the most important roles of
administration is to develop the big picture, from a provincial perspective, for college
members:
I think. that's the onc thing that is important for administration and as an
administrator, that they be able to see the 'big picture' because they're the
people that's going to (be] working with each of those department chairs and
where everything comes through from the other departments and who can link
it all together in a whole and make others see it in that way as well. So, I
think that is onc of the most important roles of an administrator, if you're
utilizing a team approach in management, that you're the person who can see
that total perspective and also can bring now the district perspective to it, not
only a campus. but a district and provincial perspective. so that you don't get
these separate little elements going in different directions. but that each
complements the other and I think, if you're looking at the provincial system
the way that they've got the districts set up, is the same thing. We have the
Associate District Administrators at each campus, but there is a District
Administrator and to me again the role of that District Administrator is a team
leader and also, a person that can keep the whole perspective of the District
and keep that within the framework of the provincial system.
In response to part two of question El. Administrators B. C. and D agreed that
it was very important for the college members to see the connections between them
and the commWlity they serve - a bigger picture. Administrator A appears to have
misinterpreted the question and discussed the importance of college members.
Administrator A states that the importance of college members is indicated by
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the fact that 87% of the colIegc budget is spent on human resources. She asserts that
these assets must be utilized 10 the fullest extent by the stakeholders - the community.
government, students - -if you don't use it, it's your own fault".
Administrator B felt that it is critical for college members to under5Wl.d their
role in the community and believes thar: failure lO do so is part of the problem with the
college system:
You have to meet the needs and expectations of the people in the community
because if you don't, then you don't... when the crunch comes., you don't get
support which translates to political support and the lilce within the community.
So. if you're not valued by the community, an example for us was our fim year
university program, we lost it beause it really wasn't valued by the
community.
Administrator C states that the college cannot be effective if it does not work.
from this perspective:
I think:: that we won't effectively do our work unless we move in both directions
at once: from the community to the college, from the college to me community,
in terms of... for instance, the sp«ific challenge put forward to us now to
develop partnerships. We will have to do that on a coordinated, cooperative
basis and unless we know what is going on throughout the college, what
problems there are... in building partnerships, what partnerships are being
developed so we don't duplicate those kinds of things, then we won't be able to
solve things effectively on a local basis.
Administrator C also points out that w;thin the college system, the provincial
perspective must be maintained by college members. It is up to the administrators as
leaders, to continuously indicate this perspective to staff:
Within the college. as well, you've got seven districts,. but we, as leaders, have
to indicate to staff on a continuous basis that when they are dealing with
things. for instance., in policy that, you know, "how do we implement this
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policy? This policy doesn't work..w We can't always solve policy. Probably not
vcry often solve policy on a local basis, i.f we're going to build a college that
serves students consistently then always we have 10 stay connected with me
provincial scene. Ever more so now, we need to build those connections to the
'bigger picture' and from the 'bigger picture'.
Administrator 0 feels that it is very important for the college 10 form
connections between it and the community. He states that for too long. the college
has operated as a closed system; it is long overdue for the college to work more
closely with the community to ensure that it is meeting the community needs.
Administrator D points out mat the new college decided to organize itself along
the same lines as the provincial economic zones in order to worle more closely with
the regional zoning boards. He is hopeful that the college will now fonn closer links
with the zonal boards and work in cooperation with them:
They're the people who are trying to stimulate econamic development in the
area. We're the people providing training in the area, one can't operate without
the other. If you have economic development, you have the people that are
trained with the snlls, knowledge that's required in order to be able to
stimulate that initiative and let it grow. r really, really think that's really
imponant that we be linked into the community. r think that all the campuses
now are more and more closely involved with different organizations in the
community
He does SWe that the college is becoming more involved in the community and
provides a number of examples to suppon this statement.
To conclude, administrator 0 states that the college wants to be recognized as a
resource that supports economic development in the community as well as a training
institute:
Makinl the communily, [ guess. realize that we're not just a training institute.
We're people who can come and do programs, that's our major thing. that's a
really important component of what we do, but we're also here as a resource to
help support the economic development of the area in whatever way we can do
that and I think they're seeing us more and more for that now.
Qunti" l' Dc Impgrt,n" or the "Bi. Pictun" to Cg"'" Membs"
Question 2 sought the administrators' opinions on the importance the big
picture view U) the college membership:
£2. Do you believe that !!l2itpeople in the college system aJso see this
concept as (un}impOrtaDl?
Administrators A and C agreed that most members would consider a holistic
view of the college system to be important. Administrators B felt mat in the past,
members did not have me opponunily to develop such a view. Administrator D stated
that members were so caught up in their own areas of work that they need others to
keep them informed.
Administrator A states that part of the resistance to change is that people do
not having a larger view of the problem. As a result, they do not understand the
decisions that are made. Sbe believes that part of the reason why members do not
have the big picture is "we haven't broadened the bases of sharing the vision".
Administrator C felt that people "want to know what's going on in the larger
sense"; they want to know the big picture. She refers to the fact that in the past,
problems were solved on "a very short·term basis" because people were not aware of
what was happening in the boarder sense.
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Administrator B states that in the past. the five separate colleges did not have a
provincial or big picture response. He does believe the opportunity is there in the new
structure:
The opportunity for that is there. definitely. now with the new structure to have
that kind of approach because there's some debate about programming in terms
of the connectivity to employmenL.. The other criterium is demand. if the
public., students and the lilce, are asking for a particular program we should
continue to offer because if you look now you'll find across the island that all
the trades programs are heavily subscribed to. A lot of them have a lot of
applications, but there almost none left in the college system right now and the
reason. there was a decision taken earlier that there was no labour market for
the people coming out of these programs. so the programs were reduced. but
there's still an awful lot of demand for thu.. So. there's son of a philosophical
question I guess • should the college say... be telling people what they should
or shouldn't do.
He points out that a number of the private schools are meering the public's demand by
offering the trades programs.
AdminiSU"ator D is of the opinion thal most people are so caught up in their
own area that they do not see the big picture; this is why it is so important to have
people to keep them informed of the big picture and to make the connections for them:
I have to say no, I don't think most people do take a look to see the big
picture. that they mostly work within their areas and that's why it's so important
that there's someone keeping this together.
2l!mW!..l- The Sourn or k.denhiD for Sntem, Dinkinr in the Collere
mkIIl
Question 3 sought administrators' perceptions of the source of leadership for
developing an integrated, holistic view of the callege system:
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EJ. WII. 40 you. feel should be promoting the development of an integrated,
holistic view of the college system? Should anyone take a lead role?
Administrator A was of the opinion that the ~ers· of the organizarion
should promote the big picture view, Administrator B felt that this was .. role of the
stakeholders and the service providers. Administrator C believed that this role
belonged mainly to the President, whereas Administrator 0 felt that the campus
administrators should promote this view. Administrators B, C. and 0 believed that the
President, or President and the board should take the lead role in the development of a
holistic view of the college.
Administrator A felt that the big picture must be facilitated by the leadership of
the organization. She points out that there needs to be obvious links between the
holistic view and the vision of the college system.
Administrator B believes that the sponsoring stakeh.olders and the service
providers are mainly responsible for promoting a holistic view. He states that the
President, in particular, must have a very clear understanding of government's
expectations. At present, he feels these expectations are not being communicated to
college membe~; -that seems to be missing in most respects-. He does note that the
President and the board have to take a lead role in the promotion of a big picture view
in the college system.
Administrator C believes that the President has started the process by informing
membe~ of the big picture, of what is happening, through the college newsletter. She
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feels he has shown by his actions that he will keep members informed. Also. he has
planted the seeds of this approach which she believes will hopefully, grow throughout
the system.
Administrator D is of the opinion that the campus administrators must ensure
that members keep the provincial perspective in mind by making them aware of the
goals and objectives of the college. To do this. they must refer to the strategic plan
which oudines "a picture of the college and also where the college plans to be",
Administrator 0 felt that the lead role shouJd be taken by the President and the
board, but was of the opinion that the "whole picture" will be developed by teams.
Part of the responsibility of the tearns is to keep members. who do not have direct
input, informed:
I really feel that there's going to be a team approach in developing that whole
picture of what we're going 10 look like in the end and then it's going to be
important to us to pass it along to those who don't have the opportunity to have
input into that at this level, but that they're aware of what's happening. [
shouldn't say don't have an opportunity for input because if I'm going away to,
as I will be in a couple of weeks rime. for a meeting with the other Directors
and District Administrators and Assistant District Administrators. I have the
opportunity to meet with the faculty and staff here and have their input before I
go, 50 when I go I should be representing them and their perspectives...it is
also important for me to come back and say. OK.. this is the 'big picture' and
this the overall vision, this is the strategic plan and this is what's going to
happen - this is the 'framework' and so that they can see where they fit into
this.
2l!!Ili2a.4- UtiU"tion or Sntems Tbjnkinc .i.!!..1b.s.~hl1lm
Question 4 sought the administrators' opinions on whether an integrated.
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holistic view was being fostered in the college system:
E4. Does the college system cUrTI!ody foster an integrated. holistic view of
the college system?
All the administrators agreed that the college is attempting to promote a
holistic view of the college system.
Administrators A states that the college is trying to promote holistic views, but
she is uncertain as to whether those views are shared:
UntiL.. the infonnation that's currently held somewhere along the way is
communicated to everybody in the organization then it will be very, very
difficult to create a shared vision and 'big picture' concepL When we all know
what we're working towards, then it becomes quite a difference.
Administrator B states that the college is starting to develop holistic views of
the college system. In the Past. the five separate colleges were in competition with
each other, as a result. the opportUnity was not there to develop such a perspective.
Administrator C hopes that the information sharing that has been started by the
President, will continue and filter throughout the system from the provincial to the
campus level. She also hopes, -from a leadership point of view, that the big picture,
holistic point of view will be encouraged".
Administrator 0 believes that the college is attempting to foster an integrated
view of the college system, as indicated by the new structure. This structure takes
care of the provincial needs. As well, it provides enough autonomy to the districts for
local area needs to be addressed:
You're looking at bringing the whole provincial system together under one
1'8
structure, I think they're going to have centres of specialization. They're going
to be rationalizing some other programs and then I think, they're going to be
giving some autonomy to the districts to detennine from there. where they go.
So, [ think: by doing that. by setting up the province to make sure that the
needs of the province are addressed through c:entres of specialization, to make
sure programs such as what's going to be needed now in Placentia for the
smelter, that those types of programs are offered, that that will give you a
provincial framework and a certain provincial core of programs which will be
there. but within that. then. I think you have at the district level, the
opportwlity to also influence the programs that's going to be for your district,
working in cooperation with the zonal board..
DUmOd .5: Slnt"i" for the Implement.tion of 8ft (.tHrated VIeW
Question 5 sought administrators' opinions on strategies that are currently being
used, or that should be used. to foster the development of an integrated, holistic view
of the college system. The question was composed of an open-ended query followed
by a number of examples of strategies:
E5. Wb.t sorts of things are being done or should be done to foster an integrated.
view of the college system?
[ have several examples here which I am going to ask for your input and
opinion on each, example:
(1) Are college members kept uo=to-date on developments locally,
regionally, and provincially? Should they be?
(2) Do college members~with colleagues across program areas and
departments locally, regionally, and provincially? Should they?
(3) [s the ~km!.inf2rnwlabout developments in the college?
Should it?
(4) Is the community supportive of the campus/college? Should it?
(5) Is the community an influential decision-maker in the college? Should
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it?
(6) Does the college make use of lhe community resources in their
programming? Should it?
(7) Do college goals change to meet the changing needs of students and the
community? Should it?
(8) Does the dec::ision-making process in the board prov;de for .inml1..fmm
~'! Should it?
[n response to the open-ended query, a number of strategies were identified
including: newsletters, teams. providing more icfennation. setting up an academic
council, and the new provincial structure.
Administrator A was of the opinion that the decision-makers should never
ignore the question ~why~ and believes decision-makers should have ~an honest, open,
committed answer"_ If they cannot answer -why" then they should reconsider the
problem.
Administrator B believes that the new college structure. with its district and
distributed teams and its administrative setup. is being developed 10 foster an
integrated view of the college system.
Administrator C identifies several stralcgies that are being used to promote a
holistic view of the college: The Presideors Newsletter which was discussed earlier,
an interim Academic Council is being setup which will bring the policies from the five
colleges together to fonn the operations policy for the next year (there is a
commitment to setup a permanent Academic Council); and various types of advisory
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and working teams are being set up.
Administrator D refers to the new structure, as discussed in question E4. He
believes it will ensure that the provincial needs are being addressed.
~SY'temlThinkjnr [xampl' 1
(1) Are college members kept up-to.date on developments locally.
regionally. and provincially? Should they be?
In response to example one, Administrators B. C, and D agreed that college
members are kept up-to-date, whereas Administrator A felt that the college is now
attempting to inCann members.
Administrator B stated that members are kept reasonably up·to-date through,
for example. the PrMjdeurs Newsletter.
Administrator C fcels initiatives are being taken to ensure members stay current
and are connected using. for example, E·maH and other computer resources.
AdministralOr D points out that the college is attempting to keep members ~in
touch-. However, it is not sufficient:
That came out in our organizational survey which we did ourselves, an
Organizational Climate Survey. The one thing that eve'Y0ne continuously said
is that they don't get enough communication and [ think you'll see that aJmost
anywhere. So, [ think even though we've attempted to improve it through
departmental meetinas, regular staff and faculty meetings., that we're still faJling
down somewhat and probably we need to have, every couple of weeks, some
type of correspondence going out to aJl our faculty and staff as an update or
something. [know I'm looking at that here now as to how, how can [ improve
communications better. what can [ do and probably that's one thing through our
E-Mail just give an update to everybody, or whatever, you know.
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Administrator A IKltes that recently, more efforts have been made to keep
members up-to-date. Traditionally, the colleges have used newsletters which require a
lot of effort. She believes that an E-mail list for the entire college would be much
easier.
Administrator A points out that networking is a key issue in this example:
H I had to work in isolarion. I don't benefit from the expertise and experience
that someone else currently has. [mean, why should [ be attempting to
reinvent the wheel if I have a strong network and I have the opportunity to do
that? Also, networking allows me to retool my vision of the organization and
allows me also to get a clearer view of that big picture_
oym., 5- Systems Djnldpc Eumple 1
(2) Do college members work with colleagues across program areas and
departments locally. regionally. and provincially? Should they?
Administrators A, B, and 0 agreed that colleagues are working together, to a
certain extent. Administrator C was of the opinion that this was developed in the past
and is continuing to be developed in the new system.
Administrator A fdt that members are "networking~ both inside and outside the
college, to a limited extent She states that working. for example, with industry is
very valuable for retraining people. However, members must be encouraged to
network:
Retraining people within the area of process operations - we can't do that in
isolation. We don't have the expertise. We have to go back to the industry and
say, -What do we currently need? What are current demands? What's currently
happening in this industty?~.
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Administrator D states that teams of representatives do worle together on certain
initiatives. However, for many departments. groups, or areas there is not enough
opportunity for meetings - there is no real inter-disciplinary approach. He also feels
that such gatherings are not sufficiently planned.
Administrator C asserts that colleagues worked together in the old system and
will continue to do so in the new system: Sub-eommittees on programs, student
services, etc. will continue, but with more faculty input. She states that the team
approach is also encouraging members to work together.
QUestion 5- SJ5tem! ThinkinZ Example 3
(3) Is the community~ about developments in the college?
Should it?
Administrators B. C. and D agreed that in the past, the community was not
icept informed. However, the new college seems to be taking acrion to improve the
situation. Administrator A felt the community was informed, to a certain extent.
Administrator 8 felt that in the past, the community was not kept infonned
even though it should have been. In the new system, there is an executive team.
Marketing and International, w;th responsibility in this area:
I guess this is... a new role, I guess, in Marketing and International. The public
awareness and knowledge of the college system from a marketing point of view
was never something that's been done w;th any college very well. So there is a
director now, with that specific responsibilities.
Administrator C asserts that the college has a lot of 'WOrk to do in this area. In
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the past. they have done a very poor job of selling themselves. She believes the new
Marketing and International position will improve the college's image, build morale,
and celebrate achievements:
I don't think we've sold ourselves well in terms of the great things that we have
done, will be doing,. are doing, in terms of the college system's services and
programs and I think. it has been one of our greatest weaknesses in the past. [
have great hope that. with the provision of leadersh.ip on the senior level for
Marleeting and International, that will go a long ways towards improving our
image in the community. Not only from the aspect which is solely the aspect I
hear from somt sectors, of competing with the private sector which is
becoming a larger one, but also from the aspect of just being proud of the way
we do things. Building morale within our ranks by selling ournelves with the
community and, as you stated before.. celebrating our achievements.
Administrator D believes that in the past, the college has done a terrible job in
public relations. He feels that the college is weak in the area of communications, both
inside and outside the college. and states that this point has been raised at several
recent meetings:
Everybody realizes that we've done such a terrible job at this and that we
really basically, we need someone looking at this in itself, marketing the
college helping us as individual campuses market ourselves, get
communications out there.
Administrator D points out that the private colleges are much better at
marketing than the public colleges:
Just look at the mariceting... the difference in the marketing between the two...
And even in promotional materials... not even your ads are getting out there
and that sort of thing. Even in~house things, like flyers promoting our
programs. [f we're asked to go to a career day and if we setup next to a
private. it's almost embanassing with regard to what we really have to promote
ourselves. I certainly hope some additional resources are put in that are&.
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Administrator A was of the opinion that the community is informed. to a
certain extent. She felt that the college's ability to inform the community is partially
determined by the public's interest:
There is some effort to keep the community informed, the college community
both internal and external. be it students or the community we serve. Our
ability to do that is limited,. not necessarily limited., but is affected by the level
of intet"est that exists in post-secondary education and in our role in post-
secondary education. I think that we have to realize that we are not the only
game in town when it comes to post-secondary education.
QunnO! ,5' Systems Thinldnr Eumple "
(4) Is the community supportive of the campus/college? Should it?
All administrators agreed that the community is supportive of the college
system.
Administrator B states thar his particular campus is supported. Provincially, he
states, "there is a fair amount of community support for the respective campuses in
their various locations".
Administrator C asserts that both public: and private sectors "ace seeing the
advantages of partnerships". She states that partnerships are a driving forte. more so
than ever, in building c:ommuniry relations. They enable resource sharing and greater
benefits to the customers. She believes that the advantages of worlring together are
being learned by all:
There's oodles of creative ideas that can come in terms of those types of
partnerships and also forming partnership, of c:ourse, in terms of their
advisement 10 our programs in specific areas so that,. we mow that the
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programs we are offering are relative to the cunent labour MarkeL [think
we're all teaming that putting all of our heads together. creating a shared
vision, not only on a college level, but on .. community level, is ever more
importanL
Administrator 0 believes that the community is supportive of the college. but
feels that community support would grow if the college did a better job of promoting
itself: -I think we would get much more support if we just made people more aware
of what's happening".
Question 3: Sntcm! Thinking Example ~
(5) Is the community an influential decision-maker in the college? Should it
be?
Administrator A was of the opinion that the community is an influential
decision-maleer. Administrator C felt that the community was occasionally an
influential decision·maker. Administrators B and 0 believed that the community did
not influence decision-making in the college system.
Administra%or A states. -there are opportunities for the community to influence
- yes. absolutely - as there is [with] any politicaBy driven organization-. She points
out that formally. the community does influence the decision·making process of the
college through the Board of Governors as well as, through various steering
committees, focus groups, and advisory groups.
Administrator C is of the opinion that in the past, the community has
sporadically been an influential decision-maker. She also believes that the college's
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philosophy toward advisory committees is changing:
I think our philosophy of advisory committees is changing. has to change as
wdl. because often times. [ saw it in the past, that when we set up advisory
committees for particular programs. we took their voices to be, the be all and
end all, instead of a blended viewpoint in terms of blending the educational
expertise that we have, with the voice of the labour marlcet and the relevancy
of OUT programs in that respect. But I thinlc., we're learning to develop more
effective partnerships in that respect and I think we have a lot to do and we
have to expand on what we've been doing well in that area.
Administrator B does not believe that the community is an influential d~ision·
maker and feels that the community should be onc of the stakeholders.
Administrator D does not believe the community is an influential decision·
maker. He points out that the community only gets involved in serious problems such
as the threat of campus closures. not in the overall operations. He feels that the
reasons for this may be a reflection on the college itself and notes that setting up a
community advisory committee would probably be a good idea:
Again, it could be a reflection on us. Do we give them an opportunity to get
involved? But I think.... I know in our region, we find it difficult even
anracting people sometimes for meetings. .. general meetings, that sort of thing.
We have setup particular committees and we've personally invited people and
we've had good results there. So it seems almost as if, you almost have to
send a personal invitation for people to get involved, but if [You] just have a
general open house or general meeting with regards to programs or anything
like that, you don't get that many people involved..
(6) Does the college ~ofthe community~ in their
programming? Should it?
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Administralors A. B, and D agreed thar: the college does make use of
community resources., to a certain extent. AdministralOr C was of the opinion that the
college did not utilize these resources enough.
Administrator A felt that community resources are used, to an extent She
posed a number of questions which she felt needed to be answered prior to utilizing
community resources: -Who arc we hoping to benefit by using commwtity resources?
Why [dol we need to use it? Why should we bother with it?- If the college cannot
answer these questions. she states, ·We got to stop and rethink the decision· this gets
back to this issue of shared vision again, seeing the big picture-.
Administrator A points out that in the past, the use of community resources
helped develop community relations. A point she raises in discussing the utilization of
community resources during the initial development of the college system:
A lot more communities got to know about us at that time... when we changed
from provincial/trade/vocational school system to a community college system
and that change... the communication of that change to the public, while it still
has not fully occurred, certainly was enhanced by our utilization of community
resources because we managed to contact and interact with a lot of the
individuals that had benefited directly or vicariously from the services we
provide.
Administrator B felt the usage level of community resources is reasonable with
some room for growth:
We use a lot of people in our evening programs, for example, to teach. We
recruit people on a part-time basis to teach in full-time programs. We use
community members on advisory committees, that kind of thing.
Administrator D believes that the college uses the community resources that it
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is aware of. However, he feels the college does not have a proper inventory of the
resources mar: exist in the community. especially the resources of private companies.
He states that the campus has had discussions on developing such an inventory for the
lo<:alarea.
Administrator C was of the opinion thai community resources are not utilized
enougfL She provides examples of partnerships that have recendy been formed in her
area and discusses the subject of initial meetings. sharing resources. She notes that
discussions on sharing human resources raised the issue of battiers. which she
discussed earlier. She believes that the college must ask some tough questions and not
be afraid of conflict:
If we're not afraid to ask the questions, afraid of the conflict that comes
because in the past. we've been afraid of conflict... conflict is healthy and
creating shared vision, creating cooperative teamwork doesn't mean we create
group think. Otherwise we've gone the other way and we've created a very
stale environment, but instead we {oster, within understood parameters, the
aspect of healthy debate and divergent viewpoints and we bring together with
an agreement for decision-making, In effect. if we put that forward. if we're
not afraid to involve staff, if we're not afraid, lilce I said, of facing the conflicts
that ultimately going to come in a healthy environment. then [ think we've gone
a long ways to getting more people involved in the process of decision-making
and have better decisions in the end that help bind from all parties involved.
Quution 5: Sntems Thinkinr Eumple 7
(7) Do ~B2II.L~ to meet the changing needs of students and the
community? Should it?
Administrator A stated that the goals may not change, but the strategies should.
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Administrators B and C agreed that in the past, the goals had not changed. but felt that
they should have. Administrator D felt that the college goals should change.
Administrator A was of the opinion that the broad-based goals may not
change, but the strategies used to achieve them must change:
[f that's {strategies are] not changing then we're stuck in traditional mode we've
always been in.. Individuals do not see change. If you don't see change. you
don't feel change, you don't become motivated.
Administrator B does not believe that the college goals change, even though
he feels they should. He states that the new structure docs provide the regions with
the autonomy to respond. in cenain respects. However, the funding would have to be
external and the program approval process is not yet in place:
One of the things now in our alliance with the economic zones means our
capacity to be able to introduce programming. say for example, which may be
specific to the zone, but not necessarily contributing in any direct or intended
direct way to the provincial scene... We worked on a son of a fixed budget
arrangement, so if we got involved in that we would have to look at funding
external to our setup in order to be able to do that and that may mean you
could respond or not respond. You may not be able to respond at all. We
really have not soned out the program approval process for that either. rs that
approved in the district? does it have to be approved at the provincial level?
These kinds of things. There's... I think the autonomy is there to do it, some of
the structure may not be as flexible as it needs to be.
Administrator C does not believe that college goals have changed in the past.
She feels the college has not responded effectively to the labour market nor to the
students. She raised concerns that she had not focused on the students, throughout the
interview. She believes that the student voice must be heard if their needs are to be
satisfied,. even though the college is afraid of what it might hear.
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I've concentrated on faculty. staff. administrators in the team work. but having
been for many years now, providing leadership at student services and in
liaison with student councils and student associations. realizing more than ever
that we have to involve student voice. whether it has been direct representation,
all the teams that we have throughout the college, or whether it's continuously
soliciting their voice in various ways through satisfaction surveys or through
asking them up-front what they want. is a very important aspect of the new
college way. as well. Apin. it probably will double the fear that we've felt
with soliciting staff voice... we're afraid of what we're going to hear. but if we
put those fears aside and ask. then we're going to be a continuously revitalized
organization because we're changing (with] the changes of students. We're
dealing with a different student population, different demographic than we have
in the past, in many. many ways and a more assertive voice they've got because
we have largely been passive individuals in tCnTl5 of our own schooling and
socialiration. but we're learning and we're learning more and more from those
who are coming now through a revised school system in a lot of ways; where
they have taken... a new voice, had an opportunity to express themselves, and
are very affirmative at voicing their discontent at times.
Administrator D believes that the &oaIs of the college should change to meet
the changing needs of the learner. He feefs that the mission and goal statements
should be re-examined at least every three years, in order to determine their relevancy.
(8) Does the decision-making process at the board level provide for inRY!
from the colleges? Should it?
All administrators agreed that the college does have some input into the
decision-making process at the board level.
Administrator A simply states that the President sits on the Board of
Governors: "He's an ex-officio member who reports to the Board of Governors on a
periodic basis and seeks direction from them based on the duties of the board and the
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powers of the board that exists under the Colleges Act"_
Administrator C points out the board has a faculty and student representative as
well as the President of the college.
Administrator 0 believes that the tcam approach enables me college to have
input at the board level. He states that a path is there for input. For example. faculty
can have input through the Committee of Studies. who would bring their
recommendations to the senior management tcant, who would bring it to the President,
who would then take it to the board.
Administrator 0 notes that the Committee of Studies will probably be replaced.
by an Academic Council provincially:
When looking at the provincial system, [ see the Academic Council replacing
what was the Committee of Studies... So. hopefully there will still be
opportunities and there will still be representation on that Academic Council
from all the districts and the onus would be on that representative of the
district, 10 make sure that others within the district have an opportunity to have
input to that person, before he sits on the Academic Council.
gagtio, '" The Practitioners or Systems Thinkinr in the Coli"' System
Question 6 was intended to obtain the administrlUOrs' opinions on which
members they felt should internalize a holistic view of the college system:
E6. ~ should develop an integrated view of the college system?
rt should be noted that a number of the administrators interpreted the question as
~Who should implement this concept- as opposed to ·who should personally develop
and practice systems thinking·.
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All Administrators agreed that everyone in the college should develop this
view, but the leaders of the organization should start the process.
Administrator A states that everyone has an impact on the big picture, but the
leaders of the organization must facilitate this view and create linkages for college
members. She believes that once people develop this view, they will have an
improved sense of belonging. imponance, and understanding. However. she questions
how the college could get more participation in the decision-making process:
The aspect of it that gets a little bit more complicaJ:ed is. how do ~ invite that
same person who was just given the big picture... or now sees the big picture.
to bewme part of the decision-malting process? .. What happens the minute the
decision is made that effects the task that they do and they have no
involvement in it? Yet, they understand vision, they understand the big picture
and now you're going to change me for no reason. The question of asking,
"why" - Who should respond to the why? Who should have impact on it? If
you're going to affect me, I should be involved in that decision.
Administrator B was of the opinion that all stakeholder should internalize the
holistic view of the college system and that the senior executive, in conjunction with
the stakeholders, should facilitate its development.
AdministJ1ltOr C felt that everyone should develop an integrated view of the
college system. but mainly the President along with his leadership team should
facilitate its development.
Administrator D stated that everyone must intemalize the big picture:
[ guess we all have to internalize it and in the development of the 'big picture'
there should be input again from everybody and opportunity for that process, a
bottom/up process, where everybody has an opportunity to bring forward their
input to somebody else who represents them and so on and so form.
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He believes dtat good communications is crucial for letting members know
what is happening in the system. He points out that everyone is guilty, to a certain
extent, of not Makin&: others aware of what is happening and suggests a
communications policy be put in place to ensure information is shared. He believes
that when people do not receive feedback., -they assume nothing happened- which can
cause a lot of negativity and unnecessary concern among members.
OuntiOl 7- AppngO_tenm of FIlls""' an I.lunted V.ew of the Collers
Sntem dyrinl • RU'nu:turinr Process
Question 7 solicited the administrators' beliefs on the timeliness of fostering a
holistic view of the college during the restructuring process:
E7. Given the current restructuriD&. do you feel the time is ricbt for
fostering or continuing to foster an integrated, holistic view of the
college system?
The Administrators unanimously agreed that the time is right for fostering a big
picture view of the college system. Administrator B felt the riming is ideal.
Administrator C felt thai: the restructuring could provide a fresh start for building the
new system:
It is a time now when we can start afresh and build a system that certainly
builds in the aspect of sharing, involvement, and helping people to see and
know of the 'big picture' and to incorporate that in the various [aspects} of
teamwork that they're involved.
Administrator D was of the opinion that the college must develop a holistic
17.
view of the college if it is to secure the support of its members for the cuts to
programs. faculty, and staff:
If you expect people... within the districts in particular campuses to be
supportive of what's happening.__ Let's say for example. at this campus we had
to lose. prog:ram.. then we have to know "why". what is the picture? How
does this 6t into the big picture? And SO that we have to know that, in order
to be able to accept it and to support it.. So we have to have the big picture.
There's... happening right now with the program rationalization. We, at a
district, we're having an opportunity to have the input into that and we have
taken upon ourselves to visit those departments that's involved and let them
have an opportunity to have input into it...• at least they've had an opportunity
to have input Hopefully they had an opportunity 10 make a difference to what
decision is being made and hopefully they') be able to accept it better now, but
they have to see what's happening out there, they have to see the big picture in
order to see.
OupriOD I: Addition.1 Comment! on System! I!!.!!!.!5!!!&
Question 8 sought additional comm~ts from administrators:
Ea. Are there any additional comments you would like to add on Elem~t
E?
The only additional comments were made by Administrator C. She points out
that people need to leam and to be taught techniques for ongoing learning, sharing,
and involvement in a leaming organization:
When we're talking about the aspect of ongoing leaming of refreshm~t,of
revitali:z:ation. that it's imponant to realize that everyone has not been by vinue
of being involved in an organization that maybe didn't foster these types of
elements, or be it that they haven't been educated in the fonnal sense or an
informal sense, about the aspect of sharing. of involvement, that maybe there is
some work that we need to teach and learn the various techniques of doing so.
She believes that there is much worle to be done in the area of educating
I7S
members. Opportunities for improvement need to be nwtured. signs of regression
must be dealt with by the leadership team, and accountability measures must be put in
place:
We need both to rea.lize that these things just don't happen, they need to be
nurtured. That opportunities for education are necessary and that both in
respect 10 our provision of leadership in this and for checking in to see whether
we're being effective in that and whether the teams that are set in place are
being effective.__ we need accountability measures. I think thats an aspect that
we need to pay a lot of attention to in the future. Effective indicators of
effectiveness.
See table 7 for a summary of responses.
Systems 11Iinkinc·~
The data collected in response to questions El to E8 show that administrators
believe that the element of Systems Thinking is feasible for the college system. The
administrators believe the philosophy of holistic thinking is important to most college
members. They state that everyone in the organization should develop systems
thinking and felt that the rime is right for fostering the development of this elemenL
Reasons given for the significance of systems thinking include the following:
improved Wlderstanding of decisions and events., including unintended outcomes;
increased sense of ownership; enablement of the other elements; encouragement of
divergent thinking; development of long·tenn solutions; development of more open,
honest, and humane leadership; empowerment of others; development of a
community of learning and commitment; indication of the big picture to the
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compartmentalized teams and others (a major role of the administrators); enablement
of the college to meet the needs and expectations of the community; increased value
of the college to the community; development of partnerships inside and outside the
college; reduction of duplication; maintenance of the provincial perspective;
increased involvement of the college with other community organizations; and
increased recognition of the college as a community resource.
Issues of concern included the need for good communications. education, and
accountability measures.
The administrators stated that the philosophy of holistic thinking must be
supported by the leaders and stakeholders of the organiZlUion. In general. they fclt the
college system must do more to develop systems thinking through improved
communications both internal and external to the college, the establishment of working
teams composed of colleagues from different areas and from different regions of the
province. the use of community resources, and the adjustment of goaJs to respond to
the needs of students and the community.
Condudinc Questions
The interview was summarized with several concluding questions on the
concept of a learning organization. The Administrators were asked to review the five
elements of the learning organization, in order to answer each of the questions to
follow.
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Four of the sub-sections below present a complete analysis of the data per
question on the concluding questions. These sub·secrions describe the administrators'
beliefs, perceptions, and opinions on the concept of a learning organization. Table 8
summarizes the responses from the administrators. The fifth sub-section briefly
summarizes the results and draW! conclusions on the feasibility of the concept of the
1eamina organization for the college system.
Ougtiog 1- Feuibiljty of the kamin' Orzaniutiop for the Collen Sntem
Question I sought the administrators' personal beliefs on the feasibility of the
concept of the learning organization in the college system:
I. Do you believe the five elements of a learning organization are
appropriate or (easible for the college system? Which concepts should
be included or omitted? Which concepts should be emphasized more or
less? bilking?
Adminisntors A. C, and 0 agreed that the five elements of the learning
organization are appropriate and feasible for the college system. Administrator B felt
that these elements were somewhat feasible for the college setting.
Administrator A asserts that the five elements are necessary if the college is
going to set itself up as a learning organization. She feels very strongly about
challenging the assumptions of college members (Element B):
I think. there has to be a significant transfonnarion in our views of ourselves,
the ability to expand and mould the belief that currently exists has to be taken
consciously by everybody within the organi:z:&tion.
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She believes that once the college challenges these assumptions, it can develop a
shared vision (Element C). She feels that potential problems in the development of a
learning organization can occur if the membership's expertise (Element A) is not used
to solve problems uad to deal with challenges from a cooperative team effort (Element
D). Sbe cites TQM as an example of a concept that failed in the college system due
to a lack: of involvement on the part of members:
The potential risk: of developing vision and challenging assumptions may be
borne out in the concept of cooperative team work. rn that, while we have
relied on, been supported by, and encouraged all those within the organization
to participate in the challenge of the assumptions... the developing of a shared
vision. Unless we utilize that same body of resources, that expertise in
problem solving and in dealing with these challenges from a cooperarive team
effort, then we will lose what we already staned and unfortunately. from the
efforts that have occurred to date in some areas that has already occurred..
We've heard the concept TQM. that's a farce. you Icnow. This is a nice concept
to throw money at and it's stylistic, but it hasn't been implemented to its fullest
Hearing that is a signal of failure. People haven't bought it,. they're not part of
it,. they lare] not for it
Administrator A states that she likes the five elements of a learning
organization because they are basic concepts, "they can occur without having to have a
Let's lkeep] our feet on the ground when we talk about this stuff. The issue of
shared vision, a big piC1W'e, cooperative team work • we all know that, but it's
just a matter of putting the five facets of the diamond in front of us and saying
"look, here we go, this is what we need to do-, but every time we go to do
something we have to look at them and say -OK.. how does it impact on
others?" and "What are we doing to support team work? What are we doing to
support the vision? Is it part of what we're committed to doing?" These are
the sorts of things that have to occur. You Icnow, you got five facets of la]
learning orpnization there.
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Administrator C believes that the five elements of a learning organization are
-definitely· appropriate for the college system:
[ think they all tie tagether to provide for an overall philosophy that. jf carried
out to the greatest extent possible. can help build an organization that is healthy
and happy and progressive.
Administrator C considered shared vision (Element C). as the more
encompassina: element. She felt that the remainina: elements were needed in order to
develop a shared vision:
I think that if one must be the overall more encompassing element it probably
would be the shared vision because [ don't think you can build a shared vision
without bringing the other elements into play. You can't build a shared vision
without enabling people to do cooperative teamwork, you can't build a shared
vision unless you help people see the big picture. You can't build a shared
vision unless people are challenged in terms of assumptions. views about the
world, and you can't build a shared vision unless you make a commitment that
you're going to help people develop on a personal and professional level. so I
think that one is more encompassing than the other elements..
Administrator 0 was of the opinion that the five elements of the learning
organization are appropriate and feasible for the college system. He states that if the
college is to become a leaming organization. everyone in the system must give it their
support and commitment, starting with the board. the President, and the administration;
Faculty and staff must sense that the support is there.
Administrator 0 cautions that the college must ensure that the students are an
equal partner in the process as well as the centre of the system. The college must be
careful that it is not just a leaming organization for all college members. except
students. Some accountability mechanism is needed to ensure the college is what it
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says it is - a learning organization. He points out that: the restructuring is supposed to
occur with the leadership and administration of the college, but he believes it has to go
further than that • it has to go to the c:lassroom:
I think we have to be careful. We're saying a learning organizarion, and again
going back to the students, it's possible for us to say we have all of these
things. to put these in an administrative structure to make sure there is an
opportunity for a shared vision, that there's teamwork. that we make sure
people see the 'big pictUre' and that we have a commitment to lifelong learning,
but we have in the meantime, to make sure that it's not just by words that we
have a learning organization - keep the student in mind
Do we have a learning culture for the student? Do we really have a learning
college because we have all these things, but then in our classrooms - we can
still have a classroom that's very structured on a time basis. where students
aren't part of that learning culture, where they are being told things and aren't
being involved. So students... in order for this to be actually implemented, we
have to make sure that students, too. are involved in teamwork, that they have
an opportunity to be part of that learning culture, that they are looked on as a
partner within the system. and that they're not just... somebody there to absorb
knowledge that's given to them -, but they're part of that and they're an active
learner and they're the centre of the system. So, I think that we have to be
careful that. yes, we can put [all] of these things in place through Total Quality
Management or whatever and say, OK. we got it made, we got a leaming
organization or learning college or whatever you want to call it, but, do we
really? We have to look at our students, who should be the centre of all this,
and realize why we're doing it because we can do it, and the faculty can feel
good about it, and the staff can feel good about it, ~Oh. I got input into all
these things~. and the administration feels good because they've done that, but
the student could be out there in a classroom and still being dictated to or
whatever.
Administrator D then ranks the elements of a learning organization as follows:
If I were to rank them, that's a difficult one, [ guess we all have to start with
our vision, that's really important, and then that everybody see the big picture.
Then again, I guess teamwork would be next because I think that's really
important that people feel involved and get ownership and then, our
commibnent to lifelons learning and then [ think. as a result of all this, our
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assumptions will naturally be challenged and we will see the significance of
that aDd of lifdonl learning.
Administrator B believes that the five elements ace somewhat appropriate for
the college system and reiterates the differences between public vemas private
organizations:
[ think that the point that I made earlier, about public and private organizations
needs to get considered here. That perhaps, that the conditions and
circ:umstances and criterium, 10 be a leaming organization which is also a
public organization, may be somewhat different than these (five elements] or
may include other things.
He emphasized challenging our assumptions (Element B) and seeing the big
picture (Element E), as being important to the public college system, however, he was
uncertain about the impact shared vision (Element C) would have on a public
organization:
The shared vision thing, I'm not sure that has as much impact, or would have
as much impact, in a public organization. It may. in some relatively small
organizations that have a fair degree of control over what it does. To me, there
is a relationship between autonomy and effectiveness. To me, how the
organi22tion functions, how well it does. is related to that and particularly [soJ
in public organizations.
Quesriop 1· feasibility or a k.min. Qrzaniz.tion (or. k.denhip Model ip Ih,
College Snttm
Question 2 sought the administrators' personal beliefs on the feasibility of the
concept of the learning organization as a framework for leadership in the college
system:
2. Do you believe the five elements of a learning organization can provide
,.3
• feasible ...dd ror leadenllip in the college system'? Which concepts
should be included, or omitted? Which concept should be emphasized
more or less? RAnking?
Administrators A, C. and 0 agreed that the five elements of the learning
organization are a feasible model for leadership, whereas Administrator B felt that the
elements were ~not entirelyM feasible as a model for leadership because certain
enab1ina elements were missing.
Administrator A was of the opinion that the learning organization is definitely a
feasible model for leadership. She believes that there is nothing new in this concept;
"what has occurred here is restatement of a lot of the obvious". However, she does
consider the aspect of cooperative team work to be the significant difference betWeen
this model and traditional management models. The team approach involves more
individuals in decision~making, reduces the risk for any single individual, increases the
number of members impacted on by the decisions. and increases the awareness of
members:
We have traditionally been trained as administrators to make decisions based
on available infonnarion within the sphere of influence ror which we are aware
and to accept a certain amount of risk. What we've done here is to say that
decision will be made, but we will reduce this risk by involving more
individuals than CWTendy are involved in the decision. And by doing that we
will broaden the sphere of influence of the decision and presumably broaden
our consciousness of the impact that that decision will have on the
organization. All that is, is cooperative teamwork and that is the significant
difference that is occurring here between the training that traditional managers
received in decision making with limited information and an acceptance of risk.
Administrator A discusses what she considers to be, important issues of the
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model which include: risIc tolerance. autonomy. accountability, the time factor, and
responsibility:
Risk tolerance is • big issue. Where is the risk: tolerance in this? What have
we done with risk tolerance? One of the other issues that come [outl of this...
two issues that haven't been addressed here arc autonomy and acCOwttability.
Who has the autonomy to do certain things if we're going to have such shared
visions, such broad based team work? Dicey. Are we ever going to get
anything done? [f we have autonomy. who has the accountability? If we
share... everybody shares in a vision and everybody is involved in the decision
then everybody sees the big picture. then who has responsibility - for our
successes?
She does feel the model is needed and workable. She refers to it as -. heightened
consciousness of what we already have, in a lot of cases-. She explains this statement
as follows:
We mow lifelong learning and continuous improvement is good for us. That's
our business. I mean, what do we do for the past five years only retrain from
one industry to another... Challenging our assumptions? Sure, we're challenging
our assumptions. We've seen people succeed tremendously in competency·
based individualized instruction when we would have slowed down their
creative progress and probably their benefit from a given program by having
traditional means of te.achinglleaming. Shared vision? Sure we've started to
talk about this a bit more. People know now what the college is about- These
things are starting to occur, so it is a heightened consciousness of these
elements that currently exists.
She concludes by stating that all five elements are needed for a workable
model: -I don't think you can take anyone part out and hope to do justice to the
others. There is an interrelationship there-.
Administrator C believes that the model is feasible for leadership in the college
system at this time, even if some elements such as the -student voice M are omined:
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I think even if there are other elements out there that are missed at the present
time. that if all of us made a commiunent to utilizing and implementing these
elements within our aspect of leadership and in terms of building a leaming
organization, then I think that we'd be well away, in tcons of providing the
type of leadership thai is needed for this time and in the future.
With respect to ranking the elements. she felt that shared vision (Element C)
was more comprehensive with the other elements built in as ·sub-clements of the
shared vision-,
Administrator D felt that the five elements of the leaming organization ace all
-do-ableR as long as the commitment and willingness is there on the part of
administration. He states that the most important individuals tor implementing this
model are the campus administrators:
It has to be the administration at the campus level ruJly. That's going to be the
important person,. of whether or not this is going to happen because it could be
somebody that's reluctant to share their authority or whatever, and they want to
be a person making the decisions and don't want others to participate. So, I
think that's really important and r think that's the most important person in
whether or not this can happen, but it is do-able and I think it can work.
With respect to ranking, including or omitting elements, Administrator 0 stated,
Again, the only thing I would add, was our commitment to students and having
them involved in the process..J don't think the ranking would change [from the
rmking given for question I]. I don't [think) that would change at all, but I
certainly think it would make a good leadership model.
Administrator B is of the opinion that the five element model of a leaming
organization is incomplete. It does not include all the elements needed for a feasible
leadership model in the college system. He states that the model does not emphasize
the -stakeholder element- - building good relations with stakeholders by the President
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or the board.:
[ believe onc of the things that is not here, as much as it should be, is
stakeholders and that's bringing in a more direct... like building the relationship
with the stakeholders so that they value what it is the organization does. That
would include employers, community in general. it would definitely include
students., it would include faculty, but you have that larger... it would definitely
include yOUT sponsoring stakeholders, like government, for example. To me
that would be the key for anyone like the President or the board. is to clearly
build that relationship with them and have some mechanism so that,
continuously you would get feedback on how well these stakeholders are
satisfied with wha1 the college does.
Two other elements identified by Administrator B as being needed 10 make the
model feasible are the "autonomy element" and the "feedback element\ both of which
were discussed throughout the interview.
With respect to omitting or ranking the five elements of the learning
organization. he felt that the clements should be given different weights and that some
clements. such as the continuous improvement aspect of Element A. are impossible to
achieve at the present time:
rd put different weights on them. Some of mem... learning and continuous
improvement is like I said earlier, you have to be able to benchmark that stuff
and the only way you can do that is you need to have information about where
you arc now and I don't see these elements providing that.
IE you took just these five without the other considerations, you wouldn't be
able to activate [element] 'A' very well, for example. You have to select what
[it] is you want to learn. I mean there's an awful lot of stuff to learn about,
so... is that self selecting or does it come from some sort of a process you
know. My feeling is that it comes from some sort of a process and it's more
than... it has to be experiential. too. It's more than just a Icnowledge thing, so
if it's referenced to something which is a dedicated., conscientious, strategic
attempt by the organization to learn about itself and how well it's doing with
respect to its mandate and its effectiveness. Then if that gets intemalized, then
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I think: the organi.z:ation &roWS and it learns and it also improves. To me there's
a couple of enabling things tlw are not there.
Administrator B then ranks the elements as follows:
Definitely. [element] '8' would be one to me. [element] 'E' would be two,
[element] 'A' would be three, [elementI '0' would be four and [element] 'C'
would be nve.
He ranks shared vision (Element C) last because he does not believe that shared vision
can happen without the other elements being in place first. He also feels that the
vision needs to be dynamic::
The vision... very often what happens here is you get into a staJic kind of thing
that is not environmentally responsive and that needs to be a dynamic thing.
Like to me Element C needs to be fairly dynamic.
I know like in the college here. they started with a vision -ne College is built
on excellence and quality-, What a bunch of crap! What does it mean? It
didn't mean anything. [t didn't mean anything at all so, you're better off not
saying these kinds of things at all.
QuntieR J: 0rranttatiog.1 kamin, in the Restruttured Collen System
Question 3 sought the administrators' pel50nai beliefs on the likelihood that
organintional leaming would be inspired in the new college system:
J. Do you dUnk the newly restruChired college system will stimulate
oreJUliudo.AI learuiDl? Explain.
Administramrs A and B were non-comminal, whereas Administrators C and 0
were of Ute opinion that the new college system would promote organizationaJ
learning.
Administrator A felt that this was a conclusion the researcher would have to
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draw from her results.
Administrator B stated that he did not know and would not tommit to a
judgement at this time because of ~the way it's being organized noW-. He does
believe that the potential is there, however.
Administrator C is hopeful that the new college will stimulate organizational
learning. that it has "started off on the right foot". However, she does feel that the
"time element" has not been there to involve college members to the extent required:
It's expressing the right type of commitments to involvement, sharing, and
communication. I think it augurs well for a refreshing organization for aU of
us. There are many hard decisions that have been already made. that are being
made. in terms of fiscal restraint, and whatever. In some respects. I guess there
hasn't been the time element available in the short term to involve staff to the
extent that r think the college has committed to in the long tenn to make some
of these hard d~sions, but as much as possible, [ think there's been soml!:
attempt at that and in the future. given time and given some oppQfrunities for
more development of staff, more involvement of staff, all those elements will
be brought in.
Administrator 0 believes that the new college will stimulate organizational
learning through the college leadership:
I think we have people thar: are genuinely committed to iL I think we have
people that want to get others involved, they don't want to be the ones miling
the sole decisions. I think that it certainly is an organization t."at will promote
organizational leaming. I really do.
2!!uti2!L4: Addition.! Cpmments
Question -4 sought additional comments from administrators:
4. Is there anything else that you would like to comment on?
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Administrator B presented a model that he has developed which is based on
stakeholder satisfaction. He believes the model is important for helping an
organization become a leaming organization because it integrates the learning back
into the organization and then the organization can improve and learn.
Administrator C commented that she hopes the opportunity would be there, on
a much boarder basis. to discuss these issues fOf the professional development of the
college leaders:
[ think mayhe the sharing of even these elements with leadership fOf their own
profession development would be useful. On a personal level, I would attempt
to do that. but maybe there will be an opportunity in a larger sense to
concentrate on what a learning organization means and how to carry it out
Administrator D stated that the interview was very stimulating and felt that it
would be useful to spend time reflecting on some of the elements. He felt that he
should have elaborated on the importance of students and of a learning culture. He
stated that in a learning organization the emphasis is empowering people, but he
believes that it very important to re-organize at the classroom level:
In a learning organiDtion, we look at giving people more control and having
them have more input into what's happening to them and into the organization -
but I think it's really, really important at the classroom level that. we organize
things differently there, too. That we get away from our stringent structures
that we had, the whole traditional approach, as we should be facilitators, but
that's just not saying it Like you can say, we're going to have that, but
actually having students learning how to learn and that we put the processes in
place that do that because lots of times we could say we're doing this, too, you
see. We say we have self·directed leaming and that the (earners are at the
centre and the learners are learning how to learn, but are we really doing that?
And have we got the resources and support in place that's necessary to do that?
These are questions that I think we have to keep asking ourselves all the time
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and as I said, we could put all this in place and still not have thaL
The discussion then turned to the instructional modes of lecturing versus facilitative
problem-solving. Again, he re-iterates that the organizational structure must change at
the classroom level in order to support the more time consuming, facilitative mode of
instruction:
This is why the organization has to be organized around that and structured
around that so that you don't feel like you're behind, but that it's there... it
supports what you're doing because [ think that that's what has to happen if
we're going to meet the needs that's out there now in society. We just h.ave to
change the way we do things and we can change it at the management level
and the way that we operate and how leadership is and everything else, but
until we really change it at the classroom level. it doesn't make any difference.
See Table 8 for a summaJ'Y of responses.
Conclusions from Concludinc Questions
The data collected in response to questions I, 2. and 3 show that three of the
four administrators (A. C. and D) believe that the concept of the learning organization
is feasible for the college system. Administrator B felt that the model is not entirely
feasible because (a) the college does not have an autonomy element - it is not
autonomous therefore, it does not have the control needed to create a shared vision of
the future; and (b) several enabling elements are missing, such as a stakeholder
element - the college should build good relations with stakeholders, and a feedback
element - the college needs to benchmark in order to improve. All administrators
ranked mental models. shared vision, and systems thinking as the most important or
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the most encompassing elements needed 10 implement the concept of a learning
organiZ2tion.
Reasons given for the significance of the learning organization in the college
system included: it broadens the sphere of influence by involving more people, it
heightens consciousness, and it reduces the risk to anyone individual.
Issues of concern raised by administrators included: Everyone must support,
and commit to, the development of a leaning organization; students must be equal
partnen; accountability is needed to ensure that the college is what it says it is - a
learning culture and a learning college (ie.. check the gap between reality and vision);
the restructuring must go all the way to the classroom if it is to succeed; the criteria
to be a leaming organization may be different in a public organization as opposed to a
private organization - private organizations have more autonomy and control, public
organizations are very unstable due to political constraints; the rime factor,
responsibility; some elements such as the student voice may not be included in the
model; administnUo~ must be willing to share power, add the element of commionent
to students; shared vision needs to be dynamic - environmentally responsive; the rime
element is not there now to involve members in the way that the college has
commined to involving them; and professional development is needed for
administrators on the concept of the learning organization.
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Ooallaut Aaalysis: Collqe Framework aad Operational Madel
A valuable outcome of the interviews was the identification of several sources
of information which included a number of references 10 unpublished. public and
private documents.. Half way through the study, the researcher was made aware of a
newly cruted document (dated February 20, 1997) outlining the mandate.
organizational framework. and operational mode for the new college system (Appendix
F). This document states that the President and the Board of the College were
mandated by the Minister of Education "to establish a College exemplifying cost
efficiency with minimal organizational structure and with no duplication of leadership
and administrative effort", In order to fulfil this mandate, the document states that a
renewal of the college leadership is needed. In response to this need, -a shared
leadership approach through a team process" and "systems thinking" was proposed:
The college, therefore. proposes the principles of • teamwork approach with
open communications and shared responsibility and accountability as a model
of operation.
The operational model proposed for the new College also endorses the concept
of systems thinking - an ability to see the interdependence by which local
decisions and actions effect others outside the local sphere.
The shift in the College leadership approach; i.e., concern for the system as a
whole through participatory teamwork will require a new level of collaboration.
The reality of an adjustment period and time delays must be expected (Senge,
et aI., 1994 as cited in Provincial College of Newfoundland and Labrador.
1997, p.2,J)
CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Summary .r Purpose and Proc:ed.ra
The purpose of this study was to detennine the feasibility of the concept of the
learning organization within the community college system. Spei:ifically, this study
sought to answer the question: Is the concept of a learning organization a viable
fnunework: for leadership within the college system?
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with four senior community college
administrators in order to obtain their views on the feasibility of the concept of a
learning organization for the college system. In particular, the researcher examined the
importance of each of the five disciplines of the learning organization for the college
system: Personal Mastery, Mental Models., Building Shared Vision, Team Learning,
and Systems Thinking (Senge, 1990). There has been little application of this theory
to college settings. The province's regional college system is presently undergoing
restructuring and presents an opportunity for such research. It is hoped that the study
will infonn stakeholders as the regional college system reorganizes into one provincial
college system.
The data collection instruments consisted of several field research forms and a
tape-recorded interview with indiVidual administrators. The primary research tools
used in the study were the Interview Protocols. The instruments served to inform the
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administratoB about the research procedure and to assist the researcher in data
collection and review.
All interviews were conducted on the island portion of Newfoundland and
Labrador during a one month period from March 13, 1997 to April 2. 1997. On
average. each interview toole. approximaJcly one and one half hours to complete. Upon
completion of all the interviews. the tapes were transcribed verbatim. Once ail tapes
were transcribed and checked. an in-depth analysis was conducted.
The study was limited to a sample of four administrators; it was not meant to
be comprehensive, and was entirely qualitative in nature. All efforts were made to
reduce any bias which may have influenced the collection of data and the
interpretation of results.
Conclusions CODceminc Research QuestiODS
The purpose of the study was to determine the feasibility of the concept of a
learning organization within the college system. This objective was investigated
through an analysis of the feasibility of the individual disciplines that together define a
learning organization. A synthesis of the results was then used to determine the
feasibility of the concept of a learning organization within the college system, and in
particular to determine the feasibility of the concept of the learning organization as a
framework for leadership in the college system. The following are conclusions
reached on the feasibility of each of the five disciplines of the learning organization
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and the purpose of the study.
Personal Maste"
This analysis found that the adminislTato~ believe the element of Personal
Mastery is feasible for the college system. They attest that the aspeas of lifelong
lcaming and ambnuous improvement are fundamental to the mission of the college as
an educational institution.
Several issues of concern raised by the administrators with respect to personal
mastery included the need for professional development of service providers such as
administrators. faculty. and staff in the college system; the need for a demonstrated
commitment by everyone in the organization in order to implement and practice
personal mastery; and the need for strategies to acknowledge and celebrate the
achievements of college members.
Several administrators also raised the issue of the college restructurings. They
felt the frequent restructUring of the college system has produced a number of
problems. Some of these problems include low morale. cynicism, and obscure college
goals and values which have made it difficult for members to align themselves with
the college's goals and values.
This analysis found that there was no consensus between the administrators
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regarding the feasibility of the element of Mental Models for the college system even
though the challenging of assumptions was seen as significant by the administrators:
It is fundamental to the preparation of students for the world of work and it is
fundamental to the preparation of workers for dealing with the impact of change.
Consensus was not reached due to reservations about inflexible attitudes, in particular
the attitude of "this is not our responsibility" directed towards challenging the beliefs
and values of members. As well, there were reservations about the lack of balance
between the individual's roles and responsibilities versus the college's roles and
responsibilities in challenging members' assumptions.
Other issues of concern raised by the administrators included: the need to
change outdated policies and procedures which no longer worle in the new system; the
need for professional development of all members. especially in the areas of inquiry
and divergent thinking; the need to encourage members 10 be innovative and to take
small risks while sharing the responsibility for lhe consequences; and the need for the
leaders of the college to explain decisions, especiaJly decisions that affect the direction
of the college and its memben.
Buildinr Shared Vision
This anaJysis found that the administrators believe there are very significant,
externaJ constraints being placed on the public college system that, in many instances,
interfere with the development, implementation, and maintenance of a shared vision in
I"
the colleae system. The frequent restructuring of the college system was identified as
the major factor inhibiting the building of a shared vision.
The public college system is a political entity. It lacks autonomy and control
due to the external political constraints of aovcrnment as well as economic constraints.
The administrators state that it takes time and commitment to create a shared vision
and a sense of ownership. However, they c:laim that the frequent restructuring of the
college system interferences with the development of a shared vision and the creation
of a sense of ownership. The restructurings create skepticism, especially when past
efforts of vision-building are erased, as well as cynicism, resulting from the current
climate of layoffs and program cuts. The impact of the restructurings and do'Mtsizing
has also had a negative impact on the role of the administrators as ·optimistic leaders N •
The administrators believe that they must be cautious in communicating a positive
outlook since they often have no control over future events.
Other issues of concern raised by the administrators with respect to building a
shared vision included the establishment of stnuegies and teams to involve members in
goal.setring and the development of a vision that fosters commitment by members.
Some reasons given for the significance of building shared vision included the
development of ownership. control. and enthusiasm through involvement; the
development of commitment; and the alignment of members to common outcomes or
goals.
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Tum kerninl
This analysis found that the administrators believe the element of Team
Learning is feasible for the college system. They affinn that the aspea of
collaborative team work is currently being implemented in the provincial college
symon.
Several reasons given for the significance of team learning included the
utilization of a wide variety of talents and resources in problem-solving, increased
participation, and increased collaboration.
Several issues of concern raised by the administrators with respect to team
learning included: the perception that teams are not good decision·makers (who makes
the final decision?), the increased time factor required to solve problems using teams.
the unwillingness of some administrators to share power, the need for a demonstrated
comminnent on the part of the leaders towards team learning, the need for professional
development in the area of cooperative leaming and teamwork, the provision of
resources to support team efforts, and the need for strategies to show appreciation and
support for team member contributions.
System, Dinkinr
This analysis found that the administrators believe the element of Systems
Thinking is feasible for the college system. They affirm that the aspect of holistic
thinking is currently being developed in the provincial college system...
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Several reasons given for the significance of systems thinking included the
following; development of improved understanding of decisions and events,. including
unintended outcomes; enablement of the other disciplines of the learning organization;
development of a community of learning and committnent; enablement of the college
to meet the needs and expectations of the community; development of pumcrships.
inside and outside the college; maintenance of the provincial perspective; and
increased recognition of the college as a community resource.
Several issues of concern raised by the administrators with respect to systems
thinking included the need for. a good communications system, both intemal and
external to the college; professional development; the establishment of worlcing teams
composed of colleaaues from different areas and from different regions of the
province; improved use of community resources; and the adjustment of college goals
to respond to the needs of stUdents and the community.
.Et!i!!ti!itt.~~!!.the kamin, Qrraniurion
This analysis found that the majority of the administrators believe the concept
of the learning organization is feasible within the community college system.
Specifically, the concept of the learning organization can provide a viable framework
for leadership in the community college system. However, examination of the data
indicated that the laclt of autonomy due to political constraints, and downsizing due to
financial constraints have produced numerous reorganizations and restructuring of the
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college system. The result of the restructurings has been organizational instability
which has inhibited vision-building in the leaming organization. The lack of stability
has lead to constrictive time limits; loss of organizational history and memory.
especially due to layoffs; discouragement of risk-taking and innovation; and wasted
efforts by members on the development of shued visions. All of these problems have
led to frustration, low morale, cynicism, skepticism, pessimism, and obscure college
goals which have resulted in the obstruction of learning.
Data analysis indicated that inflexible attitudes and loss of balance between the
roles and responsibilities of the individual versus the college have inhibited learning
and the development of a leaming organization. In this instance, inflexible attitudes
and lack of balance have impeded the challenging of the assumptions and beliefs of
college members.
Analysis of da1a indicated that accountability and feedback mechanisms must
be put in place for the following reasons: to benchmark and monitor personal and
organizational learning in order to determine if the college is achieving its goals, to
determine if memberslleaders are fulfilling their roles and responsibilities in the
learning organization, to determine the gap between current reality and the college
vision - what we ate versus what we say we are, and to manage the resulting gap or
creative tension accordingly.
Data analysis also resulted in the identification of a number of themes. Each
theme is briefly swnmarind below: Support and commitment are necessazy for the
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development of • leaming organi23tion; All the disciplines of the learning
organization must be supported by the leaders and others in the organization, as well
as, through the provision of support and resources in various fonns; Professional
development was identified as an important and enabling factor in all elements except
shared vision; and appreciation of achievements by individuals and teams needs to be
indicated through acknowledgments and celebrations. As well, the reciprocal nature of
the relationship between shared vision and team learning was highlighted: learns
should be used to build shared vision, and vision produces alignment of members to
common outcomes.
Several reasons given fOT the significance of the leaming organization in the
college system included: It broadens the sphere of influence through involvement. it
heightens consciousness, and it reduces risk.
lssues raised by the administrators included: students must be equal partners,
there must be a commibnent to students, the student voice must be included in the
model, the classroom must be restructured, administrators must be willing to share
power, shared vision needs to be dynamic· environmentally responsive, and
professional development needs to be made available to administrators on the concept
of the learning organization.
Overall, the stUdy has provided an insight into the feasibility of the concept of
the learning organization within the community college system. It is apparent that the
concept of a leaming organization is being recognized as having potential for the
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college system. This study was indeed timely. and its findings can serve to make the
college aware of challenges that need to be faced if they are to move towards
becoming a learning organization.
Suultlted Arus for Furtller Raearcb
Additional research is needed due to the very limited scope of this study. It
would be enlightening to repeat the study on a much larger scale using additional
methods of data collection such as shadowing and surveying. Suggested survey
instruments include the LPI (Kouzes & Posner, 1989) and PLS (Leithwood, 1995).
A longitudinal research project would be useful to detennine the long tenn
effects of shared leadership, team leaming, and holistic: thinking on organizational
learning and the college culture since the process of developing a shared leadership
approach through team leaming and systems thinking is ongoing in the college system.
A study on the leaders' understandings of leadership theories would be
insightful since "the ability of administrators to make the shift [in leadership approach)
is quite dependent upon their understanding of emerging leadership theories"
(Sheppard and Brown. 1997, p.22).
Several other research possibilities that have surfaced as a result of questions
raised by one or more administrators in the study include:
The study of observed outcomes of the college restructuring that, by all
accounts, are -unintended outcomes-. For example, efficiency cutbacks by public
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colleges have allowed private colleges to flourish resulting in increased privatizarion of
the college system. Wu privatization government's intention'! At present, it is not a
swed. intention. Is it an wtStated intention or an unintended outcome? Such
consequences have produced much frustration in oolitiC members who on the one
hand, are dedicated people., committed to training and community development, but on
the other hand,. distrust government intentions.
The study of the impact of the restructuring on classroom practice in the
college setting. Organizational leaming involves all members. However, many
educational restructurings have failed because they have not enabled change at the
grass roots level of the organization - lite classroom. Some stUdies have already been
conducted on the impact of team learning on classroom practice at elementary and
secondary schools (Sheppard &: Brown, 1997). It would be interesting to study the
impact of the restructuring by measuring the effects of team learning and systems
dUnking on classroom practice in the college system.
The study of reluctance and fear on the part of college members towards open
discussions with students on the subject of meeting student needs. This issue was
raised in discussions on changing the college goals in order to meet the changing
student needs. Members in the college system, in particular administration and faculty,
are often afraid of what they will hear if they open the doors of communication to the
more assertive, often mature, students that are currently attending the public colleges.
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Implications
The findings suggested in this study have implications for professional
development (leadership training) of all leaders. in particular administrators, who are
entrusted with the restructuring of the college system through the effective
implementation of shared leadership and systems thinking using teamwork.
Administrators who are not equipped with the knowledge and skills needed to foster a
climate of learning and inquiry. shared decision.making, shared vision building.. and
integrated views are not equipped with the leadership skills needed for the successful
implementation of the new college system.
Through professional development and guided experiences in a "safe
environment". administrators tan learn the knowledge, develop the skills, and adopt
new theories of leadership required for the successful development of a leaming
organization. Only then will they be prepared to foster effective. organizational
learning.
The study established that administrators are concerned about the need for
accountability and feedback mechanisms. firstly. in order to determine if roles and
responsibilities are being met, and secondly. to monitor personal and organizational
learning. Benchmarking will allow individuals and the organization to detennine their
current position on the continuum of learning. Feedback on learning processes can be
used to monitor personal and oraanizational learning. Such feedback allows
memberslleaders to detennine the gap between CUJTent reality and the vision· what we
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are versus what we say we arc· and to manage the resulting gap or creative tension
accordingly.
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DISCLOSURE AND CONSENT fORM
Ms. Rosalind Osborne
S Lewisporte Pl.,
St. John's, NF
AIESn
Phone: (709)74V5407
FAX: (709}-778.0693
Dear Administrator:
[ am a graduate student presently pursuing a Masters degree in Education at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. I am requesting yOUf participation in a research study
that will be conducted in the community college system. This study will be conducted
under the guidance of my thesis supervisors, Dr. Jean Brown and Dr. Bruce Sheppard
(Faculty of Education. Memorial University of Newfoundland).
The conceptual framework for this study is influenced by recent work on learning
within organizations. The stUdy seeks to examine the feasibility of the concept of the
Learning Organi.z.ation within the community college system. Specifically, this study
seeks to explore the question, ·Can this concept provide a viable framework for
leadership within the college system?"
In order to obtain the data necessary fOf this study. I need your assistance. [realize
this is another request in your already hectic schedule, but your input is critical.
The research procedure will involve a one-on-one. audiotaped interview which will
take approximately 1-2 hours to complete. Arrangements will be made for a telephone
follow-up as necessary. To ensure confidentiality, tape-recorded interviews will be
stored in secure files and destrOyed upon completion of the research. Data gathered
through the interview will be CONFIDENTIAL and at no time will you, the college,
the campus, or any individual be identified. I am interested in administrator's opinions
of leuning organizations, not in evaluating or judging you as an individual.
Your participation is completely VOIWltary and you have the right to withdraw from
the study at any time or to refrain from answering questions which you would prefer
to omit, without incurring prejudice in any form.
This study bas received the approval of the Faculty of Education Ethics Review
Committee, Memorial University of NewfoWldland.
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For further infarmarian concerning this study, please do not hesitate to all me at
(709)745-5407. Or if you wish to speak with someone not directly involved in the
stUdy please contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean. Research and Development,
Memorial University of Newfoundland, at (709)737-8587. The results of this research
will be available 10 you upon request.
If you agree to participate in this study. please sign the consent form below, retain onc
copy for your files and return one copy 10 me.
Sincerely,
Rosalind Osborne
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING AND CONSENT
I hereby signify my willingness to
participate in the research study on the feasibility of the concept of the Learning
Organization within the community college system to be conducted by Rosalind
Osborne. I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary, and that [can
withdraw from the study or any part of the study at any time without prejudice. I
understand the study has been approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of
Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland. I understand that confidentiality of
all information relative to participants., campuses and the College is assured.
Date Signature
APPENDIX 8
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Administrator Personal Data Sheet
Data on Administrator: A C
Aqe:___ Gender: _
Education: _
Current Posltion: _
Location: _
it' Students: Faculty: ~ Staff:
t Administrators: ft Campuses: _ Programs:__
Years in Current Position: _
Total Years in College system: _
Prior Experience (Location of campus/colleqe{s). positions,
years, size, • programs, etc.) : _
APPENDIX C
Administrator [nformation Sheet
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Administrator Interview Information
As outlined in the Disclowre and Consent Form this study seeks to determine the
feasibility of the concept of the Learning Organization within the community college
system. Specifically. this study seeks to explore the question. ~ls the concept of a
learning organization a v;able framework for leadership within the college system?"
The purpose of this interview is to explore how feasible you, as an experienced
college administrator, believe the concept of a learning organization is within the
college setting.
As one of four college administrators involved in this study, your beliefs and opinions
on the feasibility of this concept will assist the researcher in achieving her research
objective.
The interview structure is composed of five selected topics. You will be provided
with a lead-in statement for each topic, followed by a series of eight main questions to
which you are invited to respond. To conclude the interview you will be asked
several concluding questions. To assist you in focusing on the interview questions,
you will be provided with a list of the lead·in statements for the topics.
Please fee! free to add comments which would serve to clarify or explain any point
explored in this interview. If you are dear on the purpose and procedures for this
interview, we will proceed with questions on selected topics.
APPENDIX D
Seleded Topics, Lead·in Statements
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Selected Topics Lead-in Statements
Element A
A commitment to lifelong learning and continuous improvement for everyone in the
organization.
ElementS
Challenging our assumptions or views about the world. For example., we should
examine - and re-examine - the way we do things at work.
Element C
A shared vision: An image or a road map - developed as a group - that guides
members in their pursuits of a realistic: and attractive future for the organization..
Element D
Cooperative team wod; people getting together on a regular basis to learn from each
other and to solve problems together.
Element E
Seeing the "big picture"; We often solve problems by breaking problems down into
smaller, solvable problems. As a result, we often fail to see the connections between
problems and we fail to see how actions taken 10 solve one problem may affect or
even cause another problem.
APPENDIX [
Interview Protocols
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
The concept of a learning organization is build upon five elements as outlined in the
Selected Topics LwHn Statements sheet which has been provided to you..
I will briefly introduce each of these elements to you and asle for your opinions and
input on various aspects of each.
ELEMENT A
One concept emphasized in the learning organization is a commitment to lifeloDI
luminr and continuous improvement fOT everyone in the organization.
If we apply this concept to the community college setting.
AI. H2:!!!..important do~the pursuit of lifelong learning and continuous
improvement is to people in the college system?~ is it {un)important?
A2. Do you believe thaI most people in the college system also see this concept as
(un)importut?
A3. Who should be promoting lifelong learning and continuous improvement in the
college system? Should anyone take a lead role?
A4. Does the college system currently foster the development of lifelong learning
and continuous improvement?
AS. What sorts of things are being done or should be done to foster the
development of lifelong learning and continuous improvement in college
members?
I have sevenll example here which I am going to ask: for yoW" opinion and
input on, example:
(I) Is the college providing for~~ to coHege
members? To~? Is it enough?
(2) Do~~ [oster self-improvement in college members? Should
they?
(3) Does the college celebrate or ackoQwttdge tht~ of college
members? Should they?
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(4) Does the college~ people to seek: out~ opportunities
that tm...lMiLskj!ls and abiljties? Should they?
A6. .!!!!!. in. the college shQuld be actively engaged in lifelong learning and
continuous improvement?
A7. Given the current ratructurinl of the college system, do you fcel the time is
nabt for fostering or continuing to foster continuous improvement and lifelong
leaming?
AS. Are there any additional comments you would lilee to add on element A?
ELEMENTB
A second concept emphasized in the leaming organization is challenging our
~ or views about the world. For example. we should examine - and re-
examine· the way we do things at work.
If we apply this concept to the community college system,
BI. ~.i.!!!.astrlI!ldo~ chaBenging people 10 rethink their views of
work is to the college system?~ is it (un)imponant?
B2. Do you believe thatm2.51..~~~~also see this concept as
(un)importaat?
83. Who do you feel should be encouraging college members to re-examine their
views of work? Should anyone take a Ie.d role?
84. Does the college system cumntly chall'nee people to re--examine their
assumptions about work?
85. Wbt sons of things are being done or should be done to encourage people to
re·examine their views or assumptions about work?
[ have several example here which [ am going to ask for your opinion and
input on, ex;:ample:
(1) Does the college~ people to seek out~ ways to
improve what they do in the organization? Should they? ls it enough?
(2) ls risk4Ming encou@ged WJIHOUf having to worry about~
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~ if things do not work out'? Examples? Should it be?
(3) Does the college set aside time for~ by organizational
membeR?
(4) Does the college emphasize 'why' it is moving in a. particular direction
and~ it will change? Examples? Should it?
86. ~ in the college system should be re-evaluating their assumptions about
woO<?
87. Given the current restruc:turinc of the college system, do you feel the time is
rilbt for fosterina: or continuing to foster a re-evaluation of oue assumptions
about wone?
B8. Are there any additional comments you would like to add on element 8?
ELEMENTC
A third concept emphasiud in the learning organization is ~YW2n: An image
or a road map - developed as a group - that guides members in their pursuit of a
realistic and attractive future for the organization.
If we apply this concept to the community college system.
Cl. How importaat do~ the development ofa shared vision is to the
college system?~ is it (un)important?
C2. Do you believe that J:!lim...oeople in the college~ also see this concept as
(un)importaat?
C3. Wlto do you feel should be promoting the development of a shared vision in
the college system? Should anyone take a lead role?
C4. Does the colle&e bave a vision that is understood by most members now?
What is it?
C5. Wltat sorts of things are being done or should be done to create a shared
vision for college members?
I have several example here which I am going to aslc for your opinion and
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input on, example:
(1) Does the college have a systematic stAtegy for goal setting that
involves college members? Should it?
(2) Do college members~ in goal setting? Should they?
(3) Does the college~ faculty and staff~ to
professional learning? Should it?
(4) Do college leaders show otbeD how their long·term interests can be
~ by enlisting in and helping to create a common vision? Should
they?
(5) Do college leaders clearly~A..~ and hopeful outlook
for the future of the organization? Should they?
C6. ~ in the college should be participating in the creation of a shared vision?
A
C7. Given the current restruduriDI. do you feel the time is rilbt for developing
or continuing to develop a shared vision?
C8. Are there any~~ you would like to add on element C?
ELEMENT D
A fourth concept emphasized in the learning organization is cooperative ream WQrk-
People getting together on a regular basis to learn from each other and to solve
problems together.
If Vie apply this concept to the community college system,
01. How importaat do~ a team approach is to learning and problem·
solving in the college?~ is it {un)important?
02. Do you believe that IMn.~.th.;,.~n:i1mlalso set: this concept as
(un)important?
03. Wllo do you feel should be encourqing people to work together as teams in
the college system? Should anyone take a Iud role?
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04. Does the college system cul"ftQdy .tiliu • team approach to problem-solving
and professional development?
OS. Wlt.t sons of things ace being done or should be done to develop a team
approach to Ic.ming and problem·solving?
I have several example here which I am going to ask for your opinion and
input on, example:
(1) Does the college~ for discussion and~ among its
members? Should it?
(2) Are college members encouraged to share their expertiS with
colleagues? Should they?
(3) Does the college_provide fl!$Qurc§ to support these efforts? Should it?
(4) Does the college gives Kim members lots of apprecjation and supPOrt
for their contributions? Should it?
(5) Do college~ develop~~ with the people
they work with? Should they?
06. ~ should participate in team learning and problem-solving in the college?
07. Given the current rutructurinc of the college system, do you feel the time is
richt for fostering or continuing to foster team learning and problem-solving?
08. Ace thCf"C any additional comments you would like to add on element O?
ELEMENT E
A fifth concept emphasiud in the learning organization is Seeing the "big picru.re-
We often solve problems by breaking them down into smaller. solvable problems. As
a result. we often fail to see the connections between problems and we fail to see how
actions taken to solve one problem may affect or even cause another problem.
If we apply this concept to the community college setting.
El(l) How important is it for college members to see the connections between their
work and the work of others throughout the college system? .whx is it
(un)imponant?
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El(2) How impertaDt is it for the~ to see the connections between them ie.•
the college and the community they serve?~ is it important?
E2. Do you believe that m.sm...peQple in the college system also see this concept as
(un)importut?
EJ. WII. do you feel should be promoting the development of an integrated,
holistic view of the college system? Should anyone talce a lead role?
E4. Does the college curnady foster an integrated, holistic view of the college
system?
ES. Wb.t sort! of things are being done or should be done to foster an integrated
view of the college system?
I have several example here which I am going to ask for your opinion and
input on, example:
(1) Are college members kept uD_lo-date on developments locally,
regionally. and provincially? Should they be?
(2) Do college members work with colleagues across program arus and
depamncnts locally, regionally, and provincially? Should they?
(3) Is the~~ about developments in the college?
Should it?
(4) Is the community supportive of the campus/college? How? Should it?
(5) Is the community an influenrial decision-maker in the college? Should it
be?
(6) does the college make use of the community resoUrces in their
programming? Should it?
(7) Do~~ to meet the changing needs of students and the
community? How? Should it?
(8) Does the decision-making process at the board level provide for inmrt
from the oolh;'§? Should it?
E6. ~ should develop an integrated view of the college system
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E7. Given the current restrurtlirUal. do you feel the tilllle is rillit for fostering or
continuing to foster an integrated, holistic view of the college system?
E8. Are titeTe any additional comments you would like to add on element E?
CONCLUDING QUESTIONS:
I want to summarize now by asking you several concluding questions on the learning
organization. After having considered the five elements of a learning organization.
Question:
1. Do you believe the five elements of a leaming organization are appropriate or
fusible for the college system? Which concepts should be included or omitted?
Which concept should be emphasized more or less? Ranking?
2. Do you believe the five elements of a leaming organiZ3tion can provide a
feasible ..CHId for ludersbip in the college system? Which concepts should
be included or omitted'? Which concept should be emphasized more or less?
Rmlcing?
3. 00 you think the newly restructured college system wiJl stimulate
.raanizatioaal InroiDK? Explain.
4. Is there anything else that you would like to comment on?
···THANK-YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CQOPERAnON···
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from thoM arciculttMl !:IV Mll'lisqr Grime.. hUT th. concern for effIciencv and
avaid.nctI of duplicatfcn ot .fta" .... notiCeatlle reference. in ttl. n.w
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z. IIASlC .....UMmON.... MNEWED COLUG~ L£ADOIlSHIP
In !'lis bocit. eh.,.",. ,nd OpPQrrunit"f, C6Mf1. 's Community Cd/lllQes .r tlte
Crouro.d& 119181, C.nlUon .mpntaiua tnat the two rntlin t'.tleIlenQ" that
Colleg.. ,"Ult I.ClreSi ••: 111 ftncling new Ityl•• of Jeedmhtp and (2)
d'langing an OperlbnQ.t\'l1 wtlictl ia no tong., ,rtecnvt l~ 2151. The ttl,...
P$Jr..... by Ctlftf'llt;on ....,.. reitantlltd In • a.....maticn mu. to the ACCC
ell_CO In Mev ,_ by~ Gale from tho Olroctomo Oftlco ,,; Wost
~ u he DORd UW ., qundan 1Of' community calleVU -"How do we
convert~ and owriy bur.avcratic training instftUtlona into Ilan.
meen .-1d vwy~~1· ",. Ob'vioUI anawer fO thlt quutiOn
'I '"1Nttft grwL difficulty.·
The Ml'niater a1 Education. tM Honour-*"- Reger Grim.•• hal mandated tne
-.. ond _ -.m to_.~ IllOftlllfl1'Vig coct 1_lncv witll
minimal crpntza1lonlll SUUeturl Ind with ~o duplicauon of 1II*1"'''io and
adrrnnistrlWI ,tturt.
The talk mandatId it. daumfng OM. 'il'l. q\JI.stion "hew to'- Is all 0'''''''';''''·
T1W (-wry of fewIw~ and • dll"ntrlisMd manat.m.nt 1:1001 wtd'I I focus
on ,fftdlncy and DCIllenee 'IIC'ra••nu ml lUge tor leading tn_ Clr,,,,. of
non~, puDIIdy {unaed po8't-ucond,ery educ:aTicn :me thl new century.
AutMors Kontr Ittl." S.nge (19901 and Youngoklod (19'.' ro1orlnc. :h.
beUef tlWt tI'lO tveauful inltituticnstorganizatiottl in tne tutur. wlU move
aweV from ttl. h6llwchieat. mufti.layerlld model of managtmem Ina raplle. it
with a In.... 1.ICIC'Inll:l iCllP~c;h thrOulh I team pror.ll&S. Th.. writers
contend that t • .-nvwrk orovld.s for pardcipanon by a!t canrtituents in an
.nvironnwnt whllf"l aU employ... can aJ&lat in CIIVISln~ lh. most .fficilnt
proc... to rTIlM1 g_1e end obJ-cttve•.
The CaI"oe. therefore. l:lrooa... tM prtncip," 01 I tllmwork _oaro.ch with
open catNT':l.Jl'\iCad and &hand r••poNitllllty and accountability moael
of o,.,.ucn. SInII {1990111U1Q'U11 that. trUe tum d.monatr IliQnmotlt
at go-. and dhcdon&. If lndtYiduai milmMn 01 I tfttn ar. ncrt In unilon but
ate Oulnng In dJtfIrwIt direction•• the Dic'turw miOht look lilea tNl on. - In
ra.a1rltiOn of w..a ''*VY IP. 2341.
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When tn'fl is commo~ity of PUrpOliI Ind al'l unalrstanding of how eac"
memoeree~nu leen om"a Iffan. :ne Dlctt.:fl will I;tUIIIQ'8 as :lluStrlttd
"",,,w.
Thl critic.l dlmenllon of ,II teams II the beU.f mat tapping the potential of
m.ny mtnol WIlli nlnd.... V,..~, inteWVlnee than that of any aingl. m,mb.,
of thl t18m. IS."ge 1990. ,.. 2311. OUUtandlng tSllnll In orpniZaticns
d8V,fop oPlratlonal T'F'UST to U'lat ••ch tllm memOIr Cln De coum.a en to
ae:t in w.". mit eom"iet'Ntnt lach othlrs actions.
"T"n. dl&d~ln. ot t••m buildIng Ilk, any dllcipiinl "quite. prac:ic. which
imoti.. I commitment to lftming IncllPptylng I new lit of lkilll. toOlj. and
teennlquu. COntrary to tnl pOpUlir myth. ;tNt tNml ar. nOt e"'tlC-:lria<l:
!)y Gn abMnce of~ ($enge. 1990. P. 24), InstUd. it hal btln ,rRe.d
ttt!! an' Of t b , n'lQIL-C@bte IndlCllQrs of In etfKtiv, Ilam ill tM yisibft
c:cntlict 01~ lQ!!! la '0 !e!"'1'5! of na CQt"fUct. tMm m.mb....
- yi • In fact. t'- "linin;
c of me of BUT the tMm (I,a,-
.....,rm the =nfUcn: Ind tt'ltouCilh (jlalng'" Ind dl'c:uuioo....C:;InSenlWI in ""'I• ..,.,,
,..,enwluv_
Th4I~ lTIDdeI OtODCIId tor the nrN Cou,g. aiIo endorses thl conc,pt
01 syat.ma: thInkInG - In IbilitY to ... d'l' Il'lterd~I"C11 by wntch loeal
tJect.lona end eeaone .tr.ct others oyu~ the~ .l)h..... In ao.r wore.
whlt'l right or ...mftt,tv logical for nch Plrt of the orglnizl1lan mi;nt b.
II'l'pproprfaW or tRotlRI tar me wncl, {se~•• 1"0.... 2101.
0... McCamuL fomwr cnamwn and ao at:'Xarox ClMdl l:IUa thil conc.pt
•Q:lnp"lq, y~: the .blfty to iHY .ntntfon to the wortd •• if thrOUGh II
wid. In;ft. not I t.-nota lena. (SIn,•••t .•t•• 1..... P.••1
'The ai'lift in tt'I4I eouao- I..d.fahio looroach: I.a•• t;oncam tar tf'\. ayltlm as a
·Nha,. tnroU9h pamd!M'tDtV' tNmWQrk will ..-quit, I new levll of cetlIbcflticn.
T?'\I rtlall'ty 01 In IdJuW"r'llnt periud an~ time daleya muat be .x~ (S.n,_•
• t.al.. 1994. P. all.
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'wllkinQ the talk- is • Slaw groeess th~ requir•• commitment to action and
ch,nge in blhaviO\,lr. ~. artticiga* CI"ock or return on this ml of
i"....~t ......i11 ~ Da~. and wtU junHv the bIT''' .xc,rviAtt.
3. BASIC fRAMEWOIlK
The P,..Iid.nr. Senior li.xceLtCiVa Teem .. epDroved by me Board IAp~.ndiz
&-1. con,i't11 at: ..,
A. Six ClrlCmt'l with indMdu.J rMoonaibllitfl' far: Progt1ltnl. Student
Servicu. Fin.lncI/Acsmini.straaon. HW1Wn A••curcl.. MlrUtlngl
lm.ma'CioNI and lnfonnftion SnUtN.
8. An Executive A&Iimant to tnl PraiOInt rllQOnsiOle tor PolicY Il1CI PlannIng
For adminislrat!VI and operatio.... outl)OMl. ~. ProvincII nu been dMdId into
Jive" :11 cialtlCts; .ec;;n dl.ttTic't c:onsilQ ct on. or mot. ","cus.
(Appendicn 8·2 and 8-31.
£eh Olatrict will be managed bv an *fminisU'atiV1 tum h,.dld by • Oi.uict
AdlTiniatrator who wiU serve u a TNm lucier. Th.... il no imlnt to tmbli.h
seOarata cllmtct o1ftca. ramer. -ttnt o'JiUict AdminiftrltOf (DAI will t:, •
camguS bUed leader sUDDenld by on. or mar. A.uociI'r:, Olstrict
Adminiatrator. (AD...·.I YWftO will ''-0 be bUid at dLsuta can"lC:IUMI. Th,
numb" af AOA', will be deftrmlnK by g..,grapny. dimoor'"hlca. lavel of
programming and oU1er uniQue circulTll1anca of the district ODllTOona!
ertvttonn'*1t. WhillI1nII IIttent i. to naw I mlrumum 01' on. 004 ur OM AOA at
l-en camoua locaPan. L.,.,.. 'Hill b, utenu.ong circumstanc.. wtUCh may
make thta goal impoaaitlf.: in .LlCt'I inmncu non-management lUff wi;) tI•
.-....0 to coord....... cortain furlcU~ wid'l ~.",.nt 'MPOtIlibiIitfM
lleinll _ out from • d-..co.
The DlI;trlet T,am will be moonlible ana accountable 10r tn. etttc=:ivi and
Itflctent operwtlon of tn. lev., f71 key functlonl (AQpendia B-tJ:~.
S~ SIMcM. ANnc:e IN AQ'niniatr8tian, Martco1ine/lMerNitioNl, Human
Reaourcu. Information Sysmma and CornrrNnity/Corporlitl.
OA'I Ind ADA'. \MIl~ _DDMn;: a tam aacr08d'I and will trnnuaUv IlIrll
an tne. divilion of acccumabiUtl.. .0 mat in .. tar u pQllibrl tn,
raoof1SJuilfU...... IQulily Ind equitably dlviG«I. In this WGY tftO Olmict will
be administered by drawing on tI':l collectiV. strlngttl. Ind taltnts of leen
rnemce, ot the management ta.m.
Uftirnatt1v lien DA Ind ADA i. accountable to trtt Pre..idem aut functionally
••cn l~ 'C=\,Im.bl. tu ~e Oivf~ian.1 DireC"'.cr for tn. Que:ity Ind lffi<:iCn"i:
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oae....ocn of au activroea r.~tec to :l"!••peez~c:Mc;ncnll' .,.. fer wnien hllShe
nas b"" uaigned r••ccn&lcility.
•• FUNCTIONAL IPfnR-REl.ATION5HIPS
The CollISI'1 Operaticnal Moeel. A.ppendix C. mltnJ)ts to ellPt\Jr. tnt team
.lN~with the atudent .. ttl. ctiem: ft the cetrtCI' and~ ditK'tioI'l provided
through legislation Ind Board gov-mance.
This illustr'ftfon. u~no: the Student Senneu Oivisicn II an txatnPfe
(AAgendicaa c.1. ~2_ • ~I. c~ IN reJationship •• wen I. #Ie ro_ of
UGh b,CWGU'.MCteCI klOcJ. APPettdix 0-1 s~ 1M _6-0" loop to the INdem
5etvicaa CMsion. TNa loop recruams tn. chan of the rttewce ttamI Ndt
of wnom rep,....ntI ••ub-diviaicn of the tDUlI mo=em Ierw:a 'UPOtltlltiJe.
........br: 0..2 MUSU'8tH tNt the rr.emMil" of la:tt team will b' drawn from me
SNOlnt .ervice. al:MCi.iists In tn. OiltriC'tS. BottI the tUm chan end tlilm
memD'l'1n:g, wtth tew .;XClption3. will tll nan-mln'Vlment inclivid....l. who
function primarily with eampullcis~etluigni'TMInta.
The ProvinciaJ Alacute. ieam witn !5 mtIin suHivislOM nrnvidl dirllC': inDut
in the draftfng of DoUcitiS. :roceduru••nd guideline.. .
In thl tuUv dncritl.:t linn, rr.ccllt. APOI"c2ix 0-3. m. Divisional Cil"lC'tor is
connectIQ en tne nght by tn. Provir.daJ Adminiscra'tive Tum. Thil is U'!. tHtn
(one membor from ••ah Oiamct} \M"Io wiU b. -eeoumable and tuDOftlibJ. tnt
enauting me operatier.aliutfon of all ~oJlei.. and j;)roeedurl. It me
Olatrietl~mpUII.Vwt.
By /'lavin; one l'!'WIT1Oef of each Cistriet'l Administrative T,am i~untabll tor
the f\mc::ion. itl 'thia ~. Stud.m S.",ic••• the Oivi8io".1 DirectOr will be .bf.
te ruocncl 'to MYet1 (71 adminittratars who. as a grouP. will wcrit toeetNt to
,,.url ttandardl.zation of SIMC.. T11la team IIOng W1tn me ~nctaJ
ReIoI.tr.a TMtn wiI lhara Ind lum tram IKh others IXoeriencu in building
• divIaion~ wiI embodY btft C1rxtb::a el'"d QtaWty serviea at • consiatantly
htvh.~~ througi'lcNt ••ci't dletrie:t ana carnPU8. Tho baaio objective
:1 ttwt every student. ,..gatdll.. 01 the distric!' or ca~ut. rlClivel tl'll AfTlII
!evel of quality lerviee.
Thi. Svstem of UtltlUshing a Pravlncia' Resource Team end • fIroyindal
Aamlnlftrauc;m r ••m will orovicll 4 aimal. atr"UCtUt. far the twO-...,.".., ftow of
intolTTWtlQn ir.d acviee wniJe eR&bltlning· an idal vehlcll for collaboration and
delibemcn in formaUzing oOlcanona' direet10n for Stuc1ant Setvic8I.
!...i:1kad intO t:"ll P:oovincial Ad~ininratio" T.am :, " Oiatrfet Ad.mimmation
Team. In tr.1 UtT':O~ provtaec. &:1 "vpgtl\.tlc:al aiattict if, District 3 'l"l'hictl ia
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.drrriniltlrtd by twO ~,OA's and • CA. In 1t1e SC8Nria gtuemecl, the .OA hu
uaumed accountabilItY tor Student Services; hence. tne link WItn tne 5.5.
Provincial AdITWIinwtiatl T...-n. MemO.,.. ci thit; Ciani-=: Adtnlniltr'l1Ne Team
Ire m.N1gemant Jtatt who collec:tivety lauma tuU aecountl:bllity for .8
fUnCtJOna witnin Uta Cllvtet.
Full~ and inYotvement of a1l1taff OCCUlS In the OilUlC1: Operationaf
T..." wnk:t'l inoiudM tho ",.,.,.,. of N C'-trict Adrnininrnan Tum .rId •
..__ ot i_ tram ._ of __ (7l funcdonoj r--.v
area: I.•••~ Stuaent s.vic:a. ........,~. HurNt1
-.owcaa. CoroormaiCammunity, FinancII/AdrnfniR'ftlon .M Inforrnaion
Syo_. a-ronv _king. tllIo will b•••.., 0CUv0 Tum In _ lllItttce
••otI memiMt wUI brlnt to the wble ttl.~ of tt\e funeaotl tole/Me
_ It illNa,.", _ wiI _ tolO_ to lIno tunO!Ilo d_ tor
o~g the pOIid.. and PI'OCeout•• wNcft nave oeen dt\1toOl<l .nc:J
.!'proved by .een Oiviaion .nd ara r.edv tor imoJemenution.
AUhO\lih tne ctl.-t if, linee,.."~V~b~." both end. ot 11'\. contlnuum
do-. am (shown by. aejld line~ .. me f8cuttv .nd Stiff constituent grouP on
m. 11ft lid. of tfte ccmint.:wn are in fact ttle AmI conltltUem Qrouo
r"r~ in tN~O~lTum on tr.. riO/'rt eno 01 the continuum.
~ lreu at fgQla for 'ach at tt':. Pro"ir:c:::al Ruo\,lrc. Teams I'" II followa:
1. Soecial NHcit/Aborfgin.1 IsIUes
Z. CN1UIllng
3. L.um Raoun:. c.ntr.
.... TranlitlonlPtacltT'lent
5. ltudent Atfaw.
1. AIEIAcM._
%. ....Nod Am3._
4.. ~Q TICI'lnOlOQV/lnaulV1.1 Eclucnon5. _
5. InfOrmation Technology .
7. N.tuI.1 ....curc••
2)8
Hum'n pe'ow....
1. Claaitleation" Pay2. IAIlaur __
3. Protassianal cevetopmem:
4. Human~ I'IMnin; .. Budpdn;
~. ClwI_o~-S_
I. Human A.-ouroea Data $yewrn
MvkrtnnGn!M!'.n'!
e.aanee"dminiumjon
_II on__• to< tile _ -: In _I1aff/flculty. Uncl.,
nomwI cin:l.lmftInceI. "..~ Of tr\aae lMmS wtI 1110 De ..,.bliahed MIl .n
imevm Dirt at me DII'tnCt OperatlOMI T..",..
S. CISTIICTICAMPU. ADMINISTRATION
In 8ddItInn fO m. Otatriet ful"lClion" ruoorwibfUtlel, lnet leCOurabiftlel••ach
ADA _ "'" OA w;K.....".~ fat til. drt- at "'.
~ wrthin the Diauict. In ApIMndlx E. the~I $:riC! con,isoctl
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01 tf'trte c:amDusa. A Dinric:~ AdminlatratQt (OA) .rood an AOA have bHn
~ to u. IiIt9N atImpI.U ana one AOA ha been ....ignea It MCi'I of the
oth.,~~ ,...... can auurne mea. .,. .",..... eam~ with "
smaUer scuclent body ana f,wet prograrna to b. adminiaandl.
In Chia hvDOthetieat d.iatrir:t. ttl. duti.. of OCMtWdng the "roger CIIftpUa wiI '"
s:nar.d bY tne t'NC adminimatCrs en aim. "The tVPe8 of ICtMtiIr ir'tvofy.:f in
m. drrto-d.., operation of • campua n.- no~~. Sucn
-"-inV. tlCUltV i_.__.facuIty_. fifo
dJIfa. pmbllionlrv,Jta1f dOCu:tnerrmaon. atDIN2anCa r8pana. etc., in euenca,
Mauring tha oICCUr.. irnaillmemation of .U OM..,.. go,Jc:i.. f'IOt'8Mnt th'
mutU~ime"aion.airelDOnaibUitt.. of I ampul admlniltratar.
In .adltion to m. day..today campus aaminllltTatfvl raponeblltJes. tne
ec::coumabtIItl tor ad'I tuncDcn~ been decided througn mlltUllt camact tly
me Adrriniatr'advl T.-" .. foUoWl:
CA
ADA ox-
ADA "r
ADA OZ"
~tn8(Q~A)
Financ.l'Administration
CommunifyJCorQCrate
Prall,..... ICluatorBl
Stuaent ServlClS
Humin RlSOL:rc••
ProQt1Iml (CtUC'Clr C)
Mar1tetingJlmarnaticna'
Programs (Clur~r 0)
Information SystefN
1. In tn. hypcnne'dcal Oiatriet. utUtM • ..cuc:lem sarvie:. i&Iua. whk:h i$
outaicIe ttla nocm anel not cIM.riy ddned In tho proccd:cnt guidefin..,
oa:ura in C&mpua 2. Furmet uailt8nce ~or~n is nelded. WMt
d_ ADA 'Y" dol
SInclI ADA ·X· la trle Administrator KCOumllbl, In me Dlatrfct far Studlm
s.nric::ea" ADA OY- shoul4 ccnl~wttft ADA eX-. AD.... ·X·, ..CONUfting
witn am.. mambers of tr:e Ollttfc1: AdminimatfGn Team and, wtt.r.
IPluoDriata. Clatrict Stud.nt S.rvica Jpeci8Usa, =nctu_ mat ml
inCidMt it • most ll:H..tsual INflnT lind nobodv In u. Oiatrtct _ Dt'rii0u5
UDeriencI to draw en. Since In. GuideMnM don't l'MkI t"IfwInCI ro IUGh
~ ~, dJrKttcn tram Ul. QivisiCln"~ wftI be~ by AC.... ·X·,
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In ami!' WOtUs_ Civi.ional Oirec:tcrs will maintain tnt Eaiaon and flow of
dlrectiCln and aaviel througn the Provincial Administratlve T.em - s.....n
m d.ltKt COI'IUCU onty.
T1'tiI groc... il not trre:mded to e~ or reau1c:L t.ec:1lr.hip in ttle Oiatric'tl.
!'fowevet. Ioc8I dllCil:ions can usifv bee:crN • tleIis for tutu,.. reference tot'
iU otner Oilvlc:s; mlr,fore. canful and wid. e=nsultl1tian would be
.--.
2. How is enF ClaU'let Admlnrstr.-mr', ruponalDWUI. cunrent' 1rotn the
A.cciatII DIm... A4mf_l
Like me A.Noc:iMa OlatriCt Admi~ (ADA",.. tN Ciaoict
~ willhite C8rt'lQUI opetUion rupansibilltiu Ind wHI aIIum.
accountability for ona or more ft.Inetfo". d~arng on U'll numa.r at
ADA'. avaifabll. The n'IIIior difference is ,u,a't the OA will carry the
r,sQonsibllity of flam leaaar Ind cootdlnmar. In mq apKit¥'. the 004
mua...-ci.M. ;ntat: d" of lnaiv"t Ind keen pwccption in 13ciliUtin; the
'N'Ooong of the tam to Insure tnat eroa functional issu•••r. fe....H"
Il'Id dult wim to eMU,.. tn. CIltrict as I whol, OpeRUlI .tT'IOOU'llY. In
~ the OiatJ1ct. u a whole. must bKOl'TIe more thin me .um of the
individuaf 1*tI.
Cnmmrnipe'Comacc'
The Cctnrm.lnity/CoQOtatl fune:t:on ia a major area of rap.cna.ibiity fcr .ach
OtalrfCt. "...,. IS no OMltonal Olrector aAiVnttd to Lhi. rul'lction •• it ::s .n
imaoral C'CtT'IQCMnt of m. ?rcgrama otvisiOI'l and :.". Finance ~nd
AClmitlimatfcn Dlvlaicn. In otner words. the prc;ta.mslceursu that DiAtrictS
pe=kaee ana offer to ~lienu tall wmnn the rllQUlaticns and pl"ccaAduru
d..-mined bY academic policy. SInc. lh... =ursll1orcgl1lm otfWlnQs ire
tuno.c Outlidl me normat C1perlltion (Qram-ln·.tJC11 ancs muR btl OPllf.&.ed to
rwcaver coat Dlua. rwtUm. the F'tnanc. and Adtrinistrltion CMa6an wil' be
MtIbtIahtn; pofIdM ancr procedura to liNure quailty smndat'Cs for
~ COf'I'aW:D whictl oro con*-tent UV'Ou;hovttn.~. HiMI
of personnef. of ecu,.... falls under tn. dilKtfon of the Hu.".n rnourcu
OfftcL n.r.tarw. U. Ul&Dliat'Wnlnt Of • upetItaD~ WOUld. In nunCI.
resutt in • dLlolclDon or avartIID at .frons whid'I ......, fall wid'lin me purview
of 1tlII Prog,..rne Civilian. th. Ftntinca/AClminlsuwdon Clviaian Ind thl Human
f'tMOurc•• QI.lan.
The~ function reareMfttS ttl••ntrep~1CttV1t1•• at ••en CSIWict.
WQrQbie GrotoC01. to .ns~tl'TUtn~.-!II.~io.!..~O Diftne:t:s ,.
e~u..~~~'.L~!LneICIto b••ddruMCl. Your
recOlT!lT!'''oftioru in va developme"t of • mu'l\UIlly acccptllOl. CQce o~
aoeration Itt lciiC'ltld.
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Th. rola at tn. COiI~ in tTl. c=r."Imunity will conti nUl to be tn! cirtct
r..~on.jblUtV of ••ch C.mDu&. The local e:ampua !ea<ier will be 1Xpec:ed to
devM"p~i_and 't"I'Qrking rw.atiClf'lahic. with lOcal ~..,a.•. lucn •• thl
~ionel Econcmic 808rGa. ~. &untialiV. t~. of'flcj,1 imer1Ka DetWHn m.
~lItaQlI.",gana nw'nUlneG by tM clmgus
.~ _.
I. JlI.OIIENTAnON ~ A NEW CULT\JIIE
All I...d.,."ip within the new Col.. lU'UC'tUra will .aaen,neeI~.
Th. flm,nin; of tt'Ie arganiDtkm and the sharinG of .ccoumaDUitin will
require IWW~ to doinQ buaineaa. While Qllltricts end C.amo...... will
be rMoonatw to local needs; me ccm:mit.mem to U'l:e Colleg.... lin;!_ unit
shautc:l: De. priorttv. In other word,. while r..~ndlng loeally. Olstrict I.ad....
mult be thinking: prcv;neiaUy.
How can suen marcr Idlulmlrns be rmadll How can • G~'Nre 0. chlnQ:ed7
Thl"Qugh • ccmmitrMnt to cnang.. III thing.. are po..rbl.. The SeniCIr
!xaCc.nivI. in ita commitment to ttl. new stvl. ot laellranip. is or'DaI'Wd to
I)IOViGI ongoing: IUooon. i"...,..,i~ lind~ to ."am. Tn_, tn, "MY""
.n;in_~ Coll.g. devlloDs to full potentilJ. In the proc.... alt CONIV_
ptr1Onnel. mrougn tne parttclo.,;cry mod_I, will ~ vi..,ln an o;gol"tUtlity to
share in making the PrcvtnciIt CQUege of New10undJand ana Labrador (witl'l In
i;proQrlm. nametl ani trlat i, rKOgnizld for it! progrtaliv.n.u by
counta~aru acroaa the c:o~. WIth a dedicated. cammi'tWd Olm'ict
I..a.nhip, sutf Inc tacuky, ind building an th, good work of th' I'rtVio~
COII.ge ayatam, tn. Senior E:ueU;:ive is vlry confl~.nt mat 'U"II reneweo
ColIlQe wut btlccme I significam contributer to the economiG ana locial
dIY,topmem of thl Provinc•.
ChlInp ia not: aomething that nipgena:
It's II way at life.
I~I net I proc..:
1t"la".ue.
It's not aorMtl'llng Vt)U do:
It InlJul'fa you.
Ronald E. Comcn:an. CEO
Aetna Ufl a. CULl_trY
....MC'S
a.le. a. "..ngtnHrlng C41f.... for the FTJture. Addt.sa [0 ACCC Annual
eon_C., Totama, Mev 1998.
Komr. J. P. LMdittg ChMp. Bonon. Harvard .....,... Sd'lool Prua. 1UI
-"""'.J. -nr._or~-==-v""_', CG_c.noo•.
VoI.l,_Z.P.7.
""'eo. P, .... ""'lfflll ........ _An a __.fn._L_~·.
_ Yorit. 9antam Doueloclay em Pulllilhing G"'"" Inc. 1990
sen.... P. M.: Klein.,. A.: Robe".. C: Roa. R. B.: 5_. 8. J. n._ Filrll~_.
_.5l1wropOoIa T_""~_UMrtiIIgOrgMJ_._Vet!<:
_,I'"
Youngblood. Marte. O. e.ring the ChOCQ~t. EI."nMlt: ru. CMrg. of en.",_
~Jt To"; Procaa MM~ement. FUcharCl.an. TIIZU. Unrv.ul P!'I"
Svn01e:atll. 1993.
I-
I
Far your infomunion anached fa • eopy a1 nra1:e"ia
_C1lon l1lIteme".. which may prove helpful In
considering the mi.,lon statam."t for the new
coUage.
Previoua CoUag.. of NewfaundlJlnd lind
L.abl'ador
Mllsion StBtemems
Value Staumems
aouef Statemem.
O.el Sta......ems
rarget Statements
Depanment of Educavon &. Training
Mission Statement
QoeJa
MISS'ON STATFMElaS
TO Providl • broad range of edueatiClnal opportunities of ecns:stentfy hith QUaUt'( il
tl'DcnH to Ute c:NInglng IGl.ieatiOnal ne,as of tne community.
w• .,.. committed to r,soom:ing to tne num.n reSoutC, and tecnnlc:al aewtocamln
"Iec::l, of ttl. C1toyinCI thrololgn aualitY ':taininQ Ind .ducation. W, b~l.... that thl
ll.tnl( is n the c.ntrl of this proeess. and that our tesOl.:fces ,hauld b, .ided a
hllping all studenu r.ach their personal Dnd cd"c:l'tionol gOI'1 through Iifllonl
I••ming.
EaIttm COllege j)fCYides lifelong learning opccrteniti.s to ttll PlOpl. of itS rlQiOn: ,n(
througn meaningful partnlrshipS. .sUl:fpottS tl'll social. cultural and economic
dl".IoDtnent of UtI provine:.. 'This r.'1iuion i~ OIIehiAvlld thrnugh high QUllirv
innavatlve inatruetionaj programs and servica: proteuionaJ grawm of CQlegt
~; an eaucauonae tn\'lrOnrrwm tnat grol1lUl.. collegiality; and • C1'..udDator,
nvta of management ana /iovtrr.ancl.
It is the "",sa1on of ttll l..abraaor COUIOI to oremotl. initiatl. dlYllOp and dativll
quality poat aacondaty ,ducation progt'lma and slrvic... in accordance 'Nfth t2"l~
eou~', provincial mend.1 and appropriAtQ to thl goograDhy of Labrador ,nc ita
culturat and Ifngull'tfc div,ratty. nu. thn.rat is in:anded to Inhanel m. p.rlana
dlv.lopment of lndividuat. II wall .. the social and economic alYllOp,tNnt 0:
l.AhrMor.nd must b. consist.nt with. ar.d dlrlCt.d !!tV me l&air,tiona of thl l)'ODlt
of Labrador.
To promote lifelong tuming and to CltcviC::. clr,er-ori.mld education ,nd mining oj
tn, rUQnut quality ".poNliY1t W UIW need. of tf\, l.'tne' and contribuung to ttl.
8CQtlOmtc: Ind soc:al dlv.{ol:lrr.ent of a lodley In I ;Iobal CQmmunitY.
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"PENC'X A ••
VAl liE STaTEMENTS
cabot Colilg. bllieves •..•.....••••••..•....
Stuaents cem. first :n all WI do
EtT!l'IOYHI are "kev" to our luceus
Communm, is • j:lanner in our gOItt:
WFmtJKlNA
The Call.ge believes j:lloole and communities should strive to be sllf directed
~e1orw. in 10 tar ... gaA'iti, in: 1JJ'Ug:r~m",i"y must b. in t.SgUfUS. tu Lin. 1*Wd1ll iSl1C
gaals of me community4 lt-large as troese nave o••n id.ntif:ed and asUllld by ttu
communitY itSelf.
The CoUege believes that !earning is a litllong precass in which it is vital anc
n.c....ry far plcal. to engage OOt" as a alrsonal and aaclal exPlrtlnQ. "M1:b
r'C1uit". bv deflninon, tnClt tne College be committed to the principiI! of IIfelon,
Itlmlng; namely, tMIt ~rc;l'1mtT'ling snould 08 student cenVld bastd upon ttle need!
of tl'lCl Ic.,nor and delivered in 3 !ltVt. ap"roonati to the 1••,n''''1 needS
cemC'r....ensiv•• so that aU stud.nts will be able to aggropriat.ty educate th.ms:etve~
to til invcivld in gainfuJ emplayment; ana. ICc.uitlle in mat all persans, reprcU'I~
at cir:umstancu. will have In OODortunitv to avaIl of a Dragram eaarcoriatll to th.il
nHelI.
Th. Cci. allo b.li.....s it has an obligation to liSitt- in tn. edueaticn at thE
ccrnrnunity far economic and SOCial development. Thia t1IQuires that the CoIllql offlJ
0"'0f'8"" lind UI'IIieM dlntentd at Tn. ~.,.ion of w....lth g.nenn:lng emalovment Inc
tMe economic and social developm.nt of the communitY.
And finally. tl'l' Coll.ge b.lieves tnat all itS It!dllvours mult b. ~ndemker
with a global vision, exhibiting tnt l'IignlSt :)0111:'11 sundaros of quality, .tt1ci.nc..
Ind utilization of Ivaiiabl. r.sourc.s in ord.r to I:l;r.!'ltl ita Itt,dlnts fnt III ttlill in t"'
intlmattGnal markI1P1aca.
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APPfNOJX 4 _,
The faUowing: gOlls Ind objeetivea compliment the minion of Cabot coll.g••
1. Provide Q'JaJitV edua'ticn and praductl the most highly qualifiea gradu£u by
me meat tttlciint and .tt.C't!W me.ns.
2. Pravide ~ualitv life·/ong '..ming oopoftunities to me.t individuai and
communi!V needs.
3. Enhance awaren... ot t~. foIl of the College and its nrvrc:.. ,n tnl
,ommunity.
4. Contribute to me plrsonal and professic;,,\aJ devIlooment of the st1.ld.nt.
5. To sugpot"t individual. collective. and C:OClPlrativl ecavitie. through lducatiClnal
IUUlr.hip "t logl. provincial. nilltianal, Ind international levels.
S. Ensure that College actvities are relevant and responsive to the neeos of those
it latVII••
TMI Clntral Ntwtounc11an12 R8Q:IOnal COl!eQl consie'rS tnt 8rticuiatiOn of ItS averall
Qoa!Il. I necusarv extenSion of its missicn statement. Orderly long tllm pl.nning
must be carried Qut witt'ltn the content of stated institutional gOl15 in order to 'Nute
that the focua and direction of colle;. ;rQwth IU' moinmlnod. The followino section
outiin.. the gull of the college.
n. C.ntr,l NewfCll.lndl4nd A~ion..' Colleg•• working within the broad go,II; of post-
secClnd.ry education In tl'le province, strivlS to l":'lHt the followin; ;011.:
,. In lceo~.nc. with Its tl.rn('lJllmt"nr.lll eomrritmtm to tl'll communitv. thl catle;.
will ccnttnue to offer 8' wid•• vari.tY of educational serviclII II ;:aulblt, as
dlt:tatld by th. neea:a: uC 111. \;ummunity,
2. In accatdanci with its oCln 2ccess cOliev. me collegl 'Nill anetnot to
Jccanvnaaltl .11 ,gglicants. :19_tOII0 af IQue.tional background or OUttt
oo_ada lNlt mer pillvent l.'llm (10m IJrOfitini (ram an ltOuClUon.1
exDefiance.
3. As Qart of iu O~ft access ~otiev. ti':. collage will strive to offer ~ucatianall
apportUnitie. to Pnvsic:ldy and mentaiJy disabled adults. mrol.:gh
lnm~ gro;rams. spedal course O~ringl. d~ea eauation. I'" w.t
innovadve ml'd'lod•• in conlunction with emblllhed SUPDOt't Iglna...
4. The collet. will Plrtfclpatt in communitY deve'opment and thl~
01 tl'll quality 01 community lite by offlring I variety 01 eaucadonll Mf'VicII
.ucn U W01Qnogl. seminars. snort cours". Crftlt and no"-C~1t count'.
and anciU.tY tGucatlol"l.1 services aimed at cenonlt and Ic:anornic
dewtoomlnt.
5. n. coUIgI wiD Insure Iccountaciiitv to tnl ouclic bv ongoing stI1'..lIIIIT\lnt
and IvalURon Ind by involving the commul'lirv in ntlOI ••••••ment Ina tnl
dlv,'oom,nt and maim.nlnce at orogram. and sarviCIS.
4. In recoenition of ita unique net\.lt"e. t/'le coUlg_ will .rtl"N1 to meil"ltain I prenncl
in III me communitiu in itS It" tP'lrough community II.tning etnttw••nd
diatlnci education.
7. Thl colll~' w;U strivl to develoo :nit wholl pltscn oy offering opportunities
tor full plttlonai grawtn .nd devl'oprr..nt in itllWUlIl:1Ui.I. lJhysiCIl. and aocW
skills through c.....r caunslurng. life skills trlining. job narch training.
asnnrvln... training and Ott'l.t ccurs.s 1!'TIId It personal dev.lopment.
8. The coUeQ. wiill'tftW to ~""Iiot:l .n identity u a eufwral Clntre by contnb'lting
to me cuttur'IJ C1IVelaprnant at tne community tnrougn tts tae:uraes an12
eQUioment, which Ire IVlillbl. tor aooraoriatl activities. and bV .ncaur-omg
its 1aeuftV and stiff to dtvllOO and promotl lucn activities.
9. Th. collet_ will striv. to provide laueational oPl:lonunitils tor international
studena by lft8clllhlng til. with omit !nJtitutions and .gl"c:i•• WfttCn nave
activl DrcanuM in this I,..' Ind by cromating itS lIeviclS in In intw'T1RONil
Irena.
10. Thl COUlg. will gromot. and off.t litlf'lCY tt1lning whlneYlr tl'l. "110 11
idlntiflld and will IncoUflg.' ItUdln~s to maximfzl their eoucationll potential
t",Oelgh Iif"JnnCl '""ming ICtiviTi••.
1 1. Th. ""'va will atlivi to l"NIinQin au-ut¥ .nd SUI'lCiIl'dl in program coment and
d.Hv.-y thrOUGh the Itsubls.hm.nt of advisory committee., instruCtOr
upgrading and rlninin;, and thl acquisition of IPpraoriate tacJ'!nology.
,nAlnry i':i
....d art tt1e Coll.ge', iegi,lltea mlndate I!\d t:'le Miuion. Eutlm CoIIIV_ nes
utabllan.d the fallowing goals:
1. To :damify' the luminc ~.eos of adt,,::ts il": m. Colleg. region.
Z. To pcoviGt pro\1ra". . in SQuit buic IOUc.tion. "oc.tio~ and tttehnical
Iducation. acitlnc. ana tac:nno!ogy. !:u:sineu••gplied IrtS. university/callege
trar'ld., and Plrson,1 d.veiopment.
3. To aaist the .conomic. social ind outtura.l c1ewtapm.nt at the proyi"" by
provlClJnQ 'PCftliICI r....rcn. tecf'lnOlo~y tranlf.,. and ""tinui"g .wc.Uon in
p.rtnersn;o witt! eommur:mtl: ~ommunitV grauoa:: bulinua. industry and
labOur: ;overnment deQ.rtmem:s Inc ag.ncie'; ancI other educational
iMtit\.rtion••
4. To CHi9" lnet aeliver qualitY Inm\;c::cn In I tr.8ftnar mat rlCOgnlZts Ina mHtS
the individual l't.tds o~ St:JClnu whilll fulfilling .subUshld lduca1ional
sund...a.a and curnc-.;Ium eonttrn rtQuirerr.lnts tor OCcug,tion.1 p,.paraticn.
tren.m to Od'\I" inm.."ticl'".:I. pCr'3Ion;1 dc.... olapmcm: lind oxtcmel ,cerodita!lOft.
5. To provide and maintain a sate. :O:Tl~rtlDle an4 motl'tf.ting I••ming
.nvironmllt'lt.
e. To Q~e stuClent seCYic:e~ mIt enhlru:1 :~I Ileming exoerier.ce ll:'ld maximize
thl potential for Stl.ldlnt !UC::ISS and ::ersonllf develoemen!.
7. To im~ovI ;:t.rtieipatio:'l on t1o,n.lIIlItennriJirv Aduc:aTion by otNring a
corncretwnaNe rangl of education and training opportunitres in order :0 blttlr
IItVe IU adurts wttn soec:alllttentlon to improving the p.rtlt.;~llltion uf lnoal in
sOCilty who hlVl traditionally bl.n under re"talnted in 1:C1lt·ucandlrv
Iducation.
1. To market the rlgienal Cell.g. concept. s.rvices. and I2rogramt. in order EO
heighten puttllo owerlnal. ;.
2. To improve .CClJslbility :0 .nd ~artlc:pltlon In aU COlilg. programs Ina
s.-vfcu. .
~. io d~p a farm.tlled .systlm ~=r 'icl"ernanCI to en.",c. ceU_g. policiu OI'\C
trD'ring !:rtittEiY1I a,. congru.nt ,.v:tn tn. nleds of aNGina of the twtiOn tttG
tnl ....nee ot ttli SU3tegic fccr:omic Plan tor N.wfoundland Ind LlDraGcr;
tr'IirrnG It'Ilt is r..gonsiv. to thl aemands of I. c::anQinQ' labour rNIrkit tor an
IntatlJNin;. highly skilled. innovativl I.na aaaemotl woridon:e.
4. To empnaaitl humlln and ph"(Sical r..ourcl devetogment in ordlr to cromote
qU111tY intmJetlon. aam!nlstrattgn ana SUC120rt Urv;CllI.
5. To ..tatallsn ~artnerShjpl with various individuals and Iglnc:et within and
beyond the CcUete r-vicn incf\l4irlg educational instItUtions. 1.114~ and
privata uetDt' orpnizationll in oteIlf tC bitter ""1" n..os and caonsinata the
deIfwtY of pro;rIItna and ttd"lnOlogy tf"I.Nfer.
,
e. To provide a comprwhenaivt and balanced mix of quaJIty Cf"IGIt. notM:redit.
certiflRlCI, andd~ PIQUZ'''1131 withill .y.il.bl. r••aurr,. ..
1. To.ccord tquilltitus lIr.d educational services for aU and '"Diet ml dignity
of ev...., pIIt$Qt\ ~lus of inciividlolai diff....nc••• in accordance witt! human
rights Ind ~rinci~lu.
8. To dheloD a Collegl cllmatl conds.:ctvl to me Idult lllr"I',
Q. To develop, mat\8gemem: :-;N::tt.Irc mot cn'~tCt .:ppracriatc =ff invotvemcnt
and cCnaultltlon.
10. To gromatt ,nd ir:tIQt1IW Invironmental 'Ct.:cation considtration. in ColltQt
decilioN: concerning giaballtMttlnmental issues !nd susuinablt dt...IIQPrr.tr.t.
UBBfT :sTATEMENT
WlmDK'NQ
Tht Collegl ...its to bring Ibout its mission in pa"nlrsr,ip ""';th:
individual adutu who a,.. "Iltir:g to inettase tnlil' knowledgt and 11eU1•• U)
ifT'Ota'Ve thett tcOnom:c DtO.pects or Cltcumstances. to Oc.,.~ tfteir ICldal
skilla. to advance tntir cultural hertta;l. or to oV.Nome or ceDI wittl soecial
clllll!on9N.
Oti'llf Institution, and .glncie. tnat offer educational proorlms and services,
tht indumal Ind business seCtors.
;to\IOI••~ end QICIciaticns Wnl(;1'1 , ..k ~= ;t'OCT'llr.. KOt'.omtc. ,o~1 and
cultural devtloPlTlInt.
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A",Nmy'
"UAUMENT of En! lCAnoN • tBAININQ
M'''.,," Sta!lmenT
The miMian ot ~. o..'"!t"am: of Ed\,lcaticn and Training is to 8n801. an4 .ncourag.
werv individual to~ tnraugh 6tetong learning. t.~1 !c.nOwiedgl. slcillt Ind valuu
neceaaarv Tor personal growtn ana tn. alvefOpment or SOC:lty.
,. To ol'Vliog a goatSeConaary eOUC3tton sysum tNIt I' caaaDl1 Of Inwcuvlty
delivering ilGu:ation Ind trainino groqrams tnat meet me needs of thl eeooll
of ml Provinc••
2. To improw acc.ssibilitY to .. comgrli'ler.sivi ran;. of eaucation ."d training
ogporwnitflS on I g.agrapl'licai baais tnraugnaut tnl Province, and among
speeiJIII s_O'"""f'll at tn.. pn!'ldlilrion ~uc:h ;lIS 'NCma!1. !til emolcvmlnt
dlladvamaged, the pl'1ySicatly Ina mlntally handiclpgld and tria adult learner.
3. Ta incre.se oarticipatton in OOSUlccndary education and =.(nl"9.
4.. To .r.aura 1'1101'1 quati'ty an<! standards in tn. dllivery of l:IostPCGndarv
education I..,d U'aining and to ensure tnlt ;raduates of inSOtutions .r.
orlgarla, In terms Of c.CnnlCal skills, groOIem-solvtng capatlll~ ana Jo~
search Ind jOb he'ding skills, to I)ursu. c.r,.r ol:lportunitiU.
i. To imorovI .ffectiv."•••• COlt effleienc:y and aceountaoility throughout the
~altSecandaryeducation sYSt,m.
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Kouzes Posuer InterDado.oa.l,
Dr. Ken Leithwood
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lUI
."GO\~lOF
~n!FOUNDUI.M) AND uJ!RADOR
_ofDen_....
"""' ..
~ovem.ber 26. 1996
!\.1s. Rosalind Osborne
3 Lewi.sporte Place
St.John's., NF
ALE 5TI
Dt:ar fVIs. Osborne:
RE: Rqroduaion 01 Fipr~ Two ofAt iThe Crossrpq4s: Tlt, NnI/
Economy in Vndqwt4lmt4 god l.t!.bra.tfpr.
?lea.s"e aca:pt tbis as pc:mission to reproduce Figu!e Two: "A Compar'Uon. oj the
Old and New Ecot'llJ1'flUs» as found. in the docu:mezi At The Crossroads: The New
Esppomy in NewIq,mrt'lOO and La.b!Jri.or. This ~ion is conditional that the
Figur: ~ill be properly sourced. and the wade in J:fuestioc. is non-comm:rciai in
nature.
i. hope this is acceptable. If you n:quirc addint.oal information or assistance
please t;;QDtaet me at 709-729-i259 (telcpb.one):or 709-729-7002 (f:lcsimilc:).
Good luck with lOur thesis!
Sincerely,
J ;([G:
Scan M<Cartby
Strategic Business Development
Regional Economic Deve!opment m~islon
1.36 c.~w Ro.d. St. john's, NF AlB 310. Pban.: (i09] 7~g..7000.Fu: (709; 729-n3S
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KOUZES POSNER INTERNA TTONAL
15419 Banyan Lane
Monte Sereno. Calffomitl 95030
PhonelFAX: (4QSJ 354-9170
November 21, 1996
Ms_ Rosalind Osborne
5 Lewisporte PI.
St. John's, NF
Canada AlE 5T3
Dear Rosalind:
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Thank you for your facsimile (dated November 20, 19961 requesting permission to use
the Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) in your masters thesis. We are willing to
allow you to reproduce the instrument as outlined in your letter, at no charge. with the
following understandings:
(1) That the LPI is used only for research purposes and is not sold or used in
conjunction with any compensated management development activities;
(2) That copyright of the LPI is retained by Kouzes Posner International. and
that the following copyright statement be included on each page of the
instrument: ~Copyright 10 1993 Kouzes Posner International, Inc. All rights
reserved. R;
(3) That one (1) complete copy of your masters thesis and one (1) copy of~
papers, reports, articles. and the like which make use of the LPI data be sent
promptly to our attention.
If the terms outlined above are acceptable, would you please so indicate by signing
one (1) copy of this letter and returning it to the above address. Also enclosed is a
report en the LPl's psychometric properties. Best wishes for every success with your
research project. If we can be of any further assistance, please let us know.
I understand and agree to abide by these conditions:
Ken Leithwood. 01:45 PM 11/2519, Re: Seeking Pennission to use
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 1996 13:45:23..Q500 (EST)
From: Ken Leithwood <kleithwood@oise.utoronto.ca>
To: Res Osborne <rosbome@admin.cabotnf.ca>
Subject Re: Seeking Permission to use PLS
You should feel free to use this instrument The only stipulation is that
you let me know what you learned.My best to your supervisors.
On Mon. 2S Nov 1996. Res Osborne wrote:
> Dear Or.Leithwood:
>
;> My name is Rosalind Osborne. I am a graduate student presently pursuing a
> Masters degree in Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN). I
> am working with Or. Jean SrOYm and Or. Bruce Sheppard, faculty of Education,
> MUN. I am requesting permission from you to use the "Process of
> Professional Learning" Survey in my Masters thesis study.
>
> The study will attempt to identify the perceptions of community college
> instructors with respect to leadership approach and organizational learning.
> The study will utilize Kouzes and Posner's "Leadership Practises Inventory"
> to examine leadership approach and Leithwood's "Process of Professional
> Learning" Survey to examine organizational/earning.
>
> I look forward to your response. If you require any additional information.
> I can be reached by phone: (709)745-5407. by FAX:(709)778-0693 or by
> E--Mail: rosborne@admin.cabot.nf.ca.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Rosalind Osborne
Printed for rosborne@adnrin.cabot.nf.ca (Ros Osborne)
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